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Abstract 

This thesis presents new algorithms for the distributed control of a group of con- 
strained, linear time-invariant (LTI) dynamic subsystems. Control agents for sub- 
systems, which are dynamically-decoupled but share coupling constraints, exchange 
plans to achieve constraint satisfaction in the presence of unknown, persistent, but 
bounded, state disturbances. Based on the tube model predictive control method 
for robust control of LTI systems, the distributed model predictive control (DMPC) 

method guarantees robust feasibility and stability. As agents communicate only af- 
ter optimizing, the resulting algorithm offers low and flexible communication levels; 

this is the first work to combine robust feasibility and convergence with flexible 

communications. 
A cooperative form of the distributed MPC is presented, for problems where 

application of the standard DMPC results in poor performance owing to `greedy' 
behaviour. By a local agent designing plans for other subsystems in the problem, 
cooperative behaviour is promoted by sacrificing local performance. A key contri- 
bution is that robust constraint satisfaction, feasibility and stability guarantees are 
maintained, yet system-wide performance may improve with only partial coopera- 
tion. 

This thesis includes a formal analysis of cooperation in DMPC. Firstly, under 
specified assumptions, weaker than those required for robust stability, convergence 
of the system to a state limit set is shown. By relating game-theoretical concepts 
to the algorithm at convergence, it is shown the set of limit sets does not enlarge 
with cooperation; confirmation of an intuitive concept despite the extra conditions 
imposed for constraint satisfaction. In terms of closed-loop performance, adding 
cooperation may steer the system to a `better' outcome. Secondly, cooperation is 
linked to the coupling structure. It is shown that `full' cooperation is not always 
necessary. A new algorithm with adaptive cooperation is proposed, where a local 

agent searches for paths to other agents in a graph of active couplings; if a path exists 
to another agent, cooperation with that agent may offer a benefit. Furthermore, it 
is confirmed that the set of immediately-coupled neighbours, as adopted by previous 
cooperative DMPC approaches, is not necessarily the optimal cooperating set, and 
is insufficient to guarantee best distributed performance. 

A further contribution is a generalization to permit local optimizations in par- 
allel. The proposed approach further tightens each agent's coupling constraints by 
some margin; sufficient conditions are developed on the size of margin required to 
guarantee robust constraint satisfaction. Simulations show the method may not be 

excessively conservative, with closed-loop performance improving over that of the 
single-update formulation, yet at the expense of increased communication. 

The algorithms are demonstrated throughout by numerical examples. A multi- 
vehicle applications chapter is also included, applying the DMPC to two problems: 
search, or coverage, of an area by a team of vehicles, and tracking and observation 
of dynamic targets by sensing vehicles. Simulations demonstrate the practicality of 
the proposed algorithms, and, furthermore, the benefits of inter-agent cooperation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This thesis proposes new algorithms and analyses for the distributed control of lin- 

ear, dynamic subsystems subject to uncertainty and operating constraints. The key 

problems associated with the independent decision-making of local control agents are 

those of ensuring coupling constraint satisfaction, robustness to disturbances, stabil- 

ity, and good closed-loop performance; specifically, how should agents communicate 

and cooperate to achieve these aims? 

This introduction chapter begins by explaining the motivation behind the prob- 

lem of providing optimal control for distributed, constrained systems. In Section 1.2, 

a introduction is given to model predictive control, the technique underpinning the al- 

gorithms developed in this thesis, and also to the topics of decentralized, distributed 

and cooperative control. An outline of this thesis is presented in Section 1.3, and, 

finally, some of the notation and definitions used in subsequent chapters are defined 

in Section 1.4. 

1.1 Motivation 

The problem of providing control for real-world systems or plants is defined by one 

fundamental difficulty that classical control techniques overlook: that real dynamic 
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systems are subject to constraints, often inherent but also sometimes imposed. For 

the former, constraints arise from physical limitations: actuators have maximum 

slew rates or applied forces, aircraft have flight envelopes, and motor vehicles have 

maximum speeds, accelerations, and minimum turning radii. Safety or efficiency 

considerations may lead to the latter. In addition to the control system for such 

plants providing stable control, the designer is often faced with performance consid- 

erations: what control will maximize some performance measure while meeting all 

constraints? The presence of uncertainty or disturbances complicates matters even 

further; not only should the constraint-satisfying control law be optimal, it should 

also be robust. 

This thesis considers such a control problem for large-scale constrained linear 

systems, such as chemical plants [1], teams of autonomous vehicles [2], or networks 

of sensors or cameras [3]. Control of such systems by a single, centralized agent, 

though perhaps desirable, is often difficult or even impossible to achieve, owing to 

the complexity or organizational structure of the system-and the resulting commu- 

nication and computation requirements. A centralized approach is further hindered 

by reliance on a single processor, rendering the system prone to single-point failure. 

Figure 1.1 shows a snapshot of air traffic over Britain [4]. Such a `system' exhibits 

remarkable complexity, consisting of several layers. On the one hand, each airport 

on the map provides air traffic decision-making for aircraft within the local airspace; 

control is centralized and coordinated. The aircraft are dynamically-decoupled, and 

have their own kinematic constraints (flight envelope). The objective might be for 

an air traffic controller to maximize throughput for the airport. A decentralized 

approach, where each aircraft makes decisions locally and autonomously, might re- 

quire limitless inter-aircraft communication and pre-set coordination rules to achieve 

satisfactory performance. 

On the other hand, this is an example of decentralized control in action. At a 

higher level, the `system' of several thousand aircraft is controlled by the numer- 

ous, independent airports over the world, each making routing and timing decisions 
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locally. The idea of providing centralized control at this level is inconceivable-air 

traffic controllers would have an unimaginable task, and a single incident could lead 

to a spectacular failure of global aircraft operations. By distributing the problem, 

complexity is made manageable, at least in terms of the capacity of each airport. 

The class of problems studied in this thesis is defined by the following charac- 

teristics: the overall system is composed of, or may be decomposed to, a number of 

dynamically-decoupled subsystems. Each has linear, time-invariant dynamics, and 

is subject to local constraints and unknown, persistent, but bounded, disturbances. 

The subsystems are coupled through the constraints, and should coordinate decision- 

making to satisfy these constraints robustly and also to minimize some system-wide 

performance objective. Although this class is not restricted to aircraft or vehicle 

control, the air traffic scenario exhibits many of these properties. When consid- 

ering individual aircraft as the `subsystems' to control, dynamics are independent, 

and constraints are both local (flight envelopes) and coupled (collision avoidance, 

timing). Objectives are system-wide (i. e., maximize throughput, minimize fuel use 

or flight times), yet locally-made decisions might conflict; promoting one aircraft's 

objective over others may adversely affect the overall performance. 

3 
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1.2 Background 

The core technology behind the distributed control methods developed in this thesis 

is model predictive control. The next section introduces this technique, and briefly 

surveys the literature relevant to robust forms of MPC. Subsequently, the concept of 

decentralized or distributed MPC is introduced, and its relationship with cooperative 

control explained. 

1.2.1 Model predictive control 

Model predictive control (MPC) [5] is a modern control technique that solves, on-line 

at each sampling instant, an optimal control problem subject to constraints. Using 

a model of the system dynamics, the controller outputs a sequence of predicted 

open-loop controls, calculated to minimize some performance objective and satisfy 

constraints at the current, measured state. The first control in the sequence is 

applied to the system, and the process is repeated, introducing feedback. 

MPC-often referred to as receding horizon control (RHC)-generally results in 

sub-optimal closed-loop performance. However, it has two redeeming features that 

make it well-suited to practical applications, and account for its wide-adoption in the 

process control industry [6]: (i) constraints are handled naturally by the constrained 

optimization framework, allowing operation closer to, or up against, boundaries or 

limits; (ii) the on-line, finite-horizon optimizations are tractable and implementable 

in real-time, especially given the continual advances in processor technology. This 

compares favourably with other modern control methods, such as linear quadratic 

regulation (LQR) or 7-L., which provide optimal controls (at least with respect to 

the system model), but lack constraint-handling capabilities. The main challenges 

for MPC are those of guaranteeing feasibility and closed-loop stability, and many 

schemes exist; see Mayne et al. [7], for example, for an excellent survey of techniques 

and results. 
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A key open problem for MPC, and a currently-active area of research, is ro- 

bustness to the presence of uncertainty or disturbances [7-9]. Uncertainty can take 

several forms, including additive state disturbances [10-15], model mismatch or vari- 

ability [16-20], and state measurement or estimation errors [21,22]. This thesis con- 

siders only additive state disturbances, assumed unknown a priori, but bounded-a 

common assumption [7]. In this case, it is acknowledged that to account for dis- 

turbances, the on-line optimization should provide a feedback policy rather than a 

sequence of open-loop controls. However, optimization over an arbitrary, and pos- 

sibly non-linear, set of policies is difficult, and so computational complexity must 

be reduced by assuming, a priori, some form for the control law. (In one sense, 

this is comparable to a `move blocking' approach [23], in which the optimized input 

sequence assumes a certain form by fixing the inputs or its derivatives to be constant 

over several time steps). One proposal uses min-max optimization to design con- 

trols accounting for worst-case disturbances [24]; however, the optimizations scale 

unfavourably with problem dimension, and quickly become computationally pro- 

hibitive. 

A more practical proposal uses a pre-determined feedback law, designed off-line, 

with the on-line MPC optimizations restricted to selecting admissible perturba- 

tions to this law. Set invariance concepts [25] are used to ensure robustness of the 

closed-loop system. The constraints in the optimization are tightened by a sufficient 

margin-with margin size increasing monotonically over the prediction horizon-so 

that an allowance is given for future feedback action and disturbances. A key benefit 

to this approach, first proposed by Gossner et al. [11] and later generalized by Chisci 

et al. [12], then Richards and How [14], Kuwata et al. [26], is the use of a nominal 

(i. e., disturbance-free) system model in the optimizations, so that complexity is com- 

parable to standard MPC. A related approach is the tube MPC method proposed 

by Mayne et al. [27], in which constraints are tightened uniformly over the horizon, 

and-uniquely-the initial state is a decision variable in the optimization. It is this 

method on which the work in this thesis is based; the properties of tube MPC are 
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exploited to produce a robust distributed MPC scheme with communications more 

flexible than for similar methods. 

1.2.2 Decentralized, distributed and cooperative control 

The study of decentralized control dates back to the early 1970s [28-30], with interest 

having grown significantly since then; see Bakule [31] for a comprehensive survey of 

past and present methods. 

Attention has recently been focused on developing decentralized or distributed 

model predictive control (DMPC) [32], to take advantage of the associated benefits 

MPC brings for constrained, dynamic systems. Such approaches see control decision- 

making distributed among agents corresponding to the different subsystems making 

up the whole. The challenge is then how to coordinate efforts to ensure that the 

distributed decisions lead to constraint satisfaction, feasibility and stability of the 

overall closed-loop system. 

Distributed or decentralized MPC methods are mostly differentiated by the as- 

sumptions made on the system model and on the form interactions between con- 

stituent subsystems take. For example, dynamics may be linear or non-linear and 

continuous- or discrete-time; interactions may by caused by coupling in the dynam- 

ics [33-36], constraints [37,38], or objectives [39]. A recent survey paper [40] has 

classified the common and different protocols found in the literature, and, further- 

more, defines distributed control as a separate entity to decentralized control: re- 

gardless of the dynamics and interaction models assumed, distributed agents share 

information while decentralized agents do not. 

Several strategies for DMPC have been presented in the literature: Dunbar 

and Murray [39] propose a scheme based on exchange of plans for subsystems cou- 

pled non-separably through the objective function, but not in the constraints. A 

similar method applies also to dynamically-coupled subsystems [35]; nominal sta- 

bility is established by use of a compatibility constraint based on move suppres- 

sion. Many authors propose iterative optimization or bargaining between subsystem 
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agents to achieve closed-loop stability, most often for dynamically-coupled subsys- 

tems [32,33,41,42], but also for subsystems coupled through the constraints [37,43] 

or cost function [44]. Other approaches to the problem include partial grouping of 

computations [45,46]; partially-decoupled modelling of a dynamically-coupled sys- 

tem [47]; use of sequential solutions, for both dynamically-coupled systems [48] and 

for subsystems coupled through the constraints [38,49]. In Shim et al. [50], Franco 

et al. [51], collision avoidance between locally-controlled vehicles, and hence cou- 

pling, is via potential functions in the local objectives; global stability in the latter 

is established from bounds derived from local LQR control laws. Input-to-State Sta- 

bility (ISS) analysis has also been employed to prove stability of non-linear DMPC, 

both for coupled dynamics with no information exchange [52], and decoupled agents 

with a common objective sharing delayed state information [53]. 

Robustness to disturbances is a key challenge in the development of MPC [7], and 

is harder still for DMPC; few schemes in the literature offer robustness. Richards 

and How [38] showed that feasibility and stability can be guaranteed by updating 

each subsystem's plan in a sequence, whilst `freezing' the plans of others. This 

has similarities with the `move suppression' strategy of Dunbar [54]. Alternative 

approaches include treatment of interconnected subsystems' state trajectories as 

bounded uncertainties, and using min-max optimization [34]-though the complex- 

ity issues with such an optimization method are well documented [7,15,24,55]. 

Using the recently-developed comparison model approach to robustness [13], an- 

other distributed method [56] uses worst-case predictions of state errors, determined 

based on a robust control Lyapunov function, and tightens constraints accordingly. 

Magni and Scattolini [57] propose a robust stable decentralized algorithm for non- 

linear dynamically-coupled systems, with no information exchange between agents, 

although for an asymptotically-decaying disturbance. 

Another relevant approach for uncertain systems, not based on MPC, is dis- 

tributed reinforcement learning [58-60). In this on-line, adaptive method, each 

agent seeks to determine a policy that maximizes a long-term reward, based on 
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the current knowledge of the states of the world. The basic reinforcement learning 

model consists of states, actions, and rewards, where an agent's actions are mapped 

to the state by a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [61]. An MDP is a discrete- 

time model with stochastic uncertainty, but observable and controllable discrete 

states. Further results have been developed for MDPs with partially-observable 

states (POMDPs) [62,63]. However, these methods should be regarded as com- 

plementary to those of distributed MPC for systems with bounded, rather than 

stochastic, uncertainty, and where also the state is continuous. 

While decentralized or distributed control places no assumptions on whether 

agents' objectives are conflicting or not, cooperative control is concerned with the 

problem of agents sharing information and coordinating behaviour to accomplish 

common objectives or missions [64]. From the problem of agents reaching a con- 

sensus [65,66] to UAV task-assignment [67] or a surveillance and reconnaissance 

mission [68], it is agreed that some degree of cooperation between agents must exist, 

else `greedy' behaviour may lead to poor performance [69]. Where cooperation is en- 

couraged, for example by including the global cost in local optimizations, team per- 

formance may improve. In Venkat et al. [1,36,70,71], for dynamically-coupled sys- 

tems without coupling constraints, at each step all agents optimize, exchange plans 

and iterate until convergence. Performance nears that of the centralized ideal [36], 

whereby Pareto-, or team-, optimal solutions are applied at each control update. 

Where coupling constraints are present, distributed control methods may no 

longer necessarily apply Pareto-optimal solutions, despite iteration [69,72]. Thus, 

the presence of such constraints has been identified as a key open research prob- 

lem [72]. Approaches to achieving system-wide cooperation for this problem include 

a hybrid logic rule-based approach [73], dual decomposition and, subsequently, hi- 

erarchical optimizations [44,74], bargaining [37,75], and local agents iteratively 

solving low-order parameterizations of neighbours' problems where the coupling 

structure is sparse [43]. In Keviczky et al. [45,46], all agents solve their respec- 
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tive problems independently and simultaneously; although consideration is given to 

a neighbour's objective, coupling constraint satisfaction is not guaranteed [451. 

The methods developed in this thesis apply to dynamically-decoupled, linear sub- 

systems, coupled via the constraints. Subsystem objectives may be either decoupled 

or coupled, and examples of both are presented. The control agents communicate 

and share information, placing the algorithms within the class of distributed MPC 

methods. It is assumed that agents must aim to minimize a system-wide objec- 

tive, but conflict may exist between local objectives. The main challenges addressed 

are that of achieving robust constraint satisfaction, feasibility and good closed-loop 

performance. 

1.3 Outline 

This thesis presents new algorithms for the distributed control of constrained linear 

systems. A key feature of the problem class under study is the presence of coupling 

constraints, and a number of new results are developed for this type of interaction 

between subsystems. Figure 1.2 summarizes the algorithms, spatially placing each 

according to communication and computation levels available. For example, were 

communication and computation unlimited, one would choose centralized MPC for 

best performance. Conversely, non-cooperative DMPC is a method that requires 

only low levels of both. The detailed contributions of each chapter are summarized 

in what follows. 

Chapter 2 presents a distributed form of MPC for systems with linear, time- 

invariant, dynamically-decoupled dynamics. The subsystems share coupling con- 

straints. Based on the tube MPC method [27] for robustness, the key features of the 

formulation are that (i) only one subsystem control agent optimizes at each time step, 

the rest `freezing' their current, feasible plans; (ii) control agents exchange plans, 

but only immediately following optimizations; (iii) constraint satisfaction, feasibil- 
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Low Communication High 

Non-cooperative DMPC PDMPC 
Chapter 2 Chapter 5 

Adaptive cooperative DMPC 
Chapter 4 

Computation 

Cooperative DMPC 
Chapter 3 

Centralized MPC 
Chapter 2 

High 

Figure 1.2: Relationships of distributed MPC methods proposed in this thesis. 

ity and stability of the closed-loop system are guaranteed, despite the presence of 

persistent disturbances, and for any choice of update sequence. 

The chapter includes an analysis of communication and information require- 

ments, and a comparison with the related constraint-tightening method of Richards 

and How [38]. It is shown that communication is considerably more flexible for this 

new method. In addition, a numerical exploration of the trade between closed-loop 

performance and communication is provided, finding that the distributed MPC can 

achieve lower cost values than for centralized MPC at low levels of communication. 

Chapter 3 begins with a vehicle collision avoidance example, showing that the direct 

application of distributed MPC can lead to `greedy' behaviour and, as a result, poor 

performance. A cooperative form of the DMPC is proposed, in which control agents 

consider a greater proportion of the system-wide objective when making decisions. 

In the cooperative optimization, a local agent designs-in addition to its own plan- 

hypothetical plans for other agents in the problem; the basic premise is to promote 

cooperation by sacrificing local performance. 

An important feature of the method is that the robust constraint satisfaction 

guarantees of the `greedy' DMPC still hold, by retaining certain constraints in lo- 

cal optimizations. The additional information requirements for the cooperative al- 
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gorithm are identified, and an analysis of stability is included; robust stability is 

guaranteed under mild assumptions or by adding a stabilizing constraint to local 

optimizations. Numerical simulations show that improved performance can result 

even with only partial cooperation. Furthermore, application of the method to a 

vehicle deadlock situation shows that cooperation `breaks' the deadlock where non- 

cooperative DMPC does not. 

Chapter 4 is made up of two parts. The main contribution of the first part is 

a formal analysis of cooperation in DMPC, examining the effect of cooperation on 

the convergence outcome of the system. Firstly, it is shown that under conditions 

milder than those required for asymptotic stability of a neighbourhood of the origin, 

the controlled system robustly converges to some state limit set. Subsequently, by 

relating game-theoretical concepts to the distributed algorithm, it is shown that the 

system is in such a limit set if and only if the control agents are continually playing 

Nash solutions. Relating the Nash solutions to the cooperation graph, it is proven 

that increasing inter-agent cooperation does not enlarge the set of Nash solutions. 

Thence, it follows that increasing cooperation does not enlarge the set of state limit 

sets for the system. Examples show that cases exist where the convergence outcome 

is improved by adding cooperation. 

The second part of the chapter investigates the effect of the coupling structure on 

the cooperation required for `good' performance. Whereas previous approaches have 

adopted cooperation between either all agents [36] or directly-coupled agents [43,45], 

it is shown by analysis that-depending on the coupling structure-the former ap- 

proach is not necessary, and the latter not sufficient, to obtain best distributed 

performance. Using these results, an adaptive form of cooperation between agents 

is proposed, where agents cooperate with others connected by paths in a graph of 

active coupling constraints. The key contributions, then, are a new distributed MPC 

algorithm with adaptive levels of cooperation, and confirmation that the set of im- 
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mediate, coupled neighbours is not necessarily the optimal cooperating set. 

Chapter 5 extends the algorithm proposed in Chapter 2 to permit optimizations 

by local agents in parallel. By further tightening coupled constraints, by some spec- 

ified margin, constraint violation is avoided even when directly-coupled subsystems 

modify their plans simultaneously. Furthermore, robust feasibility and stability are 

guaranteed, in the presence of disturbances, for any choice of updating set. Numeri- 

cal simulations show that the proposed method may not be excessively conservative, 

and performance can improve over that of the original DMPC, though for some loss 

of flexibility in communications. 

Chapter 6 applies the distributed MPC algorithms to two multi-vehicle control 

examples. The first is the problem of cooperative search, or coverage, of an area by a 

team of controlled vehicles. The aim is to completely search an area of known extent 

but unknown content, collecting rewards, while avoiding both collision with other 

vehicles and duplication of efforts. The proposed approach employs a local objective 

function for each vehicle that maximizes predicted rewards; in practice, a binary 

flag is associated with each cell, and control agents share information on predicted 

cell visits. The main contribution is a look-ahead team coverage algorithm that 

includes dynamic models, kinematic constraints, and collision avoidance. Numerical 

examples show that by using the cooperative form of the DMPC, performance is 

better than that for `greedy' DMPC, searches being completed faster. 

The second application is distributed control for dynamic target tracking. The 

problem statement is for a number of range-only sensing vehicles to track and ob- 

serve a number of independent dynamic processes. Gaussian uncertainty is asso- 

ciated with both the sensing models and the target dynamics. Sensor platform 

dynamics are subject to bounded disturbances, as before. An information-theoretic 

objective function is developed, based on Kalman filtering, and incorporated into 

the local DMPC optimization problems. Agents determine the controls and trajec- 
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tories that would maximize predicted information-gathering over the horizon, and 

subsequently share and fuse plans and observations. Though the resulting optimiza- 

tions are non-linear and non-convex, the efficacy and practicality of the proposed 

approach is demonstrated using a commercially-available solver. Furthermore, al- 

though the information-theoretic objective is highly-coupled, a performance benefit 

is seen by using the cooperative form of DMPC. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions of this thesis, and outlines areas for future 

research. 

1.4 Notation and definitions 

A scalar, vector, matrix, and set are denoted, respectively, a, a, A, and A, unless 

otherwise stated. The relational operator `°_' denotes a definition. The double 

subscript notation (k + jI k) indicates a prediction of a variable j steps ahead from 

time k. The notations Lm, n, 0,,,,, n denote, respectively, the mxn matrix of ones and 

matrix of zeros, while Im is the mxm identity matrix. Let N °_ {0,1,2, 
... 

}, and 

R+ and Ro+ denote the sets of positive and non-negative reals respectively. 

The matrix mapping of a set is defined as AB °_ {c : 3b E 13, c= Ab}. The 

operator `-' denotes the Pontryagin difference [76], a set-shrinking operation defined 

as A ^- Ii °_ {a :a+bEA, db E B}. The operator `®' denotes the Minkowski 

sum, defined as A®B° {a + b, aEA, bE B}. An important consequence of the 

Pontryagin difference is that if aE (A - B) and bEB, then (a + b) EA [76]. The 

function d(., ") denotes an appropriate norm of the distance of a point from a set, 

defined by d(a, £3) ° infbcßlla - bil" 

A set X is a positively-invariant (PI) set for a system x(k + 1) =f (x(k)) if 

and only if, for all xEX, f (x) E X. A set R. is a robust positively-invariant 

(RPI) set for a system x(k + 1) =f (x(k)) + w(k) if and only if, for all xER, 

f(x)+weR, bwEW. 
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Chapter 2 

Robust Distributed M PC 

A robust, distributed form of MPC for linear subsystems is developed. The method 

guarantees stability and satisfaction of coupled constraints, despite the action of 

unknown, persistent, bounded disturbances. The distributed control agents make 

decisions locally, and communicate plans with each other to achieve coupled con- 

straint satisfaction. 

The new formulation is based on the tube MPC [27] method for robust control 

of linear systems, in which the problem of trajectory design for an uncertain system 

is solved by designing a `tube' of trajectories for the perturbed system to follow 

under feedback. The key feature of the distributed method is greater flexibility in 

communication and computation over that of existing distributed methods. 

Other contributions of the chapter include an investigation of the trade between 

performance and communication for an example scenario, identifying how to ex- 

ploit the communication flexibility of the new algorithm; and a comparison with an 

existing constraint-tightening method. 
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2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a distributed form of model predictive control (MPC) [5,7,32] 

that guarantees stability and satisfaction of coupled constraints despite the action of 

unknown, persistent, bounded disturbances. The distributed control agents commu- 

nicate plans with each other to achieve constraint satisfaction. Key features of the 

new formulation are that (i) only one subsystem agent updates its plan at each time 

step, (though this is relaxed in Chapter 5), (ii) robust stability is guaranteed for 

any choice of update sequence, and (iii) each agent communicates only after its up- 

date. The resulting algorithm offers flexibility in communication and computation. 

This is the first work to combine guaranteed robust feasibility and convergence, in 

the presence of a persistent disturbance, with flexible communication. In addition, 

a thorough investigation of the trade between performance and communication is 

provided for an example scenario, identifying how to exploit the flexibility of the 

new algorithm. 

The distributed MPC method presented in this chapter achieves robustness to 

persistent disturbances by use of tube MPC [27], a recently-developed form of robust 

MPC that guarantees feasibility and stability despite the action of an unknown but 

bounded disturbance. Similar to the `sequential' DMPC method of Richards and 

How [38], robust feasibility and stability of the overall system is guaranteed by local 

agents updating plans one at a time, without iteration. However, this new method 

permits a flexible order of updating, as opposed to a fixed, pre-determined sequence. 

MPC in the presence of bounded disturbances is linked to reachability of a tar- 

get tube set, and various results exist; see, for example, Blanchini [25], Bertsekas 

[77], and references therein, for comprehensive surveys. In the tube MPC formu- 

lation proposed in Mayne et al. [27], the `tube' is a sequence of robust invariant 

sets centered on a trajectory for the nominal (i. e., disturbance-free) system; use of 

feedback ensures that the system remains inside the tube for all possible realizations 

of the disturbance. A key observation of this new work is that if that feedback uses 
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only local information, each subsystem can remain within its tube without the need 

for communication, and exchange of information with other agents is only required 

when an agent optimizes for a new tube. The algorithm proposed in this chapter 

exploits this feature to achieve flexibility in communication. An additional advan- 

tage of this approach is that the optimization involves only the nominal system 

dynamics, avoiding the large increase in computational complexity associated with 

the inclusion of uncertainty in the optimization [24]. 

The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 defines the problem state- 

ment for linear, time-invariant (LTI) subsystems with coupled constraints. In Sec- 

tion 2.3, the tube MPC method for robustness is reviewed, then compared with 

a related, constraint-tightening method. Section 2.4 develops the main result, a 

robust distributed MPC algorithm, by extending tube MPC to a distributed imple- 

mentation where only one subsystem agent updates at each time step. The precise 

communication requirements are identified in Section 2.5. By comparing, in Sec- 

tion 2.5.1, the method to the constraint-tightening DMPC of Richards and How [38] 

it is seen that communication requirements are more flexible for this new method. 

Section 2.5.2 then investigates the trades between performance and communication, 

both for the new method and the constraint-tightening DMPC. 

2.2 Problem statement 

Consider a system of Np linear time-invariant, discrete-time subsystems, the set of 

which is denoted P={1, ... , Np 1, described by the state equations 

xp(k + 1) = Apxp(k) + Bpup(k) + wp(k), dp E P, kEN, (2.1) 

where x, E RN-p, up ERN- and wr E RN- are, respectively, the state vector, 

control input vector, and disturbance acting on subsystem p. Assume that each 

system (Ar, Bp) is controllable, and that the complete states xp are available at 

each sampling instant. The disturbances are unknown a priori, but are assumed to 
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lie in known independent, bounded, compact sets that contain the origin: 

wp(k) E WP C RN-P, Vp E P, kEN. 

Each subsystem is subject to local constraints on an output yp(k) E ]EBNY, p: 

b'p E P, kEN: yp(k) = Cpxp(k) + Dpup(k) (2.2) 

yp(k) E Yp C IISNY, r, (2.3) 

where the set Y is closed and contains the origin, and NN coupling constraints exist 

across multiple subsystems. Each coupling constraint cEC= {1, 
... , Nc} applies 

to coupling outputs zpE RNz, c, the sum of which must lie in a closed set Z,: 

`dc E C, pEP, kEN: zp(k) = Eq, xp(k) + F(, up(k), (2.4) 

Np 

Z zp(k) E 2, c ]IBNz, c,. (2.5) 
p=1 

The matrices Cp, Dp, Ep, Fq, and the sets yp, Z, are all chosen by the designer 

as part of the problem; this is a very general form of constraints, intended to allow 

coupling between any number of subsystems. The following definitions identify 

structure in the coupling, and are used later to determine the requirements for 

communication. Define P, as the set of all subsystems involved in constraint c, and 

similarly let Cp be the set of constraints involving subsystem p: 

Pc °fpcP: [Ep Fp] # 0}, (2.6) 

Cp ° {c 
EC: [Ep Fp] 0}. (2.7) 

Then the set of all other subsystems coupled to p is 

QP =UP \{p}. (2.8) 
cEC, 
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The system-wide objective is assumed to be decoupled, and is a summation of 

some function of the state and input, given by 

Np oo 
min 

>> 1p (xp(k), up(k)), (2.9) 
p=1 k=0 

where the stage cost lp : ]E N-p x I[8N-P H Ro+. 

Such a problem statement captures a broad range of problems, including steering 

a team of vehicles to their respective targets, while avoiding collision and satisfying 

the kinematic and dynamic constraints. It is noted here that the decoupled objec- 

tive assumption is not necessary for robust feasibility of the method, but is merely 

adopted to follow the convention of coupling and interactions between subsystems 

being in the constraints. 

2.3 Tube model predictive control 

This section forms a revision of what shall be termed tube MPC, first proposed 

by Mayne et al. [27]. The approach guarantees robust feasibility and stability for 

a controlled system, under certain well-known assumptions [7]; here, however, the 

terminal set assumptions are relaxed to widen the choice of available terminal con- 

trollers, a variety of which will be used in this thesis. The tube method forms the 

basis for the development of the distributed MPC algorithm in Section 2.4, and this 

preceding section introduces a number of key concepts and results. In addition, tube 

MPC is formally compared with a related method, the constraint-tightening method 

for robustness [11,12,14,26]. 

The following standing assumption is required. 

Assumption 2.1 (Robust positively-invariant set). There exists a stabilizing con- 

troller Kp for each subsystem (Ap, Bp) and also a corresponding robust positively- 
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invariant (RPI) set Rp, satisfying 

(Ap + BPKP)x + w, E Rp, Vxp E ')4, wp E WP, 

(Cp + DPKP)%ZP C yp, 
(2.10) 

Np 
®(Ecp + FC, Kp) 7CZ, be E C. 
P=1 

Note that this assumption places an implicit restriction on the `size' of the max- 

imum disturbance set, seen by the latter two conditions. (A mapped RPI set must 

not be larger than any output constraint set). Thus, the severity of the disturbances 

that can be handled is relative to the output set sizes. The linear control matrix Kp 

is known as the tube controller. Remark 2.1 discusses suitable choices and practical 

considerations for both Kp and R. 

Tube MPC [27] uses a nominal model of the system dynamics, 

? Cp(k -}- 1) = Apxp(IC) + BpUp(TC), dp E P, kEN, (2.11) 

to design a sequence of disturbance-invariant state sets, centered around a nominal 

trajectory, for a horizon of N steps. The decision variable includes the sequence of 

controls over the prediction horizon and, uniquely, the nominal initial state, and is 

defined as 

Up(k) ° {Rp(kj, k), üP(kI k), ... , up(k +N-l 1k) }, VP E P, (2.12) 

where the notation (k+ jI k) denotes a prediction for j steps into the future from time 

k. As the optimization involves only nominal terms, complexity is comparable to 

standard MPC, and robustness to disturbance is guaranteed by use of a feedback law 

to keep the state around the tube centre, the nominal state. Of course, as is inherent 

in all MPC approaches [7], the quality of predictions depends on the quality of the 

model, and model-system mismatch is not just possible, but likely. A simple, though 
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conservative, method for dealing with such parameter uncertainty is to convert the 

model uncertainty to an equivalent additive disturbance. In Langson et al. [78], the 

model mismatch is explicitly considered for the tube MPC method. In this thesis, 

it will be assumed, as is commonly done, that the model (Ar, Bp) is accurate, and 

that uncertainty manifests itself only through the additive disturbances. 

The centralized optimal control problem at a state x(k) _ {xl (k), 
... , xNp (k) } 

is PC(x1(k),..., xNp(k)), defined as 

Np 

V°pt(xl(k),.... xNp(k)) _ {u, (k)min (k)} 
Jp(Up(k)) (2.13) 

subject to `dp E P, VjE {0, 
... ,N- 11 : 

Xp(k +j+ 1Ik) = Apzp(k + jI k) + Bpüp(k + jI k), (2.14a) 

xp(k) - Xp(kIk) E %Zp, (2.14b) 

xp(k + NIk) E XFp, (2.14c) 

YP(k+ilk)=CPXP(k+jlk)+DPUp(k+jlk) (2.14d) 

yp(k + jlk) E Yp, (2.14e) 

dcEC: z, p(k+jIk)=Epkp(k+jIk)+Fpnp(k+jIk), (2.14f) 

Np 

E zCp (k +jI k) E (2.14g) 
P=1 

where the cost function is a finite-horizon approximation to (2.9), involving the 

nominal states and inputs: 

N-1 
JP(Up(k)) 4 FF(k (k+NIk))+ Zlp(kp(k+j 1k), üp(k+i Ik)). (2.15) 

j=o 

The terminal cost Fp RN-, P ý- IEBo+, is some cost-to-go beyond the end of the 

horizon. The sets 5' 
, ýý represent the sets yp, Z tightened by margins to allow for 
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Algorithm 2.1: Centralized MPC using tubes 

1 Design stabilizing controller Kp and RPI set Rp for each pEP; 
2 Tighten sets Yp, Zc, Vp E P, cEC, via (2.16) and design terminal sets XFp; 
3 fork=0: oodo 
4 Sample current states {xl (k), ..., xNp (k) }; 
5 Solve IPC(xi(k),..., xNp(k)) for UPPt(k), Vp E P; 

6 Apply controls (2.17); 

7 Wait one time step; 
8 end 

uncertainty: 

yP = YP - (CP + DPKP) TLP, (2.16a) 

Np 

i, = Z, - ®(Ep + FCpKp)7Zp. (2.16b) 
P=1 

These sets are non-empty by the assumption of (2.10). The sets XF, are terminal 

sets; assumptions on these will be introduced shortly. The sets 1ZP are cross-sections 

of the tubes and are robust invariant sets, as in (2.10). Then the tubes themselves 

are given by {xp(kjk) ®Rp, xp(k + 1I k) ®Rp,... , xp(k + NI k) B Rp}. 

After the optimization is solved at each time step, the following control is to be 

applied to each subsystem pEP 

up (k) = uppt(kIk) + Kp(x (k) 
- Xppt(k1k)), (2.17) 

Made up of two parts, the feedforward term üPPt(kIk) moves the state `along' the 

tube, while the feedback term uses the tube controller Kp to keep the state `within' 

the tube. 

The problem Inc (xl (k), 
... , xNp (k)) is employed in Algorithm 2.1, a centralized 

implementation of tube MPC. 
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2.3.1 Feasibility of tube M PC 

The first results concern feasibility of the tube MPC algorithm, which is guaran- 

teed regardless of objective. Assumptions on the terminal set are now introduced, 

based on the existence of a set that is, firstly, invariant, and secondly, admissible-a 

standard notion of an invariant terminal set [7]. 

Assumption 2.2 (Control invariant terminal set). There exist terminal sets XF,, 

and terminal control laws up = IF, (xp), Vp E P, so that for all xp E XFP, Apxp + 

BpkF (xp) E Xp,, Vp E P. 

Assumption 2.3 (Constraint satisfaction in terminal set). For all xp E XFp, bp E 

P, 

Cpxp + DpkFr, (xp) E yp, 

Np 
E Eq, xp + Fcpr. FP (xp) E Lac, b'c E C. 

P=1 

Note that this is merely a requirement for nominal control invariance of the 

terminal set; many other robust MPC methods, e. g., Chisci et al. [12] and Richards 

and How [14], require robust control invariance unless certain assumptions are met. 

This permits a wider range of terminal sets to be employed. Furthermore, this is a 

relaxation of the assumption of Mayne et al. [27], in which it is implicitly assumed 

that kFp (xp) = Kpxp, i. e., the terminal control law is the linear tube controller, 

which may be restrictive (see Remark 2.1). 

If these assumptions, together with Assumption 2.1, hold, then the following 

robust feasibility result holds for the system controlled by Algorithm 2.1. 

Proposition 2.1 (Robust feasibility of tube MPC). Suppose the sequence of controls 

UP(ko) _ {z; (koI ko), ü; (koI ko), """, u; (ko +N- 1(ko) }, Vp E P, exists and is a 

feasible (but not necessarily optimal) solution to Pc (xl(ko), 
... , xNP (ko)) at some 
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time step ko. Then, for all xr(ko + 1) E Apxp(ko) + Bpup(ko) + WP, ̀ dp E P, where 

ur(ko) = u; (koIko)+Kp(xp(ho)-x; (koIko)), (i) the candidate sequence Up(ko+1), 

defined as 

Up(ko + 1) 
{ xp(ko + loko), u; (ko + lIko),.. u ., 

; (ko +N- lIko), kFF(X; (ko +N (2.19) 

is a feasible solution to PC(xi(ko+1), (xi, xN, (ko+1)), and (ii) the system controlled 

by Algorithm 2.1 is robustly-feasible. 

Proof. Part (i) follows directly from Mayne et al. [27, Proposition 3], but with the 

linear terminal control replaced by a general control law, admissibility of which is 

established by Assumption 2.3. For (ii), robust feasibility of the closed-loop system 

follows from recursion applied to part (i); given an initial feasible solution at time 

0, a feasible solution is guaranteed to exist at every subsequent time step, for any 

sequence of disturbances {wp(k)}k, V'wp E Wp, p E P. Q 

Robust feasibility holds irrespective of the objective function. Therefore, this 

robustly-feasible tube MPC applies to a wide class of problems, including coupled 

objective forms and, for example, objectives for planning in an unknown environ- 

ment [49]. In the next subsection, stronger stability results are presented, based on 

those of Mayne et al. [27], which require further assumptions on the form of the 

objective and the terminal set and control law. 

Remark 2.1 (Choice of RPI set Rp and tube controller Kp). As noted by Mayne 

et al. [27], it is generally desirable that Rp, which shall form the cross-section of the 

tube, and thus the bound for the uncertain state evolution, is as small as possible, to 

reduce conservativeness. The minimal robust positively-invariant (mRPI) set [76] is 

given by 
00 

, RP in = ®(Ap + BpKp)'Wp, (2.20) 
i=0 
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where the summation is based on the Minkowski sum [76]. Unfortunately, this 

set is not necessarily polytopic unless either Kp is the nilpotent controller [10] or 
(AP + BPKP)s = aI for some finite integer s and aE (0,1) [76]. Nevertheless, it 

is possible to compute an outer, polytopic approximation-which itself is RPI-to 

this set [79], which widens the range of systems and feedback gains for which tube 

MPC may be employed. 

Where the tube controller is chosen to be nilpotent, the mRPI set is, as just 

stated, finitely-determined, i. e., 

N=, p 
min i 

Rp = ®(Ap + BpKP)Wp, 
i=0 

where N.,, P is the order of the subsystem p, and the number of steps in which the 

controller steers the subsystem xp(k + 1) = (Ap + BpKp)xp(k) to the origin. Such 

a controller results from placement of closed-loop poles at the origin, and always 

exists if (Ar, BP) is controllable. 

Remark 2.2 (Choice of terminal set XFP and terminal control law rcFF). The re- 

quirements on the terminal set amount to nominal invariance and admissibility under 

a terminal control law /tFp (xp), i. e., Apxp + Bp#cFP (xp) E XFP, ̀ dxp E XF,,. This is 

considerably less restrictive than for many other robust MPC methods [24,80], in- 

cluding the constraint-tightening method [11,12,14,26], in which robust invariance 

is required unless certain conditions, for example nilpotency of the feedback (tube 

controller) Kp, are met. 

Nominal invariance means much more flexibility for the designer to specify a 

constraint that suits the problem statement; moreover, many nominal invariant 

admissible sets may exist where robust invariant sets do not, or are hard to compute. 

For example, a point, a limit cycle, or another set with no `volume' may be employed. 

Alternatively, a large terminal set may be desired to enlarge the feasible region 

and/or minimize the number of prediction steps for the MPC [7]. In such cases, the 

maximal control invariant set [81], C°O, is the largest invariant admissible set for any 
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of tube and terminal sets for KPQR and KPP, for a double-integrator 

subsystem with constraints I upI <_ 1, I[0 1]xp <2 and disturbance set Wr = {wp 
IIwp II. < 0.11. Note the different scales. 

general, non-linear control law kFr,. Alternatively, the maximal output-admissible 

invariant set [81], 0', is the corresponding largest set under a pre-specified, linear 

terminal control law KF,. 

It was stated earlier that in Mayne et al. [27], the tube controller and terminal 

controllers are assumed to be equal. Such a requirement is restrictive and may be 

contrary to design requirements. For example, suppose the stage cost is the quadratic 

form x Qpx + up Rpup. A possible choice of terminal controller is the optimal, 

unconstrained LQR controller, KPQR, associated with (Ar 
, 
Br,, Qp, RP) 

. 
Figure 2.1 

shows the sets RP "' and CAP for an example constrained double-integrator system, 

with Qp = I2 and Rp = 10, using both KpQR and the nilpotent controller, K' P. 

Given a constant number of prediction steps, a large terminal set can maximize the 

feasible region of operation; furthermore, because constraints are tightened by an 

amount depending on the size of Rp, a small tube cross-section can minimize the 

subsequent contraction of the feasible set. Yet, use of Kr, = KP P and 'Fr (xv) _ 

Kp Dxp, while delivering a minimal RPI set for the tube, would necessarily limit the 

size of the terminal set. Conversely, Kp = KPQR and 'FP (xv) = KPQRxp permits 

a larger terminal set, yet the larger RPI tube set leads to extra conservatism and 
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tighter constraints. Therefore, it may be more desirable, for example, to choose 

xp to minimize conservativeness but enlarge the Kp = KP P and ' FP (xp) = KPQR 

terminal set. 

2.3.2 Stability of tube MPC 

In this section, robust stability results are presented. Firstly, the following further 

assumption on the terminal set and cost is required for monotonicity of the value 

function. 

Assumption 2.4 (Terminal Cost is Local Lyapunov Function). For all xp E XFp 

and pEP, 

Fp (Apxp + BP1FF(xp)) 
- Fp(xp) < -lp(xp, rFp(xp)) 

Together with Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3, these assumptions represent a specific 

case of the standard assumptions Al-A4 in Mayne et al. [7] or equivalently Al and 

A2 in Mayne et al. [27]. Then the following result holds, based on that of Mayne 

et al. [27]. 

Proposition 2.2 (Monotonicity of the cost). Suppose the sequence of controls 

UP(ko) = {xp(koIko), üp(koIko), """, üp(ko +N- 11ko)}, Vp E P, exists and is a 

feasible (but not necessarily optimal) solution to IPC (xl(ko), 
... , x1v (ko)) at some 

time step ko. Then, for all xp(ko + 1) E Apxp(ko) + Bpup(ko) ® WP, Vp E P, where 

up(ko) = üp(kolko) + Kp(xp(ko) - z; (kojko)), the upper bound on the cost value 

decreases monotonically: 

V*(X1(ko+1),..., XN, (ko+1)) < V*(xl(ko),..., XNP(ko)) 

Np 

-E lp(Xp(koI ko), up(k0Ik0)), 

p=1 

p 
where V* (xi(ko), 

... , xNP(ko)) = Epi Jp(U*(ko)) 
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Proof. Directly from Mayne et al. [27, Proposition 3]. O 

The nature of the stability of the system controlled by tube MPC then varies 

according to the form of the objective (2.15), and further assumptions, if any, on 

the terminal set and control law. Firstly, asymptotic stability [82] of the RPI set 

Rp follows under mild assumptions on the stage cost. 

Theorem 2.1 (Robust asymptotic stability of 1Zn). Suppose lp(xp, up) > cl I (xp, up) 

for some c>0. Then the set Rp is robust asymptotically stable for the controlled 

system xp(k + 1) = Apxp(k) + Bpup(k) + wp(k), Vp E P, where wp(k) E WP, `dk. 

Proof. Monotonicity of the cost was established in Proposition 2.2. By recursion, be- 

cause V*(k+ 1) -V*(k) < -E P'I 
1 (c (klk), z; (kI k)), yet V*(. ) and the stage cost 

lp(", ") are both strictly non-negative, it follows that V*(k+1)-V*(k) -, 0 as k- oo. 

In turn, this implies that EP P1 lý, (x*(kI k), üP(kI k)) -* 0; again, as lP(", ") > 0, this 

further implies each lp(k; (klk), üP(klk)) -> 0. Because lp(xp, up) > cII (xp, up)II for 

some c>0, and lp (0,0) = 0, it must be that the nominal state k* (klk) -+ 0 and 

the nominal control üp -> 0. Finally, by the fact that xp(k) E xp(k1k) ® RP, bk, it 

follows that the true state xp(k) - Rp as k -> oo, and, furthermore, 

up (k) = üP(kIk) + Kp(xp(k) - X; (kIk)) 

- Kpxp(k) 

as k -->oo. El 

If, furthermore, the stage cost is quadratic, then the stronger result of exponential 

stability [82] holds. 

Theorem 2.2 (Robust exponential stability of Rv). Suppose lr(xp, up) °= xp QrxP+ 

uPTRPuv and Fp (xp) ° xvT PpxP, where Qp, Rp� Pp are positive-definite. Then the 

set RP is robust exponentially stable for the controlled system xp(k+ 1) = Apxp(k)+ 

Bpu (k) + wp(k), Vp E P, where wp(k) E Wp, Vk. 
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Proof. Directly from Mayne et al. [27, Theorem 1]. Fl 

Remark 2.3 (Alternative stability results). Without loss of generality, the case of 

steering the nominal system to the origin has been considered, and, correspondingly, 

the perturbed system to some RPI set R p. Note that the resulting closed-loop system 

is therefore controlled according to a dual-mode control law [7,12]. 

up (k) = 
Cp(k) + KPx (k), xý Rp 

Kpx (k), xE RP, 

where cp(k) üp(kl k) - Kpc (klk) is chosen by the optimization. However, other 

types of stability or convergence may be achieved by use of suitable objective func- 

tions. For example, by a simple change of coordinates, the developed results also 

apply to the case of steering the system states to the RPI set around some setpoint 

state [7]. 

Also of interest in the literature is the case of steering some tracking output to a 

compact target set [14]. 

sp(k) = Gpxp(k) + Hpup(k), 

sp(k) 
k- 7p c RN9, n 

Define lp (xp, up) >d (sp, Tp), where 

d(a, ß) bnf a- bll, 

and the terminal cost FF 0. Then, provided the following criterion holds, (an 

augmentation of Assumption 2.3), 

Gpxp + Hp1cF (xp) E Tp, Vxp E XFP, PEP, 
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where Tp = Tp - (GP + HPKp) Rp 0, the monotonicity of the cost in Proposi- 

tion 2.2 is maintained, and sp(k) , Tp as k -* oo. 

The tracking output may be defined to include any linear combination of state 

and input, depending on the desired objective. For example, the combination 

Gp = -KP, 
HP = INu, 

axNu, v7 TP =0 (2.21) 

results in the stage cost 
IP(XP, uP) = 

IIuP 
- 

Kp-RPII' 

similar to that employed in Chisci et al. [12], Kerrigan and Maciejowski [80], which- 

together with the terminal control law being equal to the tube controller, i. e., setting 

1 Fp (xv) = Kpxp, and a suitable choice of terminal set-again results in convergence 

of the controls to up = Kpxp. 

Remark 2.4 (Implementation of tube MPC for polytopic sets). If the RPI sets RP, 

which form the cross-sections of the tubes, are polytopic, and the constraint sets 

y), Z are polyhedral, it follows that the tightened sets yp, 2, (2.16) are polyhedral 

also [25]. MATLAB® toolboxes are available for computing the necessary Pontryagin 

differences, given by (2.16). For example, the Invariant Set Toolbox [83] or the Multi- 

Parametric Toolbox [84]. The resulting optimization problem may then be a Linear 

Program (LP) or Quadratic Program (QP), by suitable choice of cost function. 

For example, consider the tracking output objective of the previous remark, with 

polyhedral target set 
7p= 

{t 
: Pt <qp}, 

where sp E IIBN3, p, Pp E RmxNx, p, qp E R. The objective function 

N-1 N-1 
d(sp(k+jlk), Tp)= inf Ilsp(k+jlk)-tp(j)II 

j=0 j=0 
t, (j)ETp 
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is equivalent to the minimization problem 

N-1 

min 
"' 

{ap(0ap(1).... } 
ap(? ) 

j=O 

s. t. Ppsp(k + j1k) < qp + Aap(j), 

aP(j) > 0, 

Vj E {O,..., N- 1}, 

or, 

N-1 m 

min {apýO1),... } 
ZZ ap, i(j) ), an( j=0 i=1 

S. t. Ppsp(k + jlk) < qP + Aa (j), 

ap, i(j) ? 0, 

Vi E {1,..., m}, 

Vj E {0,..., N- 1}, 

oo-norm measure, (2.22) 

1-norm measure, (2.23) 

where AE R+, A= diag(A) are, respectively, a positive weighting vector and corre- 

sponding diagonal matrix, whose elements change the emphasis on each row of the 

target set constraint, for the purpose of tuning. Insertion of such a cost in the MPC 

optimization results in an LP. 

Remark 2.5 (Non-convex constraint sets and MIP). In many applications, the 

system constraints may be defined by non-convex sets, and so it is necessary to 

consider how the tightening of such constraints is done in accordance with (2.16). 

By Kerrigan [81], the Pontryagin difference for a non-convex set A is 

Aýý= (A`(D (-C))c, 

where A' denotes the complement of A and 0EC. Richards [85] applies this result to 

the case of a set exclusion constraint, i. e., aE A\13, where A\B -°- {a EA: aý BI, 
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A 

a 
r------------------- 

.A'C 

------------------ 
Figure 2.2: Non-convex set (A\B) tightened by C (indicated). The excluded set 13 becomes en- 

larged. Dashed lines correspond to sets prior to tightening. 

to give 

(A\B) -C= (A - C) \(B ®(-C)). 

Examples of such constraints include obstacle avoidance for vehicles: a vehicle's 

position is permitted to lie in A but must avoid obstacle B. The set tightening for 

the uncertainty set C then is effectively an enlargement (dilation) of the obstacle B. 

If 8 is polyhedral, such operations are easily computed using the aforementioned 

MATLAB® toolboxes [83,84]; an example is provided in Figure 2.2, computed using 

the Invariant Set Toolbox [83]. Note that in the case of irregular edge effects arising 

from the dilation, a simpler, outer-approximation may be used [85]. 

Of course, such non-convex constraints lead to a non-convex optimization prob- 
lern. These are notoriously difficult to solve (NP-hard) [86], as multiple feasible 

regions may exist, with multiple local optima in any region. Fortunately, how- 

ever, methods exist for dealing with these non-convex constraints, such as mixed 

integer programming (MIP), and, in particular, its linear (MILP) and quadratic 

(MIQP) variants [87,88]. For the non-convex set (A\B), supposing 8 is polyhedral, 

i. e., B= {z : Pz < q}, where zE ]E8n PE Rmxn qE R', exclusion from this set is 
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given by the m logical-OR constraints: 

P1, izi + P1,2z2 + ... + Pi, nzn >_ 9i, 

or P2,1z1 + P2,2z2 + ... + P2, nzn >_ 92, 

or Pm, izi + Pm, 2z2 + ... + Pm, nZn > qm. 

The MIP technique associates a binary variable bi E {0,1} with each constraint 

iE {1, 
... , m} in the optimization, to act as a switch for that constraint: 

Pl, lzl+P1,2z2+. ". +Pl, nzn > ql -Mbl, 

P2,1z1 + P2,2z2 + ... + P2, nzn > q2 - Mb2, 

Pm, lzl + Pm, 2Z2 + ... + P. m,, nzn > q, - Mbm, 

and, 
m 

I: bi<m-1, 

i=1 

where M is a sufficiently large number such that, if bi = 1, the ith constraint is always 

satisfied [87]. The result is that the logical-OR constraints are converted to the 

standard logical-AND constraints necessary for implementation. This formulation 

is used in the multiple-vehicle numerical examples later in this thesis. 

A variety of MILP or MIQP solvers are available either freely or commercially, 

such as CPLEX® [89] or GLPK [90]. Despite this, MIP problems still reside in the 

class of NP-complete problems [88], meaning an algorithm whose solution time is 

polynomial in the problem size is unlikely to exist [91]. Thus, it is in the interest 

of shorter computation times that the number of binary variable constraints is kept 

small. 
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2.3.3 Relationship between tube MPC and constraint-tightening MPC 

The tube MPC method exhibits similarities to the constraint-tightening (CT-MPC) 

method for robustness, first proposed by Gossner et al. [11] and later generalized [12, 

14,26]. In that method, the feedback controller is permitted to vary over the 

prediction horizon, i. e., K= K(j). The result is that constraints are tightened 

non-uniformly, albeit monotonically, over the horizon, as opposed to the uniform 

tightening of tube MPC. Specifically, 

Y(o) = Y, (2.24) 

Y(j + 1) = y(j) - (C + DK(j))L(j)W, (2.25) 

where, 

L(0) = I, 

L(j + 1) = (A + BK(j))L(j). 

The initial and terminal conditions are 

x(klk) = x(k), 

z(k + NIk) E XF, 

where XF = R°t - L(N - 1)W. The set Rct is an RPI set that satisfies, 

`dxERct: Ax +BKF(x)+L(N-1)wERct, VwE W 

Cx + Dr-F(X) E y(N - 1). 

Thus, the terminal set may be required to be robustly-invariant, depending on the 

choice of K(j), as opposed to the nominal invariance requirement for tube MPC. 

In a later section, the distributed forms of CT-MPC and tube MPC are com- 

pared, both by an analytical treatment of the communication requirements and by a 
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numerical demonstration of the performance-communication trades. As a precursor 

to that, we compare the centralized forms of each approach. It will be shown that 

the CT-MPC method subsumes tube MPC; hence, the latter is a more conservative 

method. To facilitate this, the controls applied by both methods may be written as 

disturbance-, rather than state-, feedback policies [15,551. A disturbance-feedback 

policy has the form, 

v=X+Mw 

where, 

v= 
[u(k)T 

u(k + 1)T 
... u(k +N- 1)T]T , 

is the stacked vector of controls applied, made up of feedforward and feedback com- 

ponents. The feedforward components, 

[c(klk)T 
c(k + 1Ik)T 

... c(k +N- 1Ik)TIT , 

are deviations-usually optimized online-about a feedback control formed from a 

strictly lower-triangular feedback matrix 

M= 

000 
Mio 0 ... ... 0 

M20 M21 
... ... 0 

M(N-1)0 M(N-1)1 
""" 

M(N-1)(N-2) 0 

and the stacked vector of disturbances, 

W= 
[w(k)T 

w(k + 1)T 
... w(k +N- 1)T] 

T, 

(2.26) 
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such that the control applied at time k+j is dependent on the j-1 previous 

disturbances, and given by 

u(k + j) = c(k + ilk) + Mjow(k) + Mjlw(k + 1) + 
... 

+ Mj(j-1)w(k +j- 1). 

In its most general form, the elements of the matrix M are themselves decision 

variables to be optimized [15]. In tube- and CT-MPC, those matrices are pre- 

determined offline. 

CT-MPC: The feedback law may vary over the horizon, and the feedforward con- 

trols are determined directly in the optimization, subject to tightened constraints. 

0 ... ... 0 

Mct - 
K(i)L(i) 0 ... 0 

(2.27a) 
[KN 

- 2)L(N - 2) ... 
K(0)L(0) 0 

T 
Xct = 

[uct(klk)T 
üct(k + llk)T 

... 
üCt(k +N- lik)T1 5 

(2.27b) 

i. e., cct (k +jI k) = üct (k +jI k), V j, and where L is the state transition matrix 

previously defined. 

Tube-MPC: The feedback law is static, 

0.0 
KLM 0 ... 0 

Mtb = (2.28a) 

KLN-2 
... 

KL° 0 

xtb = 
[Ctb(klk)T 

Ctb(k + lIk)T 
... ctb(k +N-1 k)T]T , 

(2.28b) 
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where now L= (A + BK), i. e., is constant, and again feedforward controls are 

determined in the optimization, subject to now uniformly-tightened constraints. 

What is unusual is that the feedforward vector xtb itself consists of two parts, owing 

to the unique initial constraint in the tube MPC optimization problem: 

ctb(k + ilk) = ütb(k + jIk) + KV (x(k) 
_ Xtb(klk)), 

where ütb(k+j I k) is a decision variable in the optimization, and x(k) -xtb(kI k) E R. 

It may then be shown that the set of policies generated by tube MPC is a subset 

of those of static-feedback CT-MPC; that is, for any tube controller K and state x, 

CT-MPC can produce every control policy that tube MPC can produce. 

Proposition 2.3. The set of u from (2.28) is a subset of that from (2.27) with 

K(j) = K, Vi. 

Proof. Consider first the feedforward terms cct(k + ilk) and ctb(k +jl k). Suppose 

the input constraint set is U. For CT-MPC, the tightened set at prediction step j 

is given by the recursion 

üct(o) = u, 
U" (i + 1) = Lfct(j) - K(j)L(j)W, 

dj c: {0, 
... ,N- 21, 

so that 
j-1 

üCt(j) =U - K®L'W, Vj E {0,..., N- 1}, 
i=o 

assuming static feedback K(j) = K. The predicted input for step k+j belongs to this 

set, i. e., cct (k+j l k) = nct (k+j lk) E Ü" (j). Now consider the tube MPC predictions. 

The corresponding prediction, ctb(k + jIk), consists of two parts: ntb(k + jIk) and 

KLM (x(k)-xtb(kI k)). The former belongs to the set Ütb U- KJZ. For the latter, 

x(k) - xtb(klk) ER from the initial constraint. Thus, ctb(k + j1k) E Ütb ® KLAR. 
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Furthermore, 7Z = >°_Q LL W. Therefore, 

Ütb ® KLAR = (U - KR) ® KLAR 

= 
(UK[(LmW)(LnW)]) 

®KLLW 
m=O n=j i=O 

00 

= 
(uct(i) 

«K LnW ®K®L2+'W 
n=j i=0 

00 00 

= 

(uct(i) 

KLnW ®K®LnW 
n=j n=j 

c ü°t (j ) 

where the last line follows from (A - B) ®B CA [76]. Then any feasible ctb(k+ j Ik) 

is also a feasible cc' (k +j I k), achieved by üct (k +iI k) = ntb(k + ilk) + KLM (x(k) - 

Xtb(klk)). 

Secondly, consider the feedback terms. For any choice of K in (2.27a), the 

feedback matrix Mct may be made equal to Mt°be by the choice K(j) = K, Vj 

in (2.28a). Therefore, the set of feasible u from (2.28) is a subset of that from (2.27) 

with K(j) = K, Vj 0 

In fact, in many cases there exists a CT-MPC policy that does not exist for tube 

MPC, even if the sets are convex and compact, because the Pontryagin difference 

is not an additive inverse [76]. It is simple to construct such a case. For example, 

consider the system 

x(k + 1) = 
12 I2 

x(k) + 
0.512 

un(k) + wn(k) 
02 I2 I2 
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üCl(o) =u 

-------------- 

tb=u - xR 

- -------' 

(U ti K7Z) K7 

Figure 2.3: Example of strictly-smaller feasible set for tube MPC compared with Cl'-MIPC. (Left) 
the CT-MPC set is equal to the non-tightened set at the initial prediction step; (mid- 
dle) the tube MPC set is a contracted version of the original set; (right) enlargement 
does not reproduce the original set. 

where w(k) E W. Suppose the input constraint set is `square', but the disturbance 

set is an m-sided polyhedron, i. e., 

li={U: Ilu! Ioo<UmsJ 

W= {w: Pww<(O. lUmax)1} 

where P,, 
,i= 

[cos 2m2) sin ý, ] is the ith row of P, Figure 2.3 shows the 

resulting tightened sets, for the initial prediction step j=0, for a nilpotent feedback 

controller and m=8. The CT-MPC constraint set is not tightened at the initial 

step. The tube MPC set is tightened by a margin KR, producing a contracted 

square. Enlarging this tightened set by the same margin, KR, does not retrieve the 

original constraint set, but a square with `cut-off' corners-a strict subset of the 

CT-MPC set. This `cut-off' set is the effective feasible set for tube MPC, once the 

unique initial constraint, x(k) - x(k1k) E R, is accounted for. 

Therefore, in general, the tube MPC method for robustness is more conservative 

than static-feedback CT-MPC. However, for the distributed forms, which are com- 

pared in Section 2.5.1, other advantages arise from use of the tube method, namely 

flexibility in communications and computations. 
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2.4 Robust distributed MPC using tubes 

This section extends the tube MPC algorithm to a distributed implementation, and 

states the main feasibility and stability results. The centralized problem IBC is dis- 

tributed amongst subsystem agents as local optimization problems, whereby each 

control agent makes a decision on the choice of plan, Up(k), for the local subsys- 

tem. The local optimization minimizes an objective function, Vp(Up(k)), equal to 

Jp(Up(k)), the part of the overall system objective associated with subsystem p. To 

clarify, as this distinction becomes important in later chapters, Vp is the function 

given to the optimization for p to minimize, while Jp is (the finite-horizon approxi- 

mation of) the performance measure for p. 

The result that is crucial to the development of the distributed algorithm is that, 

by Proposition 2.1, given a feasible solution to Pc (xl (k), 
... , xN, (k)), a feasible 

solution always exists for each subsystem at step k+1. The key feature is, then, 

that at any time step a sole subsystem agent-the optimizing agent-is permitted 

to optimize locally for a new plan, while all remaining subsystems adopt the feasible 

candidate plan (2.19): 

Up(k + 1) _ {k; (k + 1Ik), u; (k + 1Ik), ... , üp(k + N- 1Ik), rFp (z; (k + Nt k)) }, 

that is, the tail of the previous feasible solution augmented with a step using ter- 

minal controller IcF,. Constraint satisfaction and feasibility are maintained, because 

the candidate plan itself is available to the updating agent as a solution to its op- 

timization. The local problem IIDp (xp(k); Z*(k)) for a subsystem pEP is defined 

by 

VP. (xp(k); ZP(k)) = min V, (Up(k)) 
Up(k) (2.29) 

= min JJ(UP(k)) 
Un(k) 
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subject to bjE {0, 
... ,N-1}: 

cp(k +j+ Ilk) = Apcp(k + ilk) + Bpüp(k +jI k), (2.30a) 
xp(k) - kp(kIk) E Rp, (2.30b) 

xp(k + Nlk) E XF,, (2.30c) 

YP(k + ilk) = Cpxp(k + ilk) + Dp üp(k + ilk) (2.30d) 

yp(k + ilk) E Yp, (2.30e) 

VcE Cp : zc, (k + ilk) =E pkp(k + ilk) + Fcpüp(k + ilk), (2.30f) 

zcp(k + ilk) + z*q(k + jl k) E 2c, (2.30g) 
gEPc\{p} 

where Z* (k) denotes the collection of information about other subsystems' plans that 

the control agent requires to evaluate the optimization. Specifically, outputs zc*q("Ik) 

are required by p to satisfy constraint (2.30g). Note that the collection of (2.30g) 

over all subsystems pEP is equivalent to (2.14g); the revised summation removes 

terms that are identically zero, using the definitions (2.6) and (2.7). It is assumed 

at this point that the information ZP(k) is known and sufficient; in Section 2.5 the 

communication requirements to obtain ZP(k) are identified. 

This optimization is included in Algorithm 2.2. Though the algorithm is ex- 

ecuted by all agents in parallel, only a single agent, defined as pk, optimizes at 

each time step k, the remainder adopting their feasible candidate plans. The or- 

der in which subsystems' plans are optimized is determined by the update sequence, 

{pl, 
... , pk, pk+l, ... 

}, to be chosen by the designer. The distributed algorithm re- 

quires that a feasible initial plan be made available to each control agent, and this is 

a common assumption of DMPC methods; for example, see Dunbar [35], Richards 

and How [38]. A further requirement is that the terminal set XFp for the local op- 

timization be made available centrally, since coupling constraints must be satisfied 

therein. However, note that no further centralized processing is required from that 

point on. 
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Algorithm 2.2: Robust distributed MPC for a subsystem p 

1 Design stabilizing controller Kp and RPI set R p; 
2 Tighten sets Yp, ic, Vc E C,,, via (2.16); 

3 Wait for feasible solution Up(0), information Z(0), and terminal set XFp and 
control law rFP from central agent; 

4 fork= 1: oodo 
5 Sample current state x, (k); 

6 if A=p then 

7 Obtain new plan Up(k) = U' t(k) as solution to Pp (xp(k); ZP(k)); 

8 Transmit new plan to agents in Q,,; 

9 else 
10 Renew current plan via (2.19): Up(k) = Up(k); 

11 end 
12 Apply control (2.17): up(k) = np(klk) + Kp(xp(k) - cp(kl k)); 

13 Wait one time step; 
14 end 

Remark 2.6 (Updating set and updates in parallel). The algorithm developed in 

this chapter assumes that only one agent pA may optimize at a step k. In fact, a 

set Pk CP of agents may optimize simultaneously at a time step, without affecting 

feasibility, provided that none of the subsystems in the updating set are coupled. 

Formally, if pE Pk then qE Pk only if qýQ. Such an arrangement moves the 

algorithm closer towards the class of parallel-update methods, which are popular in 

the DMPC literature; however, the capacity for parallel updates is heavily dependent 

on the coupling structure. In Chapter 5, this problem is examined more closely, and a 

robustly-feasible parallel-update algorithm is proposed, where any number of agents, 

including coupled ones, may optimize simultaneously. Without loss of generality, 

this chapter shall use the `sole agent' form, which allows for the possibility that all 

subsystems are coupled. 

Complementary results to those developed in the previous section for tube MPC 

then apply to the distributed algorithm. Again, beginning with the assumptions 

sufficient for robust feasibility, further assumptions on the terminal and stage costs 

are introduced to develop robust stability results. 
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2.4.1 Feasibility of DMPC 

Under Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3, on the availability of an admissible, nominally- 

invariant terminal set, the system controlled by Algorithm 2.2 has the properties of 

robust constraint satisfaction and robust feasibility. It is worth noting once more 

that this feasibility result holds regardless of the form of the optimization cost func- 

tion VV(Up(k)). 

Proposition 2.4 (Robust feasibility of distributed MPC). Suppose the sequence 

of controls UP(ko) = {x; (kolko), u; (kol ko), 
""", ü; (ko +N- 1Iko) }, `dp E P, exists 

and is a feasible (but not necessarily optimal) solution to IBC (xl (ko), 
""", x vp (ko)) 

at some time step ko. Then, for all xp(ko + 1) E Apxp(ko) + Bpup(ko) ® Wp, Vp E 

P, where up(ko) = np(kolko) + Kp(xp(ko) - x; (kolko)), (i) the candidate sequence 

Up(ko + 1), defined by (2.19), is a feasible solution to IMP (xp(ko + 1); Z; (ko + 1)), 

and (ii) subsequently, the resulting closed-loop system controlled by Algorithm 2.2 is 

robustly-feasible for any choice of update sequence. 

Proof. For (i), given a feasible solution Up(ko), `dp, to lac (xi (ko), 
""., Xp , 

(ko)), by 

Proposition 2.1, Up(ko + 1), defined by (2.19), is a feasible solution to PC(xi(ko + 

1),... , xNp (ko+l)). Up(ko+l) is also a feasible solution to 1PP (xp(ko+l); ZP(ko+l)), 

for any p; constraints (2.30a) to (2.30f) are satisfied by Proposition 2.1, and con- 

straint (2.30g) is satisfied by zp("jko+1) = z*("Iko), Vc E Cp, so that >PEPc z*(ko+ 

jI ko) E ic, jE 11, 
... ,N}, which is then equivalent to constraint (2.14g) in the 

problem PC(xi(ko + 1), 
... , xNP (ko + 1)), (all cý Cp, p0P, have zip = 0). 

Part (ii) follows by applying recursion to (i). By construction, any solution 

Upk (k) to IMP (xrk (k); Z; 
k 
(k)) taken with the candidate solutions {Üp(k) }, p$ Pk, is 

a solution to IP (xl(k), 
... , xN1, (k)); solving IPD is equivalent to solving TP with p# 

Pk constrained to take Up(k) = UP(k). A feasible solution to IPc(xl(0), 
..., xNp(0)) 

then implies all subsequent optimizations IPP (xp(k); ZP(k)), k>0, are feasible, re- 

gardless of the choice of update sequence. Q 
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2.4.2 Stability of DMPC 

The stability results of Section 2.3.2 also have their counterparts for the distributed 

algorithm. Firstly, again it is assumed that Assumption 2.4 holds; that is, 

Fp(Apxp + BPlFF(x )) 
- 

Fp(xp) C -lp(xp, l. F, (xp)), Vxp E XFP, pEP. 

Then monotonicity of each local cost is maintained, regardless of update sequence. 

Proposition 2.5 (Monotonicity of the Cost). Suppose the sequence of controls 

U*(ko) _ {z (koIko), np(koI ko), 
""", np(ko +N- 11ko) }, Vp E P, exists and is a 

feasible (but not necessarily optimal) solution to IBC (xl (ko), 
... , xN, (ko)) at some 

time step ko. Then, for all xp(ko + 1) E Apxp(ko) + Bpup(ko) ® Wp, Vp E P, where 

up(ko) = üP(kolko) + Kp(xp(ko) - R*(kolko)), the upper bound on the local cost 

decreases monotonically: 

VP (xp(ko + 1); Z (ko + 1)) < VP (xp(ko)i Z*(ko)) - Lp(7i; (k0I k0), up(k0Ik0)), 

for all pEP, where Vp; (xp(ko); Z*(ko)) = Jp(Up(ko)). 

Proof. At time ko, Up(ko), Vp E P, is a feasible solution to IPc (xl(ko), 
""", xp , 

(ko)) 

The associated local cost is 

Vp (xp(ko); Z*(ko)) = Jn(U*(ko))" 
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At time ko +1a non-updating subsystem p pko+l adopts the candidate solution 

Up(ko + 1) = Up(ko + 1), defined by (2.19), with associated cost 

VP(xp(ko + 1); Z`*(k0 + 1)) = JP(UP(ko + 1)) 

= Jp(U; (ko)) -1(; (koI ko), i 
p(koIko)) 

+lp(zP(ko+NJ ko), t-Fp(X; (ko+NIko))) 

+ FP (APZP(ko + Nlko) + BplFP (c (ko + Nl ko))) 

- FP(zý(ko + NIko))" 

By Assumption 2.4, the latter three terms sum to less than or equal to zero, leaving 

i (xp(ko + 1); Z*(ko + 1)) < VP (xp(ko); Z*(ko)) - lP( c (kol ko), ü*(kolko)), 

for all `dp pko+1. 
The optimizing subsystem Pk0+l obtains Upko+l (ko + 1) as the solution to the 

local optimization IlDNO+l (xpkO+l (ko+1); Zpko+l (ko+1)); as ÜpkO+l (ko+1) is a known 

feasible solution, by Proposition 2.4, this forms an upper bound on the optimal cost: 

Vpko+i(Xpko+i( o+ 1); ZPko+i(ko + 1)) VPko+lýXPko+lýko + 1); ZPko+i(ko + 1)) 

_ 
JPkO+l (UPkO+1 (ko + 1) ). 

Thus, for any subsystem pEP, it follows that 

Vp (xp(ko + 1); ZP(ko + 1)) < VP (xp(ko); Z*(ko)) - lP(k; (k0lk0), up(kol ko)), 

where VP is the cost of a general feasible solution, and the result is established. Q 

The monotonicity result leads to robust stability results, dependent on the form 

of the objective. Again, for generality, stability of the origin for the nominal system 

is considered, leading to robust stability of the RPI set; Rp is asymptotically, or 
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exponentially, stable for the closed-loop system. Of course, Remark 2.3, regarding 

alternative objective formulations, applies also to the distributed form of the tube 

MPC algorithm. 

Theorem 2.3 (Robust asymptotic stability of Rr). Suppose lp (xp, up) > clI (xp, up) II 

for some c>0. Then the set Rp is robust asymptotically stable for the controlled 

system xp(k + 1) = Apxp(k) + Bpup(k) + wr(k), Vp E P, where wp(k) E WP, Vk, for 

any update sequence. 

Proof. Monotonicity of the sequence {VP (k)} for any update sequence was estab- 

lished by Proposition 2.5. Because Vp (k + 1) - Vp (k) < -lp(xp(kjk), z; (kjk)), 

yet Vp (") and the stage cost l p(-, ") are both strictly non-negative, then by recur- 

sion it follows that VP* (k + 1) - V7; (k) -> 0 as k -> oc. In turn, this implies that 

lp(x; (kI k), u; (kIk)) -f 0. Because lp(xp, up) > cII(xp, up)II for some c>0, and 

lp(O, 0) = 0, it must be that the nominal state x*(klk) ,0 and the nominal control 

üP - 0. Finally, by the fact that xp(k) E xp(kI k) ED RP, dk, it follows that the true 

state xp(k) -p Rp as k- oc, and, furthermore, 

up (k) = uP(kIk) + Kp(xp(k) - Xp, (kIk)) 

-p Kpxp(k) 

as k ---* oo. Fl 

Theorem 2.4 (Robust exponential stability of Rp). Suppose lp(xp, UP) ° xýTQpX + 

uP Rpup and Fp(xp) ° xýTPPxP, where Qp� RP, Pp are positive-definite. Then the 

set Rp is robust exponentially stable for the controlled system xp(k+ 1) = Apxp(k) + 

Bu(k) + wp(k), Vp E P, where wp(k) E Wp, Vk. 

Proof. The result is adapted from Mayne et al. [27, Theorem 1]. As shown in Mayne 

et al. [7], given lr (xp, up) and the assumptions on Fp and XFp, there exist constants 
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bp > ap > 0, Vp E P, such that, for all k 

VP (x (k), z; (k)) ý aPIXP(k1k)I2, Vp E P, V{X1(k),... 
, XNN(k)1 EX 

(2.31a) 

VP (xp(k + 1), Z*(k + 1)) VP (x (k), Z* (k)) - apl kp(kik) I2, 

dxp(k + 1) E Apxp(k) + Bpup(k) ®WP, pEP, d{xl (k), ... , xNp(k) }EX 

(2.31b) 

VP* (xp(k), z; (k)) C bPlXp(klk)12, Vx (k) E XFp ®Rp, (2.31c) 

where X is the combined set of states to which a feasible solution exists to the 

centralized problem PC (xi (k), 
... , xN, (k)). From Proposition 2.2 and the above, it 

follows that 

Vp 
IXP(k+l), 

Z*(k+1))-vP (XP(k), Z*(k)) < -l 
(X'; (klk), u; (kl k)) < -aplkp*(klk) 

I2 

Next, for all ap > 0, let L' {xp : Vp (xp, Z; ) < aP}. Then Gp = Rp and there 

exists an aP >0 so that £pp C X1 
, ®Rp. Consider first the initial states within 

this set, i. e., xp(O) E £p Vp E P; from (2.31) it follows that the value function at 

a general, subsequent time k is bounded by that at time 0: 

VP 
IXP(k), 

ZPI» 7P VP 
1XP(0), 

ZPIO)I 

where ry7 ° (1 - ap/bb) E (0,1). Subsequently, Ix; (klk)I < cpbp"lx; (010)I for some 

finite c1, where Sp = ryp. Next, consider any states {x1(0), 
... , xNp (0) }EX. 

From (2.31b) it follows that there exists some finite integer Kp for each p such that, 

for all k> KK, xp(k) E Lc'". Consequently, there exists some finite dd > cc such that 

IxP, (k1k) I< dp6k I x; (010) 1, dp E P. Thus, because ryr, E (0,1), then S, E (0,1), and 

the origin is exponentially stable for the nominal states kp, and, as xp(k) -Xp(kI k) E 

1Zp for all k, the set Rp is exponentially stable for the perturbed states xp. Q 
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The feasibility and stability results applicable to the DMPC algorithm rely, as 

has been shown, on different assumptions; stability requires additional assumptions 

on the objective function. The algorithm will be applied to a number of exam- 

ples throughout this thesis, with the different assumptions used interchangeably. 

Therefore, the algorithm under the basic assumptions for feasibility shall be termed 

robustly-feasible DMPC, while the algorithm under the additional, stronger assump- 

tions shall be termed robust stable DMPC As previously stated, the former, though 

associated with a weaker result of only robust feasibility, is particularly useful for 

problem classes where convergence of the system to some target is not guaranteed. 

For example, path planning for multiple vehicles in an unknown environment [49], 

where the terminal cost is an approximation of the cost-to-go to the goal, and is not 

a Lyapunov function. Despite the lack of convergence guarantees, further results 

will be developed in later chapters for this case. 

The following example applies the DMPC algorithm to a system of constrained 

point masses, and demonstrates robust feasibility and stability for different update 

sequence choices. 

Example 2.1 (DMPC of constrained point masses). Consider system consisting 

of Np identical point masses moving in 1-D, each with double integrator dynamics, 

discretized using a time step bt =1 second: 

110.5 
Ap= , Bp= VpEP. 

011 

Each mass is subject to local constraints on speed and control: 

0102 

0 -1 02 
xp(k) + up (k) 

0011 

00 -1 1 
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and all pairs are coupled by a constraint to remain `close', i. e., I [1 01 (XP - X9) 

Ox, Vp q, where in this example Ox = 2. The tube controller Kp is chosen to be 

the nilpotent controller, 

Kp = 
[-1 

-1.5] 

such that (Ap + BPKP)2 = 0. Then the sets R are finitely-determined, and given 

by WP ® (AP + BpKp) Wp, where Wp in this case is a simple hypercube, {wp E JR2 

IIwPII. < 0.1}. 

The stage cost penalizes deviations of the control from Kpxp: 

lP(x 
, up) = 

IIup 
- 

KPXPIIoo' 

and the terminal cost is zero. The oo-norm ensures the resulting optimization prob- 

lem is an LP. The terminal control law is chosen to be equal to the tube controller 

KP, and the corresponding terminal set in the optimization for p is the maximal 

output-admissible set [811, for the stabilized system xp(k+1) = (Ap+BpKp)xp(k), 

that satisfies Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3. The prediction horizon is 12 steps. 

Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the results for control of a two-mass system with ini- 

tial states x1(0) = [-5 
-2]T and x2(0) = [-5 0] T. In the former figure, for a 

simple alternating update sequence {1,2,1,2,. 
.. 

}, the trajectories of the randomly- 

perturbed system are shown, together with nominal trajectories, tube cross-sections, 

and terminal sets. The states converge, while respecting the velocity constraints, 

(indicated by the dotted lines), and remain within the tube at all time steps. Next, 

as shown in Figure 2.5, two further update sequences are employed: a modification 

of the alternating sequence, whereby each subsystem performs two consecutive up- 

dates, and a zero-update step follows the completion of each cycle; and, a randomly- 

generated sequence, including zero-update steps. For each of the three sequences, 

the maximum separation constraints are seen to be satisfied, and the applied con- 

trols converge to the stabilizing control law u, = Kpxp, while keeping within the 

permitted magnitude. 
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Figure 2.4: Trajectories of two constrained masses controlled by distributed MPC. 
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2.5 Communication analysis 

It remains to evaluate exactly what information, denoted Z; (k), is required in the 

local optimization for p. In the problem IEDD(xp(k); Z*(k)), the structure in the 

coupling constraints, identified in (2.6) and (2.7), has been exploited. Firstly, only 

constraints cE Cp are applied, as by definition (2.7), z, (k + jlk) =0 for all other 

constraints cý Cp, so these outputs do not affect the update of subsystem p. Sec- 

ondly, the summation in (2.30g), for each c, includes output terms from only those 

subsystems in PP; by definition (2.6), z, (k + ilk) =0 for all other subsystems 

rýP, The coupling terms z, *y(k + jlk), Vq E P, \ {p} are not affected by the 

decision variables UP(k), so they appear as fixed values in (2.30g), denoted by '. 

Using the definition of coupled subsystems (2.8), it follows that to evaluate (2.30g), 

values for z*y(k+ilk), Vc E Cp, are required from all other subsystems q in Q. 

Define a message vector from subsystem p regarding constraint c at time k as 

m, p(k) 
° [(kIk)T 

... 
z* (k +N-1 lk)T zp(k + Nlk)T] 

T 
(2.32) 

which includes the coupling outputs and the terminal state. Again, the * superscript 

denotes a feasible solution. Also, define a propagation matrix, 

0I0... 0 

00I... 0 

' cp . 
000... (Ep + FpKFp 

000... (AP+BPKFP) 

assuming a linear terminal control law, i. e., kFF(xp) = KFpxp, so that mp(k) _ 

IIc, m, p(k - 1) is the message at time k for a non-updating subsystem p# Pk- 

Suppose the last time a subsystem p optimized its plan was at a step kp, before the 
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current step k, defined as 

Ic (k) °= max V. (2.33) 
k'E{k'<klPk'=P} 

Then the message at k for a subsystem p that last optimized at kp is mp(k) = 

II(k-k1)mp(kp). Relating this back to the information that is required by Pk to 

evaluate (2.30g), Z, 
k 

(k) is obtained as 

Z*k (k) = 
{Jmcq(k)1 

cECyk+gEQpk 
(2.34) 

(k-k9) / _ 
{jrlcq mcq(kq) l 

JCECpkgCQpk 

where the matrix operator 3-°- diag(I, I, ... , 0) removes the terminal states. The 

inclusion of the terminal state Rp(k+NI k) in the message permits the correct prop- 

agation for steps k> kq + N. This propagation leads to the following requirement. 

Requirement 2.1 (Information requirement for ZPk(k)). At a time step k, the con- 

trol agent for an optimizing subsystem Pk must have received messages my(kq), `dc E 

Cpk, from all subsystems qE QPk. 

This illustrates a key feature of tube MPC that means it lends itself to distri- 

bution; an updating subsystem Pk may obtain Zpk (k) by using Hcq to propagate 

previously-communicated data regarding coupled subsystems, with no communica- 

tion required in the interim. Therefore, to meet Requirement 2.1 it is sufficient for 

each agent p to transmit the message mP, dc E CC, after each planning update, as 

in line 8 of Algorithm 2.2. Alternatively, rather than transmissions taking place 

immediately following an optimization, an optimizing subsystem agent Pk could re- 

quest messages from others immediately before its update at step k. A token `no 

change' response could be provided by those agents that have not changed plans in 

the interim period since agent Pk last optimized. Throughout this thesis, message 

transmission shall be assumed to occur following update. However, regardless of the 

communication timing used, instances exist where message transmissions are not 
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necessary. The remainder of this section identifies these instances, and shows how 

flexibility in update sequence choice can be exploited to offer a DMPC scheme with 

low levels of communication. 

It is observed that after the optimization at time k, the updating system Pk 

needs to transmit a message if both the following two criteria are met: 

Cl: The optimized plan differs from the candidate plan, i. e., UPpt(k) Up, (k); 

C2: Before subsystem pA next optimizes, another subsystem in QPk will optimize. 

Note that the investigations in this section all consider cases in which the updating 

sequence is predetermined and known by all subsystems. However, the tube DMPC 

framework can also be extended to cases in which the choice of updating subsystem 

is made on-line. 

The use of these criteria can be demonstrated by counter-examples where a data 

transmission is not needed. If criterion C1 were not met, the optimization for the 

updating subsystem will have resulted in a plan identical to the tail of the previous 

plan, formed by (2.19). As each coupled subsystem already has knowledge of this 

plan, from a transmission at some earlier step, then there is no need to re-send. 

Instances also exist where criterion C2 is not met, and Figure 2.6 illustrates such a 

case. Suppose three subsystems, 1,2 and 3 share coupling constraints. Subsystem 1 

optimizes at time step k, followed by 3 at k+1, followed by 1 again at k+2. Clearly, 

2 may not optimize until at least k+3, and has no need for 1's updated plan from 

step k, as this is superseded by its plan from k+2. Hence, a message transmission 

from 1 to 2 at step k is redundant. Similarly, the transmissions to agent 2 at times 

k+1 and k+2 could be redundant depending on who optimizes at step k+3 and 

thereafter. Therefore, a priori knowledge of the update sequence may be used to 

eliminate redundant communication. 

The measure of communication that shall be used in the sequel is, with only small 

loss of generality, the number of data exchanges between any pair of subsystems at a 

time step, where a data exchange occurs whenever a subsystem agent transmits its 
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Q) 
N2 

------------ 

---------- -------------- 

+-------------- 

------------ 
k k+1 k+2 

Time Step, k 

Figure 2.6: Timing diagram illustrating redundant inter-agent communication. Agents measure 
states (. ), form plans, then update controls (i). Arrows represent transmissions 
between optimizing agents (shaded boxes) to others. The dash-dot arrow line indicates 

a redundant transmission. The subsequent transmissions from 1 and 3 to 2 may be 

redundant depending on the update sequence from step k -- 3 onwards. 

message to any other subsystem agent. It follow from the preceding discussions that, 

whenever a subsystem Pk is required to transmit its plan, following an optimization 

as in Algorithm 2.2, it must transmit to all others in 2p, 
ß: 

D n(Qpk) if Cl and C2 met, 
Ndata(k) = 

0 otherwise, 

where n (Qpk) denotes the cardinality of QPk 
. 

Similarly, it is possible to establish the communication required for the central- 

ized implementation of the controller (CMPC), Algorithm 2.1. In this case, a central 

agent must have received current state data from all subsystems at a time step k. 

Following optimization, new plans must be communicated to all subsystems. Assum- 

ing that the control agent is located on one of the subsystems pEP, the minimum 

number of data exchanges required at an optimization is 2(NN - 1). However, no 

optimization may take place by all subsystems renewing their plans via (2.19), in 
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the event of no new plans being transmitted by the control agent. 

NdCata(k) 
2(Np - 1) if optimization takes place, 

- 
0 otherwise. 

DMPC therefore requires, at most, n(Qpk) data exchanges per step, whereas 

CMPC requires 2(Np - 1) exchanges. In the worst case, when coupling constraints 

exist between all subsystems, subsystem pA is coupled to all other subsystems, and 

n(Qpk) = (NP - 1) for any pk. By definition, n(Qpk) < (Np - 1); thus, DMPC 

requires, at most, only half as many data exchanges per optimization as does CMPC. 

For centralized MPC, at each time step, a decision is made whether to optimize 

or not. The resulting number of data exchanges that take place over the length of 

a simulation is then inextricably linked to the number of updating steps. With the 

distributed algorithm, we have an extra degree of freedom, in that the decision is 

not only whether to optimize or not, but also which subsystem is to optimize. For 

example, the sequence 11,2,1,2, 
... 

} requires communication at every step, whereas 

11,1,2,2 
.... 

} requires communication at alternating steps. There is a many-to-one 

mapping of update sequences to data exchanges; thus, the link between the number 

of updating steps and communication is broken. It remains to explore the effect 

this flexibility has on system-wide performance, and this is done in a later section. 

Next, however, having established the communication requirements for tube DMPC, 

a comparison is made with constraint-tightening DMPC [38]. 

2.5.1 Comparison with constraint-tightening DMPC 

The DMPC algorithm shares certain similarities with the constraint-tightening (CT- 

DMPC) method of Richards and How [38], namely achieving robust feasibility and 

stability for linear, dynamically-decoupled subsystems with coupled constraints. 

Both methods tighten constraints in the optimization by some margin, and use feed- 

back to maintain feasibility for the perturbed system. The key difference between 
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the two methods, however, is in the relative timing of optimizations, communications 

and control updates. Figure 2.7 illustrates the timing of these events; in 2.7(a), the 

tube DMPC algorithm is shown, in which one agent optimizes while others adopt 

the feasible candidate solutions (2.19). The case shown assumes that each agent 

has no knowledge of the future update sequence, so that data transmissions prepare 

the group of agents for any agent to subsequently optimize. Such an assumption 

permits both on-line and off-line determination of the sequence, and will also enable 

the most general comparison between tube DMPC and CT-DMPC to be made. 

For tube DMPC, the unique initial constraint, xp(k) -kp(klk) E Rp�Vp, and the 

uniform tightening of the coupled constraints, starting from the initial step, means 

that robustness to uncertainty in other agents' current states is guaranteed, and so 

no inter-agent exchange of current states is required. In fact, a single communication 

takes place after the optimization of the sole updating agent. 

On the other hand, CT-DMPC assumes a fixed sequence to optimize all subsys- 

tems during a time step, with communication immediately after each optimization, 

as illustrated in Figure 2.7(b), ignoring delays. As a consequence, for a general agent 

p, the coupling constraint in the local optimization uses the most recent data from 

upstream agents and predictions for downstream agents based on their updates at 

the previous time step: 

zc(k+ilk) + z*q(k+ilk) + Zýr(k+ilk-1) E jcp(j) 
qE{1,..., p-1} rE{p+1,..., Np} 

upstream downstream 

The coupling constraints in the local optimizations are then tightened non-uniformly 

over the horizon, and, additionally, by an extra margin according to the position of 
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Figure 2.7: 'l'iming diagrams for tube DMPC and CT-DMPC. Shaded boxes indicate local opti- 
mizations, which are followed or preceded by communication from transmitting agent 
(. ) to receiving agent, in the direction indicated by an arrow. Clear boxes indicate 

adoption of the candidate solution. Agents apply control updates (+) once a new plan 
is obtained. 
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an agent in the sequence. Specifically, for all cEC, jE {0, 
... ,N- 2}: 

ZcNp(O) _ Zci (2.35a) 

i, (p-, )(j) = Zip(j) - (Ep + FpKp(9))Lp(7)Wp, (2.35b) 

ZcNP(9 + 1) = 2c1(9) - (E, 1 + F� Ki(7))L1(j)Wi, (2.35c) 

where, 

Lp(0) = I, 

Lp(i + 1) = (AP + BpKP(j))LP(j), 

so that the first agent in the sequence has the tightest constraints, associated with 

the greatest uncertainty about downstream agents' plans, and the final agent has 

no extra tightening, given that it will have received the latest plans of upstream 

agents. In contrast, the constraint margins for tube DMPC, i, have no concept of 

sequence. 

We proceed now to examine the scope of the CT-DMPC to provide more flex- 

ible update sequences, and derive an information requirement, a counterpart to 

Requirement 2.1. The key observation here is that, whereas for tube DMPC the 

candidate plan-and associated coupling data-for a local subsystem is obtained 

by a simple truncation and augmentation of the previous plan, in CT-DMPC the 

candidate plan includes a disturbance feedback term. Consequently, propagation 

of the message vector, a concept introduced earlier in this section for tube DMPC, 

relies additionally on the last disturbance: 

m,, (k + 1) = rl m , (k) + Opwp(k), 

where m, (k) is the message vector (2.32), defined in the previous subsection, con- 

sisting of predicted coupling outputs made at time k; 11 p is the propagation matrix, 
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and 
0 

(Eq, + FcpKp(0))Lp(0) 
0cp D 

(Eq, + FcpKp(N - 1))Lp(N - 1) 

Lp(N) 

The difference between the two methods is now clearer. For tube DMPC, it 

is possible for an optimizing agent Pk-given a message mcq(kq) from some agent 

q that last optimized at kq-to locally construct the requisite coupling outputs by 

matrix multiplication, via (2.34). This is not so for CT-DMPC, as Pk would also 

require knowledge of the disturbance sequence {wq(kq), wq(kq + 1), ... , wq(k - 2)). 

Therefore, we conclude that the coupling data required by an updating agent at k 

must originate from no earlier than the previous step k-1. (This assumption is 

met implicitly by CT-DMPC in its standard form [38], wherein all agents optimize 

and communicate at each step). 

Requirement 2.2 (Information requirement for CT-DMPC). At any time step k, 

the control agent for an optimizing subsystem p must have received messages 

1. mq(k), Vc E CC, from all upstream subsystems qE Qp fl {1, 
... p- 1}; 

2. mq(k -1), dc E Cp, from all downstream subsystems qE Qp n {p+ 1, ... , Np}. 

Now suppose CT-DMPC were operated with the same optimization timing as for 

tube DMPC, i. e., with a sole-but not necessarily known a priori-agent optimizing 

at each time step, the remaining agents adopting their respective candidate plans. 

It is clear that similar communication timings to those for tube DMPC, shown in 

Figure 2.7(a), are not sufficient for CT-DMPC. One sufficient means of meeting 

Requirement 2.2 is to maintain the communication arrangement of the standard, 

sequential CT-DMPC; this is illustrated in Figure 2.7(c), where an update sequence 

identical to that of Figure 2.7(a) is employed. The result is that communication is 

invariant with update sequence. 
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An improved proposal, shown in Figure 2.7(d), has the sole optimizing agent 

request and receive plans immediately prior to its update, a more ad hoc mode 

of communication. As Requirement 2.2 states, information from upstream agents 

must date from the current time step, while downstream agent information must 

date from, at the earliest, the previous step. The figure shows the optimizing agent 

gathering all required data at the current time step, yet-crucially-only after the 

upstream agents have adopted their candidate plans, based on the latest distur- 

bance. Thus, though communication has been reduced, the timing of transmis- 

sions is sequence-dependent. Furthermore, the communication arrangements for 

CT-DMPC-single-update or otherwise-have a crucial reliance on instantaneous 

data exchanges between agents during a time step. Tube DMPC allows the entire 

remainder of the time step, following the optimization, for transmission of the new 

plan. Together, these points illustrate the key contribution of tube DMPC: despite 

the extra conservatism of this method for robustness, as shown in Section 2.3.3, 

greater flexibility exists in the relationship between computation and communica- 

tion. 

2.5.2 Performance versus communication 

The purpose of this section is twofold: by simulation, to show how computation 

time scales with problem size for the new algorithm, and to compare the perfor- 

mance of DMPC with that of CMPC, and also CT-DMPC, by investigating the 

trade between performance and communication. It is shown that the flexibility in 

communication can be exploited to obtain better performance for DMPC with low 

levels of communication. 

The simulations in this section use the 1-D system of Example 2.1, with the 

`remain close' coupling constraints. Apart from the objective functions, which shall 

vary, all other parameters, including constraint limits, disturbance sets, and con- 

trollers, are the same. 
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Example 2.2 (Scaling of computation). The tracking output form of the objective 

is used, with the aim of steering the state to a compact set around the origin. That 

is, sp = xp, with a target set 

E= 
{xp: IlXplloo C 0.51, 

which is subsequently tightened for robustness. The distance metric, d (sp, T p), for 

this objective is implemented as the 1-norm measure (2.23), so then the DMPC 

optimization is a Linear Program. For an initial state xp(0) = 100 0]T, vp E P, 

the number of subsystems Np in the problem is incremented, and corresponding 

means and standard deviations of the computation time per update measured. All 

simulations were performed on a Pentium 4 HT 3.2 GHz with 2,048 MB RAM, using 

CPLEX 10.1 as the LP solver. To ensure that computation times are dominated by 

optimization times, and not overheads, a long horizon of 100 steps is set. 

The metric of interest here is the computation time per optimization, distributed 

or centralized. This metric gives an indication of the computational effort that 

would be required by a local agent compared with a central control agent, and has 

implications for the `size' of computer required for each method. 

For this example, there exists pair-wise coupling across the whole system, so that 

the number of inequality coupling constraints NN increases as 2( 2p) = NN(Np - 1). 

Hence, for the centralized algorithm, the number of constraints in the optimiza- 

tion grows quadratically with Np. Also, the number of decision variables increases 

linearly with N. Conversely, for DMPC, the number of coupling constraints Cp in- 

volving a subsystem p increases as Np -1 and the number of local decision variables 

is independent of Np. 

Smoothed analysis of complexity of the Simplex algorithm for linear program- 

ming has shown that, although worst-case running time is exponential, the expected 

running time is is polynomial [92]. (In fact, in practice the performance of the Sim- 

plex algorithm usually exceeds that predicted by complexity analysis [93]). That is, 
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for a linear program 

min cTx subject to Ax <b 
X 

where xE RI, AE IRmxn, the expected running time is polynomial in the dimension 

of A, i. e., mxn. Therefore, one would expect the computation time for centralized 

MPC to scale with O(NN x NN) = O(NN ), while the time for distributed MPC to 

scale with only 0(1 x n(Cp))= O(NP). 

Figure 2.8 shows means and standard deviations of computation time versus 

number of subsystems, for both CMPC and DMPC. As expected, computation time 

for DMPC scales much more favourably. Best fit analysis suggests that computation 

time for CMPC tends to grow with (Np)2.7 while DMPC tends to grow with (NN)1.2. 

These scalings match the predictions. Note that for small values for Np, measured 

times are slightly higher than predicted, possibly due to overheads, for example, the 

passing and receiving of data to and from the solver. Also note that the variability 

of computation time is much smaller for DMPC than for CMPC. The immediate 

conclusion is that the distributed algorithm offers better scalability with the number 

of subsystems. 

The purpose of the next example is to compare performance of the distributed 

method against that of centralized, and, additionally, CT-DMPC. 

Example 2.3 (Performance versus communication). The problem setup is changed 

to represent a more commonplace constrained optimal control problem [7], in which 

the objective function is the quadratic form 

lp (xp, up) = Xp QXp + Up RUp, 

Fp(xp) = XpPx , 

where Q= I2, R=0.01, and 

2.0066 0.5099 
P= 

0.5099 1.2682 
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(Top), mean and standard deviations on a linear scale; (bottom) means and empirical 
relationships on log-log scale. 
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(A, B, KLQR), where A= diag(A1i 

... , 
AN�), etc. The distributed sets are trun- 

cated by the requirement for independent coupling constraint satisfaction. 

is the terminal cost matrix associated with the optimal, nominal, unconstrained LQR 

problem (Ar, Bp, Q, R). The tube controller Kp is again the nilpotent controller, 

and this equally applies to the feedback controller for the CT-DMPC formulation, 

i. e., Kp(j) = KP, Vj. Conversely, the terminal control law is chosen as the LQR 

controller, i. e., kFP(Xp) = KLQR, where 

KLQR = 
[-0.6609 

-1.3261] . 

Subsequently, the terminal sets XF, for the distributed algorithm are the maximal 

output-admissible invariant sets Op° associated with this control, in which coupling 

constraints are satisfied in a decoupled manner; i. e., xp, l < 0.50x for each p. Note 

that the nilpotent feedback controller means such a nominally-invariant set is also a 

valid choice for CT-DMPC [14]. However, the centralized algorithm is provided with 

a centralized version of this set, in which coupling constraint satisfaction is achieved 

in a centralized, rather than decoupled, sense. Figure 2.9 compares these terminal 

sets. 
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A number of simulations were performed, varying the number of subsystems, 

the update sequence and the maximum separation distance, Ox, with an initial 

state xp(0) = [20 01T, bp E P, and a horizon of 20 steps. The update sequence was 

varied in a different manner for CMPC, DMPC and CT-DMPC. For CMPC, a simple 

mark-space scheme was employed, where a mark represents an updating step and a 

space represents a zero-update step. The resulting sequence is repeated periodically 

to form the update sequence for the simulation. For example, for a mark value of 3 

and a space value of 2, the resulting sequence is {c, c, c, 0,0, c, c, c, 0,0, 
... 

}, where c 

denotes a centralized optimization. 

For DMPC, a similar mark-space scheme is used, but with an additional degree 

of freedom. It is assumed that the subsystems optimize in a cyclical manner. Then, 

nj denotes the number of repetitions of update steps per subsystem (marks), n2 

denotes the number of zero-update steps (spaces), and n3 denotes the number of 

extra zero-update steps that follow the completion of a cycle. For example, with 

n1=2, n2=3, n3=4: 

{c, 1,1,0,0,0,2,2,0,0,0,..., Np, Np, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,... }, 
nl n2 ni n2 ng 

where c denotes the initial centralized step. 

Finally, the update sequence for CT-DMPC was chosen to resemble to centralized 

sequence, but where a mark step corresponds to all agents updating in the preset 

sequence {1,2, 
... , Np}. This amounts to employing the algorithm in its originally- 

intended, sequential manner [38], yet permitting the communication levels to vary 

by introducing zero-update steps where all agents adopt the candidate plans. Each 

algorithm is initialized with an optimal centralized plan at k=0. 

Figure 2.10 shows plots of closed-loop cost against communication, in which a 

`good' controller is one whose data point lies close to the bottom left of the graph. 

Results are shown as the convex hulls of points obtained for each controller by 

varying the update sequence, and as (i) the number of subsystems varies (left to 
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right), (ii) the separation distance Ax increases (top to bottom). The measure of 

performance in this instance is the value of the stage cost, summed over the duration 

of the simulation and all subsystems. As discussed in Section 2.5, the measure of 

communication is the number of data exchanges between subsystems. As expected, 

all the graphs for both DMPC and CMPC show a trade: better performance can be 

achieved by using more communication. 

Firstly, on the comparison between centralized and distributed tube MPC, in 

the majority of cases, the plots show regions where the closed-loop objective val- 

ues for tube DMPC are lower than the corresponding CMPC values for the same 

level of communication. Predictably, at very high levels of communication, CMPC 

has better performance than DMPC. This is intuitive since DMPC solves the same 

optimization but in a more constrained manner. However, at low levels of commu- 

nication, DMPC can perform better. This is enabled by the extra degree of freedom 

in the DMPC update sequence, breaking the link between computation and com- 

munication levels. In tube DMPC, it is possible to construct an update sequence 

in which a subsystem replans at every step, but communication is required far less 

frequently. Furthermore, the range of communication for which DMPC outperforms 

CMPC can be seen to increase as either Ax increases or Np decreases. These move- 

ments correspond to making the optimization less tightly coupled, thus giving more 

flexibility for local decision making. 
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Comparing these results to those obtained for CT-DMPC, that method obtains, 

in the majority of cases, better performance than tube DMPC at all levels of com- 

munication. Furthermore, in most cases performance is better than for centralized 

tube MPC. The CT-MPC, even with static feedback, achieves robustness with less 

conservativeness than for tube MPC, as discussed in Section 2.3.3. Although com- 

munication for CT-DMPC can scale poorly as the number of subsystems increases, 

even then instances exist where performance at low communication levels is bet- 

ter than any tube MPC implementation. However, and crucially, the CT-DMPC 

algorithm relies on instantaneous inter-agent transfers of data during a time step, 

while none of the tube DMPC exchanges require this. The number of instantaneous 

exchanges increases linearly with the number of subsystems. 

Recalling the introduction to this chapter, the fundamental reason for imple- 

menting distributed control methods is some inherent limitation in available com- 

munication, computation, or both; it is generally accepted that where neither is 

a limiting factor, centralized MPC shall always provide better performance. The 

remainder of this thesis will seek to answer the important question of how to more 

closely match that centralized performance. In fact, it will be shown that the algo- 

rithms presented so far may lead to poor closed-loop performance, brought about by 

`greedy' decisions being made by non-cooperative agents; a cooperative form of the 

DMPC shall be presented, which seeks to promote better system-wide performance. 

2.6 Summary 

A new form of robust distributed model predictive control of linear, time-invariant 

subsystems coupled through the constraints has been presented, in which the or- 

der of optimization for each subsystem is unrestricted and communication between 

subsystems is required only when relevant updates are performed. The new formu- 

lation extends the tube MPC concept to a distributed implementation and inherits 

its property of robust stability despite persistent disturbances. While a formal com- 
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parison of the tube and constraint-tightening methods for robustness has shown the 

former to be more conservative, it has been shown that for a distributed implemen- 

tation, the tube method leads to greater flexibility in communications. Furthermore, 

by exploiting this greater flexibility, better performance can be achieved than for 

centralized MPC when communication is limited. 
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Chapter 3 

Distributed MPC with 

Cooperation 

The distributed MPC algorithm is extended to promote cooperation between subsys- 

tem agents. In many situations, conflict naturally arises between agents' objectives, 

leading to `greedy' behaviour and `deadlocks'. By a local DMPC agent designing 

hypothetical trajectories for other subsystems in some cooperating set, a greater 

portion of the system-wide objective is considered than was previously, and local 

performance is sacrificed to benefit system-wide, or team, performance. Robust 

feasibility and stability is maintained for the cooperative form of the algorithm, 

as is the flexibility in communications, and for any choice of cooperating set. By 

simulation it is shown that performance improves over the `greedy' performance of 

non-cooperative DMPC. 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, a distributed MPC algorithm was developed that guar- 

anteed feasibility and stability despite uncertainty, and allowed greater flexibility 
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in communication than existing methods. By only decoupled agents optimizing 

simultaneously, and communicating their new plans to others, the control agents 

coordinate to satisfy coupling constraints. 

An important challenge remaining, however, is that of obtaining good system- 

wide performance when agents' objectives are conflicting in some way. Here, cooper- 

ation is promoted by choice of an optimization objective function that includes the 

local objectives of other subsystems in a cooperating set of the updating subsystem, 

assuming the system-wide objective is a summation of local objective functions. A 

local agent now designs not only its own trajectory, but also hypothetical trajecto- 

ries for agents in this set, so that a combined cost is minimized. It is shown, by 

simulation, that global performance can be improved over the simple, `greedy' imple- 

mentation of the previous chapter, while robust feasibility and stability guarantees 

are maintained. Because only one subsystem-or only non-coupled subsystems- 

optimizes at a time step, subject to previously-published plans of others, conflicting 

solutions to neighbouring problems never arise, and coupling constraint satisfaction 

is assured. Furthermore, no iteration takes place. Therefore, this work differs from 

the work of Keviczky et al. [45], which does not guarantee coupled constraint satis- 

faction, and also the iterative cooperative schemes of Venkat et al. [36], Waslander 

et al. [37], Inalhan et al. [75]. 

The organization of the chapter is as follows. Firstly, in Section 3.1.1, the devel- 

opment is motivated by an example showing `greedy' behaviour for a pair of vehicles. 

Subsequently, the cooperative form of DMPC is derived: an embedded optimization, 

for use as the local cost function, is proposed in Section 3.2.1; implementation con- 

siderations are provided in Section 3.2.2; and, in Section 3.2.3, the vehicles example 

is revisited to show how the cooperative method improves on previous performance. 

Stability conditions for the new algorithm are presented in Section 3.3. Then, Sec- 

tion 3.4 includes a number of numerical simulations, comparing cooperative DMPC 

with its non-cooperative counterpart, and the chapter is summarized in Section 3.5. 
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3.1.1 Motivation: greedy behaviour in DMPC 

The cooperative method to be developed in this chapter is perhaps best motivated 

by an example, in which it is shown that using the DMPC algorithm can lead to 

undesirable closed-loop behaviour when conflict exists in agents' objectives. 

Example 3.1 (Greedy behaviour in DMPC). Consider a set P of homogeneous 

vehicles, modelled by the point mass dynamics 

Pp = Vp, 

mpVp = fp +dp, 

where rp E R2, vp E JR2 represent, respectively, the position and velocity of vehicle 

pEP, which has mass mp, and dp is an additive disturbance to the control force fp. 

These dynamics are discretized with a time step of 1.5 seconds to provide the linear 

T ]TE ]R4. The output constraints state-space model (2.1), with state xr = [rp vi, 

take the form of local speed and applied force limits: 

IIv 
PII2 < Vmax, 

ll fP II2C Finax, 

and the disturbance is limited to 10% of the maximum control force, i. e., Ildpll00 < 
- 

O. lFn, ax. Note that these speed and force limits are based on the 2-norm, and 

are consequently non-linear constraints. However, polyhedral constraints are desir- 

able for implementation, as, for a suitable choice of objective function, they may 

lead to the on-line MPC optimization problem being a Linear or Quadratic Pro- 

gram. These are `standard' problems, easier to solve than are general non-linear 

convex problems [86,91]. Fortunately, 2-norm constraints may be approximated by 

polyhedra-a linear approximation to the circle-with only small errors [94]. 
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Coupling between vehicles arises from collision avoidance constraints, expressed 

as a minimum separation distance L between each pair of vehicles: 

rp- rglloo> L, VpEP, qEP: p q. 

In practice, these constraints are implemented using the `big-M' approach (Re- 

mark 2.5, Chapter 2), applied at each step of the prediction horizon. The oo-norm 

is used to keep the number of binary decision variables smallest, resulting in a square 

exclusion region around each vehicle. 

The objective for a vehicle p is to be steered close to a target state, a position 

tp where the velocity is zero. The nominal stage cost of interest is 

IrP- tPIl2' 

Again, a polyhedral approximation to this 2-norm function is used, rendering the 

optimization objective (2.15) linear. 

ip(kp, üp) = IIPt(rr 
- tn)Ii , 

(3.1) 

where the ith row of Pt is 

Pt, i = 
[cos(2t) 

sin( 2-"-)I 
, 

(3.2) 

such that the linear form is an m-sided polyhedral approximation to the circular 

2-norm. 

The feedback matrix Kp is the nilpotent controller for the system (Ar, Br), and 

the set Rp is the corresponding mRPI set. Constraints are tightened accordingly, 

including the non-convex avoidance constraints by the method of Remark 2.5. The 

terminal set XFp for each vehicle is equal to the target state, and the terminal cost 

Fp ' 0. Under these conditions, asymptotic convergence of the perturbed vehicles 
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of `greedy' behaviour for a pair of vehicles. The centralized controller (left) 

produces a cooperative response, whereas for distributed MPC (right), the low-cost, 

straight-line trajectory assumed by one vehicle forces the other to adopt a deviated 

route. 

is guaranteed to the RPI set around the target state; that is, [tp OT] T+ RP 

(Theorem 2.3). 

Two such vehicles, to be controlled by DMPC, are required to traverse a5m 

diameter circle from opposing ends. A straight line path for both would lead to 

a collision. The initialization solution is sub-optimal, in the sense that one of the 

vehicles is provided a straight-line plan, whilst for the other a deviated plan is formed 

to avoid collision. 

The centralized and distributed algorithms were implemented with a horizon 

length of 25 steps, and Vmax = 0.225 m/s, Fmax = 0.08 N, mp =1 kg, L=1m. 

The results are shown in Figure 3.1 for each control algorithm. Each vehicle is 

subjected to a sequence of random disturbances over the duration of the simulation. 

The update sequence employed is the simple alternating sequence, so that vehicle 

agents optimize plans in sequence. For DMPC, the vehicle travelling from North to 

South ('vehicle 1') follows a desirable straight line path, leaving the other vehicle 

('vehicle 2') to deviate to avoid collision in the centre. Vehicle 1 has no incentive 

at any point to adopt a higher cost plan than the one it is following, or to make 
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any allowances for vehicle 2. For centralized MPC, the solution is cooperative: both 

vehicles deviate equally and oppositely to avoid collision. 

This example-which shall be revisited later in this chapter-illustrates the so- 

called `greedy' behaviour that DMPC may be prone to, where it is not in the interests 

of a local control agent to sacrifice local performance for the good of system-wide, 

or team, performance. Many other examples exist, from deadlock situations for 

multiple robots [95] to the theory of non-cooperative games and the Nash equilibrium 

concept [96]. In fact, the areas of distributed optimal control and non-cooperative 

game theory are closely related, and this will be examined in more depth in a 

later chapter. For now, however, it is simply noted that without any incentive 

for a local agent to adopt more altruistic strategies, cooperation and its associated 

advantages will not be assured. The development of the cooperative form of the 

DMPC algorithm proceeds by providing such an incentive, by modification of the 

local objective function in the local optimization to encourage local, non-cooperative 

agents to behave in a cooperative manner. 

3.2 Distributed MPC with cooperation 

In this section, the main contribution of the chapter is developed, a cooperative 

form of the robust DMPC algorithm from Chapter 2. The key observation is that 

robust feasibility was there guaranteed for any choice of objective function. The 

development proceeds, therefore, by identifying a cooperation-promoting objective 

function to be employed in the local optimization problems. 

The problem statement follows that of the previous chapter. The system-wide, 

infinite-horizon objective function (2.9) is assumed to be decoupled; specifically, a 

summation of individual, local objectives: 

Np co 

min 
ZE lp(xp, (k), up(k)). 
p=l k=O 
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Recall that a local agent in DMPC seeks to minimize a finite-horizon approximation 

to its individual share of that objective. That is, the local problem IUD(xp(k); Z*(k)) 

was defined as 

VOPt(xp(k); Z; (k)) = min Vp(UP(k)) 
UP(k) 

N-1 

= min Fp(xp(k + Nlk)) + lp(kp(k + jlk), üP(k + jl k)) 
Up(k) 

j=0 

subject to constraints (2.30). 

The decision variable for this optimization is the collection of initial state and 

sequence of predicted control inputs over the horizon: 

UP(k) = {kp(klk), üp(klk), üp(k + ilk),..., üp(k +N- ilk)}. 

Whereas in the previous chapter no such distinction was required, though it was 

mentioned, here and throughout this chapter two different local objectives will be 

referred to: (i) the local optimization objective, Vp, defined as the objective func- 

tion that subsystem agent p attempts to minimize in its local optimization, and 

(ii) the local subsystem objective, Jp, defined as the finite-horizon approximation to 

the objective for the subsystem p, pertaining to, for example, its mission, task, or 

performance index. Specifically, if the performance measure for the system is the 

decoupled function 
oo Np 

E lp(xp(k), up(k)), 
k=1 P=I 

then the part corresponding to a subsystem p is the summation 

00 
E lp(xp(k), u (k)). 

k=1 
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The local subsystem objective is then defined as the finite-horizon approximation to 

this: 
N-1 

JP(Up(k)) = Fp (Xp(k+NIk)) + lp(Rp(k+j Ik), -up(k+j Ik)), 
j=o 

based on predicted (nominal) states and inputs. Thus, in the formulation of the 

previous chapter, the local optimization attempts to minimize the local subsystem 

objective function: 

Vp (Up(k)) = Jp (Up(k)) 
. 

Suppose this local optimization objective Vp were extended to include a larger 

portion of the system-wide objective, with the aim of promoting cooperation and a 

consideration of others by a local agent; that is, V, is no longer necessarily equal to 

J,. To facilitate this, define the cooperating set of an optimizing agent p, at time 

k, as some arbitrary set Np(k) C P\{p}, to be chosen by the designer. Then we 

proceed by choosing VV(Up(k)) to itself be an optimization of the local function 

J, for p plus some weighting of these local functions for those subsystems in the 

cooperating set. The decision variable for this optimization includes a hypothetical 

(nominal) trajectory for each of the cooperating set subsystems that, when taken 

with the predicted (nominal) trajectory for p, would minimize the combined costs. 

The basic premise is that, by p considering other agents' objectives, the new plan 

for p may leave a better option for another subsystem, and so may permit an im- 

provement to the global behaviour; unlike in the non-cooperative optimization, there 

is some allowance to sacrifice local cost in favour of improving global, system-wide 

performance. However, subsystems in the cooperating set of p are in no way bound 

to follow these trajectories, which are never communicated. 
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3.2.1 A local objective function for cooperation 

Define the objective function Vp for the local optimization IPp (xp(k); ZP(lc)) itself to 

be an optimization problem 

Vp(Up(k)) = min 
{JPuPk)) 

+ aP9`19(U9(k)) (3.3) 
UNp (k) 

gENp(k) 

subject to, Vi E{1,... ,N-1}, qE NP(k) : 

zq(k +j+ Ilk) = Agxq(k + j1k) + Bgüq(k + jlk), (3.4a) 

xq(kIk) = x9(klk - 1), (3.4b) 

üq(klk) = n9(klk - 1), (3.4c) 

Rq(k+NIk) E XFQ, (3.4d) 

3'a (k +jl k) = Cq*q(k +jl k) + Deue(k +j lk) (3.4e) 

yq(k + jIk) E yq, (3.4f) 

VC ECq: Zc9(k+jIk)=Ecq*q(k+. 7Ik)+Fcqüq(k+jIk), (3.4g) 

and dc E CNp(k) ° UiE - (k) Ci : 

Zcp(k+jIk)+ Z Zc4(k+jI1c)+ Z*(k+jlk)EZc, 
Z 

gENp(k) rEPý\{p, 9p(k)} 

(3.4h) 

where -- denotes a predicted, hypothetical value for a subsystem in the cooperating 

set. The decision variable set for this optimization is the collection of nominal 

trajectories for all in cooperating set: U, vp(k) = {Uq(k)}9ENP(k), where 

Üq(k) ° {xq(k1k), üq(kl k), ... , üq(k +N- Ilk) }. 
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of cooperation concept. Agent 1, optimizing, designs its own plan Ulp' 

and a hypothetical plan U2Pt for agent 2 to minimize a combined objective. The latter 

plan may deviate from the previously-published U2 only after the second prediction 
step. The initial mismatch between Ui and U, t arises because of the constraint 
xp(k) -c (klk) E 7Zp. The plan U, 't must be consistent, in terms of satisfying 
coupling constraints, with both Uz and U2Pt. This is indicated by dotted lines for 
the penultimate point of each plan. 

The result is that the local optimization minimizes a further optimization, in- 

volving these hypothetical plans for cooperating subsystems, while still subject to 

the original constraints (2.30). The presence of both sets of constraints is cru- 

cial. Effectively, two different representations of a plan for a cooperating subsystem 

qE JUS, appear in the local optimization for p: firstly, a previously-published plan, 

U9, originating from the last time that q optimized, and the plan that subsystem 

is currently following; secondly, a hypothetical plan, UQ, designed locally by agent 

p, based on minimizing the combined cost (3.3). Figure 3.2 illustrates this concept. 

Precise details and implications of the coupling constraints applied will be discussed 

in the next section. The initial constraints (3.4b) and (3.4c) provide the starting 

point of the hypothetical trajectory for each qEJ (k). These constraints act on 

the assumption that any cooperating subsystem q can not optimize its own plan 

until, at the earliest, the next time step k+1. Hence, these predicted trajectories 
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shall only begin to diverge from the previously-published trajectories at the k+1 

prediction step. Note, however, that these hypothetical plans are internal to p's 

local decision-making and are not communicated to other agents. Moreover, there 

is no obligation for a cooperating set subsystem to itself optimize at this next step 

or indeed ever adopt this plan. The main point is that the optimizing subsystem p 

is allowed to change its own plan by considering what others may be able to achieve 

should it do so. 

Remark 3.1 (Initial constraints and the update sequence). The assumption that no 

other agent may optimize until the next time step appears logical, given the single- 

update nature of the DMPC. However, two further considerations could be applied. 

Firstly, in Remark 2.6, it was identified that non-coupled subsystems may optimize 

simultaneously; therefore, there may be a justification to omit the constraint (3.4c) 

for these agents, thus permitting deviations of the hypothetical plan from the current 

plan immediately after the current state. This is implemented in Example 4.3 in 

Chapter 4. In this way, a local agent p may attempt to forecast what an agent q 

is currently planning. On the other hand, an opposing argument is that although q 

could be planning now, it will not learn of p's revised intentions until the next step. 

Secondly, if an optimizing agent Pk at a step k has full knowledge of the future 

update sequence {pk+1, Pk+2, Pk+3, ... 
}, then it may constrain the hypothetical plan 

for an agent Pk+j E NPk up to the step k+j, at which that agent is due to optimize, 

as any deviations before then will certainly not be adopted. However, here we avoid 

specific assumptions on a priori knowledge of the update sequence, and, in keeping 

with the communication analysis in the previous section, choose to leave open the 

possibility of any agent optimizing at the next step. 

The cooperating set J (k) and the scalar weightings apq are essentially flexible 

tuning parameters for the level of cooperation. The size of the cooperating set maps 

to what portion of the system-wide objective is considered in the local optimization. 

If 
.N 

(k) is empty, the objective Vp(UP(k)), defined by (3.3) subject to (3.4), reverts 

simply to the function Jp(UP(k)), as in the standard, non-cooperative DMPC intro- 
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duced in the previous chapter. Conversely, as NP(k) -* P\{p}, the local optimiza- 

tion attempts to solve a problem more closely resembling the centralized problem 

PC (x1(0), 
... , xi (0)). Of course, if the distributed optimization is of comparable 

size to the centralized optimization, the obvious question is why not have each agent 

just solve the centralized optimization locally? This is comparable to the approach 

of Keviczky et al. [45], only in that work optimizations were only partially grouped. 

The answer is, firstly, that each agent would, prior to optimizing, require a current 

measure of state from all other agents. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, 

such an approach relies on all agents optimizing simultaneously and arriving at the 

same solution; mismatch can lead to infeasibility or instability [45]. 

The effects of cooperation will be illustrated by examples later in the chapter. 

At this point, it is merely noted that the choice of cooperating set is chosen by 

the designer and unrestricted. In Section 3.4, the effect on performance of different 

choices is explored for an example multiple vehicle system. Then, in the next chapter, 

a formal analysis of cooperation is provided, and an adaptive algorithm proposed 

whereby agents make the cooperating set decision on-line, based on currently-active 

constraints. 

The parameter capq >0 is the weighting applied to the local subsystem objective 

Jq for qc J%/ (k); smaller values (apq < 1) place more emphasis on p's own objective 

and self-interest, whilst larger values (apq > 1) have the opposite effect. 

Finally, because robust feasibility of the DMPC algorithm is guaranteed for any 

choice of optimization objective function (Proposition 2.4), the adoption of such an 

embedded optimization as the objective function maintains this result, regardless of 

the choice of Np(k). Furthermore, the communication framework and timing devel- 

oped in that chapter is unchanged, as hypothetical plans are never communicated- 

though, as the next section shows, the set of agents with whom an optimizing agent 

must communicate may be enlarged. Stability is a separate matter, and will be 

addressed later in the chapter. 
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Algorithm 3.1: Robust DMPC with cooperation, for a subsystem p 
i Design stabilizing controller Kp and RPI set RP; 
2 Tighten sets yp, ic, dc E Cp, via (2.16); 

3 Wait for feasible solution UP(0), information Zp(0), and terminal set XFp and 
controller 1 Fp from central agent; 

4 fork= 1: oo do 
5 Sample current state xp(k); 
6 if pk=pthen 
7 Choose cooperating set NP (k) and weightings apq, Vq E Np(k); 

8 Obtain new plan Up(k) = UPPt(k) as solution to 
ll p(1c) (xp(k); Z; (k)); 

9 Transmit new plan to other agents; 
10 else 
11 Renew current plan via (2.19): Up(k) = Up(k); 

12 end 
13 Apply control (2.17): up (k) = tp(kI k) + Kp(xp(k) - cp(kI k)); 

14 Wait one time step; 
15 end 

3.2.2 Implementation 

For practical purposes, when the optimization (3.3) subject to (3.4) is incorporated 

as the objective function for the DMPC optimization problem PD (xp(k); Zp(k)), de- 

fined in Section 2.4, the combined form is a single cooperative optimization problem, 

denoted ]PP'Npýký (xp(k); Zp(k)), and defined as 

V= min Vp(Up(k)) 
Un(k) 

= min 
}{JP(UP(k)) Up(k), 

1 Ü, vP (k) 

E 
aPeJv(Ua(k)) 

(3.5) 

9ENp(k) 

subject to (2.30) and (3.4). This cooperative form of the optimization is employed 

in Algorithm 3.1. 

Suppose an agent Pk is to solve this problem at time step k. In the previous 

chapter, it was identified that information from other subsystems was required to 

evaluate each coupling constraint cE Cp, in the local optimization. A message for 
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an agent p involved in a coupling constraint c was defined as 

mcp(k) = 
[(kIk)T 

... Z*`�p(k +N- lIk)T x, (k + Nlk)T]T , 

where * again denotes an argument of a feasible solution. That is, the collection of 

coupling outputs for constraint c and the terminal state. Requirement 2.1 stated that 

pk must have received messages mcq(kq), for all cE Cpk, from all coupled subsystems 

qE Qpk since their respective last update times k9. Subsequently, a local agent is 

able to propagate a message to the current time step, without requiring additional 

information. 

Inspection of the cooperative optimization, however, shows that the local agent 

for Pk may require information additional to this. Firstly, a cooperating subsystem 

qE NPk (k) may not be coupled to pk, i. e., qý Qp, 
, so that Pk has received no 

information from this other subsystem. Secondly, the additional set of coupling 

constraints to be evaluated is given by the union CNPk (k) ° UiEJJpk (k) Ci; it is possible 

that CNPk (k) 2 Cps even if l4k (k) C QPk 
. 

The remainder of this section will define precisely what information is required. 

The collection of information that the control agent for pA requires is denoted Zpk (k) 

to distinguish it from the Z, 
k 

(k) of problem IIDPk (xpk (k); ZPk (k)). Firstly, the fol- 

lowing standing assumption shall apply to the subsequent analysis. 

Assumption 3.1 (Construction of outputs from Uq(k)). Each agent pEP has 

a priori knowledge of static model parameters for all other subsystems, including dy- 

namics (Aq, Bq), terminal controller r. F,, and constraint sets Cq, Dq, Y, Ecq, Fcq, V,, 

so that, given the plan Uq(k), all predicted states and outputs may be constructed. 

Examining the cooperative optimization, to evaluate the initial constraints (3.4b) 

and (3.4c), the local agent Pk must have knowledge of zq (k Ik- 1) and üq (k Ik- 1) for 

each qE JI, 
k(k). 

The last update time icq for a subsystem q was defined by (2.33). 

Suppose that the plan UQ (k9) for a subsystem qE JV 
k 

(k), from this latest update 
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step, has been made available to the agent p: 

U9(9) 
- 

{Xq(4l9)iuq(9l9)iuq(q + llkq),..., uq(kq +N- 11 kq)}. 

Then A may construct values as required: 

üq(kjk - 1) = Ll9ý 1 
9ýý 

k-kq-1 
z4(klk - 1) = AQý-ý9)X9(keý 

a) + A'Beit4(k9 + iIk9), 
i=o 

(3.6) 

for all k< k9 +N-1. For greater values of k, states and inputs may be constructed 

using the terminal control law KF9(xq). 

At this point, it is worth rioting the difference between a message and a plan. 

From a plan, a message may be constructed given knowledge of the system and 

constraint matrices. However, a plan may not, in general, be reconstructed from 

only a message. Therefore, this initial state and control information for a subsys- 

tem qE Npk will not necessarily have been made available under the message-based 

communication scheme that satisfies Requirement 2.1, even if qE Qrk. In many in- 

stances, a message is a smaller representation of a plan, and in a convenient format 

that aids direct evaluation of the coupling constraints without further matrix oper- 

ations. For example, for vehicle path-planning with collision avoidance, a message 

might consist of predicted positions only, while a plan includes velocities, steering 

angles, and other states. The initial states and inputs (3.6) may not be determined 

from a message mcq(kq), but may be determined from a plan Uq(kq). 

Returning to the cooperative optimization, the problem includes two sets of 

coupling constraints. 

1. By constraint (2.30g), the coupling outputs z , k("Jk) of the optimizing subsys- 

tern Pk satisfy the coupling constraints cE Cpk when taken with the previously- 

published outputs z, *q("Ik) of subsystems Vq E Pc\{pk}, which may include 

some qE Npk (k). (Even if Pk includes subsystem q in its cooperating set, any 
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shared coupling constraints are still evaluated with the previously-published 

plans from q). 

2. By constraint (3.4h), the sum of hypothetical coupling outputs zcq("Ik) over 

all qE JV 
k 
(k) must be consistent with the coupling outputs of pk, and also 

with the previously-published outputs of all other subsystems coupled to any 

qE .Nk 
(k). That is, the collection of z, * (" I k), Vc E CNpk (k) , where 

CNpk (k) 
D-V ci, 

iENpk (k) 

is required from all r in the union 

Q{pk, ArPk} 
U Qi\lpk, NPk(k) }. (3.7) 

iENPk (k) 

Motivated by these requirements for information to evaluate initial and coupling 

constraints, the information requirement for evaluation of the constraints in the 

cooperative problem )IDP N' (k) I (xp(k); Z; (k)) is now stated, and is a modified version 

of Requirement 2.1. 

Requirement 3.1 (Information requirement for Zpk (k)). At a time step k, the 

control agent for an optimizing subsystem Pk must have received 

1. plans Uq(kq) from all qE Npk(k); 

2. messages mcq(kq), `dc E Cpk, from all qE Qpk; 

3. messages mC,. (kr), dc E CNPk(k) 
, 

from all rE 2{pk, Npk} 

The first part ensures all that initial constraints can be evaluated. Satisfaction 

of the second part means pA can evaluate all its coupling constraints, with respect 

to the previously-published plans of coupled subsystems. The final part means 

that the coupling constraints for every cooperating subsystem may be evaluated, 

using the hypothetical plans for qE Np(k) with previously-published plans for any 
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of information requirements for cooperative DMPC. The optimizing sub- 
system pk is coupled to q and r (solid lines). The cooperating set JJ contains 
subsystem r only (dashed line). Agent Pk receives a plan from r but only a message 
from q. In addition, Pk receives a message from s, which is coupled to r, in order to 
evaluate the coupling constraints (3.4h). 

coupled subsystems not in the cooperating set. The information requirement is 

shown graphically by Figure 3.3. 

Note that if. N, 
k(k) is empty, pk does not require plans Uq(kq) from any other 

agent (part 1), and the union set Q{Pk, Npk} (3.7) of part 3 becomes empty; hence, 

Requirement 3.1 reduces to Requirement 2.1. Conversely, if A(pk (k) = P\{pk}, A 

requires plans from all others, but each term Qi\{pk, Npk(k)} of the union in part 3 is 

empty, and no previously-published outputs appear in constraint (3.4h). In between 

these extremes, Pk requires information from (i) those in the cooperating set, (ii) 

those Pk is coupled to, and (iii) those any qE JV k 
(k) is coupled to. 

It will be assumed that the communication scheme is sufficient to meet the in- 

formation requirement. Thus, the communication step in Algorithm 3.1 is modified 

from that of Algorithm 2.2 to conservatively specify transmission to all other sub- 

systems following update. However, despite the fact that communication may be 

required between all agents, and not just coupled subsystem agents, many of the 

flexibility properties identified in the previous chapter are retained. As before, it 

is sufficient for one agent to transmit its plan to others only after that plan has 

changed, i. e., as a result of optimization. Thus, data exchanges need not occur at 

every time step, and the update sequence may be tailored to exploit this flexibility, 

as was shown by the investigations in Section 2.5. 
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of cooperative behaviour for a pair of vehicles; (left) the `greedy' response 
of Example 3.1 and (right) the same vehicles controlled by cooperative DMPC. 

3.2.3 Cooperative behaviour in DMPC 

The following example revisits Example 3.1, where it was shown that two vehicles 

controlled by DMPC are non-cooperative, and can exhibit poor performance. With 

the vehicles now controlled by cooperative DMPC, the `greedy' behaviour previously 

seen is eradicated. 

Example 3.2 (Cooperative behaviour in DMPC). The two vehicles of Example 3.1 

are to be controlled by cooperative DMPC (Algorithm 3.1). Given that there are 

only two vehicles in the problem, the natural choice of each vehicle's cooperating set 

.N 
is the other vehicle, i. e., J'4 (k) = {q}, b'p E{1,2} :qp, b'k. The weighting aß', 

in each local optimization is chosen as unity, to place equal emphasis on the local 

vehicle's objective Jp and the other vehicle's objective Jq. All other parameters are 

unchanged. 

Figure 3.4 shows the results, alongside a reproduction of those for the non- 

cooperative DMPC controllers from Example 3.1. Again the initial plans provided 

to each vehicle control agent are sub-optimal, favouring the vehicle heading from 

North to South (`vehicle 1'). The cooperative control scheme delivers a more equal 

response, overcoming this sub-optimality. Figure 3.5 illustrates the decision-making 

process that led to this improved performance. The vehicles are shown at time 
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Figure 3.5: Vehicle plans at time steps k= {0,1,2,10}, computed with cooperative DMPC. 
Shown, at each step, are the new local plan (o) and the hypothetical plan (o) computed 
by the optimizing agent, and the candidate plan (*) of the non-optimizing agent. At 
k=1, vehicle 1 adopts a more cooperative plan than the previous. 

steps k= {0,1,2,10}, and current positions and plans are indicated, together with 

position histories. At k=0, the `greedy' initialization is evident. The next step, 

k=1, is crucial: vehicle 1 optimizes, solving the cooperative local optimization; the 

result is a new plan, depicted, that now deviates from the straight line, together 

with a hypothetical plan for vehicle 2 that improves on the previously-published 

plan. Thus, the control agent has sacrificed its own local performance to permit a 

future benefit for the system as a whole. At the next step, k=2, vehicle 2 takes 

advantage of this favourable decision to improve on its previous, large-deviation plan. 

By k= 10, the vehicles are successfully executing a now symmetric, `roundabout' 
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manoeuvre. Note that following the cooperative decision at k=1, all hypothetical 

plans match the candidate plans, implying no further system-wide improvement is 

possible. 

Further examples using the cooperative form of the DMPC algorithm are pro- 

vided in Section 3.4, including multiple subsystem examples and consideration of 

the extra computational load the method imposes. 

3.3 Stability analysis 

In this section, the stability of the cooperative DMPC method is investigated. A 

key observation in the development of the cooperative algorithm was that, for the 

DMPC scheme introduced in Chapter 2, robust feasibility is guaranteed for any 

choice of local optimization objective function, depending only on satisfaction of 

the constraints. Thus, the local optimization objective function was chosen to be 

itself an optimization of plans for neighbouring subsystems in some cooperating 

set, leading to a robustly-feasible cooperative DMPC algorithm. However, whereas 

stability of the DMPC method of Chapter 2 is assured there upon certain sufficient 

conditions on each local optimization objective, Vp, being met, such guarantees do 

not necessarily hold for the new optimization. This is seen in the following. Given 

a set of feasible solutions {Ui (ko), U2 (ko), 
... ,Uq 

(ko) } at some ko, and assuming 

that Assumptions 2.2-2.4 are met, it may be shown that 

Vp* (x (ko + 1); %P(ko + 1)) < J(UP(k0)) + apgJq(Uq(ko)) 

gENy(ko+l) 

- 

[1(; 
(koko)u; (koIko)) + aP914(X9(koI ko), uqý 0ý 0ýý 

9ENP(ko+l) 

for any p, using the fact that the candidate solution 

Up(ko+1) = 
jJx; (ko + 11 ko), ap* (ko+loko),..., np(ko+N-IIko), rF, (Xp* (ko+NIko))I 
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is a feasible solution for p itself, and the corresponding candidate solution Uq(ko+ 1) 

is a feasible choice for the hypothetical plan U9(ko + 1), for each qE NP(ko + 1). 

The first difficulty arises because it is possible, in general, for Jp (UPpt (ko + 1)) > 

JP(UP(ko+1)), as in Figure 3.5 (top right), so that the monotonic descent of the local 

subsystem objective value sequence, {JJ(k)}, is not assured. Secondly, 
. 
4(ko+ 1) is 

not necessarily equal to Np(ko). Suppose NP(ko+ 1) = {Np(ko), n} for some nEP. 

Then 

Vp (xp(ko + 1); 2*(ko + 1)) < Vp (xp(ko); ZP(ko)) + apJ,, (U*(ko)) 

- lp(X*(koIko), up(koI ko)) + a7>914(X4(koI ko), uq(koIko)) 

9ENy(ko+1) 

so that it is possible that Vp; (xp(ko + 1); ZP(ko + 1) > VP (xp(ko); ZP(ko)), especially 

for arg,, > 1. Intuitively, increasing the size of the cooperating set at each k may 

lead to an increasing local optimization cost, rather than a decreasing one. 

In this section, therefore, stability of cooperative DMPC is studied, and guar- 

antees are established by two alternative methods: (i) directly by monotonicity of 

the sequences of an augmented local cost, based on the value functions for the op- 

timization, and (ii) by use of an additional, stability constraint [97] in the local 

optimization, based on a Lyapunov-like constraint on the value of each local sub- 

system objective Jp. The first, direct approach relies on the usual assumptions [7] 

on each of the terminal sets and costs (here Assumptions 2.2-2.4). The second 

approach relaxes assumptions on the optimization objective required for stability, 

broadening the class of valid functions to include, for example, products or non-linear 

combinations of local subsystem costs. 

3.3.1 Augmented local optimization cost as Lyapunov function 

Define a local augmented optimization cost as the sum of local optimization cost 

Vp and local subsystem costs Jr for subsystems rý {p, Jv }, i. e., those not in the 
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cooperating set: 

ap(k) = Jp(Up(k)) +E apgJq(Uq(k)) + aprJr(U; (k)), (3.8) 
gENP(k) rý{p, Np(k)} 

optimization cost, V 

where the fixed, previously-published plan Ur (k) is used for each T. Then each 

of these augmented costs has a constant number of terms and is monotonically 

decreasing in value, regardless of the choice of cooperating sets Af (k) and weightings 

apq, dp E P. The following result assumes that Assumptions 2.2-2.4 are met; namely, 

the existence for each pEP of a suitable admissible, invariant terminal set, under 

some terminal control law, and the requirement therein for the terminal cost to be 

a control Lyapunov function. 

Proposition 3.1 (Monotonicity of the local augmented cost). Suppose the sequence 

of controls U; (ko) _ {z; (koIko), u; (koIko), 
""", u; (ko +N-I Iko) }, `dp E P, exists 

and is a feasible (but not necessarily optimal) solution to IPC (xl (ko), 
""", xN (ko)) 

at some time step ko. Then, for all xp(ko + 1) E Arxp(ko) + Bpup(ko) ® Wr, Vp E 

P, where up(ko) = üp(kolko) + Kp(xp(ko) - X; (kolko)), the upper bound on the 

augmented optimization cost for each subsystem pEP decreases monotonically: 

Np 

3p(k0 1) d (ko) 
- aPili\Xi (k0I k0), ui (koIko)), 

i=1 

where aPP =1 and aE [0, oo), di # p, for any choices Np(ko + j) C P\ {p}, jc 

{0,1}. 

Proof. Suppose U*(ko) is a feasible, but not necessarily optimal, choice of Up(ko) 

for every pEP at time ko, i. e., the collection {Ui(ko),..., U*N (ko)} is a feasible 

solution to lP' (xl (ko), 
... , xN, (ko)). Consider the problem ]Pp ! co) N'ý(xP(ko), ZP(ko)) 

associated with each pEP, irrespective of whether that p solves this problem at 

ko. The decision variable consists of the local Up(ko) and the hypothetical Uq(ko) 

for each qE NV(ko). It is simple to show that, in addition to U*(ko) being a 
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feasible choice of UP(ko), the solution U9(ko) is a feasible choice for Ü9(ko) for each 

qE Np(ko). The value of the local augmented cost associated with this optimization 

is then 

ä*(ko) = Jp(Up(ko)) +E apgJq(U"(ko)) + apr Jr(Ur(ko)) 

QENp(ko) rý{p, Np(ko)} (3.9) 
= "Jp(U; 

(ko)) +> apiJi(Ui (loo)), 

i#p 

regardless of the choice of .M 
(ko), and for all pEP. 

At time ko +1, consider a problem PP' / 0+l) (x (ko + 1); ZP(ko + 1)) for any 

pEP. The candidate solution Up(ko + 1), defined by (2.19), and given by 

Up(ko+1) _ {xP(ko+l Iko), üP(ko+l Iko), 
... , üp(ko+N- lI ko), KF, (Xp(ko+Nl ko)) ), 

is available to p as a feasible choice for Up(ko + 1), and-similarly-for each qE 

Np(ko + 1), a corresponding solution U9(ko + 1) is a feasible choice for the hypo- 

thetical U9(ko + 1). The associated value of the local augmented cost is 

ap(k0 + 1) = Jp(Up(ko + 1)) + apgJq(Uq(ko + 1)) 

gEJVy(ko+1) 

aprJr(Ür(ko + 1)). 

rý{p, Np(ko+1)} 

Rewriting, combining with (3.9), and using Assumption 2.4, 

Np 
aP(ko + 1) a*(ko) - apilz(Xi (kojko), üi (kojko)), 

i=i 

where app =1 and api E [0, oo), Vi p. 

At this step ko + 1, only one agent, pk0+l, solves its local optimization problem 

pp o 
�`°+1(Xpko+l (ko + 1); ZPko+l (ko + 1)), while all p pko+l adopt their respective 

candidate plans. The (non-augmented) optimization cost associated with choosing 
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the feasible candidate plans for pko+l and each qE »Pko+, is 

VPko+i (xpwo+i (ko + 1); Znko+i (ko + 1)) JP (Ü (ko + 1) ý 

+ apgJq(Uq(ko + 1)). 
qE Ip 

0 1(ko+l) 

It follows that this cost forms an upper bound on the optimal optimization cost: 

VPkp+i 
\XPkp+1(ko 

+ 1); 7'Pkp+l(ko + 1)) JP(Upptýko + 1)) 

+ ap9J9(Ü 
t(ko + 1)) 

gEArpko+1 (k0+1) 

C 
VPkp+l 

(XPkp+l 

\'c0 
+ 1/7 2Pkp+1 ýý 1)) 

Subsequently, because the local augmented cost is formed simply by adding constant 

terms, i. e., 

oPk0+1(k0 + 1) = VPk0+1(XPk0+1(c0 + 1); 2Pk0 

+1(ko 
+ 1)) 

+ apko+lrjr (Ur(ko + 1)), 
r {Pkp+l, Npko+l (ko+1)} 

it follows immediately that jp(ko + 1) is an upper bound on aýpt(ko + 1), for any p, 

so that 

Ny 

apPt(ko + 1) < ap(ko + 1) <_ äp(ko + 1) < 0; (ko) -E apilj(Xi(koIko), ü(koIko)), 
i=1 

where 0*(ko + 1) corresponds to any general feasible solution, and the result is 

established. Q 

Of course, having established monotonicity of each local augmented cost, stability 

results may be derived similar to those in the previous chapter. The nature of the 

stability again depends on the form of the stage and terminal costs, and the terminal 

set. 
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3.3.2 Stability-constrained DMPC 

In this subsection, the standard DMPC optimization problem is modified to include 

a stability constraint, based on the approach of Scokaert et al. [97]. The devel- 

opment of the stability-constrained MPC arose because of practical considerations: 

the on-line provision of globally-optimal solutions to non-linear, non-convex optimal 

control problems is a considerable challenge, and necessarily-and severely-limits 

the problem size for viable implementation. The finding of a merely feasible solution 

is far easier. Thus, the consequence of the approach proposed by Scokaert et al. [97] 

is that feasibility implies stability. 

In the context of the problem statement of this thesis, in the previous chap- 

ter it was established that recursive, robust feasibility of the DMPC is guaranteed 

irrespective of objective function, depending only on constraint satisfaction. It fol- 

lows that should robust feasibility be maintained despite the addition of a stability 

constraint, then stability shall be guaranteed for any optimization objective. Sub- 

sequently, a valid choice for a function is the embedded optimization proposed in 

Section 3.2.1. However, the result is not restricted to this objective, and a far wider 

class of optimization objectives may now be permitted. For example, whereas the 

`cooperative' objective of (3.3) was defined by the summation of local costs 

Vp(UP(k)) = min JP(UP(k)) +E apgJq(Üq(k)) 
UNp 

gENy 

subject to (3.4), it may be of more interest to the designer to consider the product, 

Vp (Up(k)) = min JP(UP(k)) xH apgJq(Uq(k)) fJ. 
Arp gEJVp 

subject to (3.4). Such an objective is not without precedence: see, for example, 

Waslander et al. [37]. Therefore, a stability-constrained cooperative DMPC might 

be useful when the designer is interested in minimizing something other than a 

summation of local cost functions. 
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Recall that the local, finite-horizon subsystem objective is given by 

N-1 

Jp (Up(k)) ° FP(xp(k+NIk)) +E1((k +ýIk), up(k+ýIk)). 
j=0 

Here it is assumed that the terminal cost is zero, Fp 0, and the local stage cost 

for each pEP is a function lp (xp, up) : RN=, p x RN- p ][80+ such that 

J> d(xp, XFP), 
lp (xp� up) 

1= 0, 

VXp ý XFp, 

Vx E XFpi UP = ! F'P 
(XP) 

- 

(3.10) 

As noted in Remark 2.3, minimizing such a function in the local optimization con- 

trols the system according to the dual-mode control law, and guarantees asymptotic 

convergence to a terminal set wherein the control is known. However, here it is 

proposed, following Scokaert et al. [971, that, rather than this function being the op- 

timization objective function, instead it appears as an additional constraint included 

in the optimization, enforcing its monotonic descent. The original local optimization 

problem IEDD(xp(k); ZP(k)) becomes 

v opt 
(xp(k); Z*(k)) = 

Lmin) 
Vp(Up(k)) (3.11) 

subject to (2.30) and, 

Jp(Up(k)) < JP(U; (k - 1)) -A1 
(z; (k - 11 k- 1), ÜP(k - 11 k- 1)), (3.12) 

where, as usual, the superscript * denotes a feasible solution. The scalar Ap E (0,1] is 

to be chosen by the designer; remarks will be made on the selection of this parameter 

after the following stability result. 

Proposition 3.2 (Feasibility implies stability). Suppose the sequence of controls 

U*(ko) _ {x; (koIko), u; (koIko), 
""", ü; (ko +N-1 lko) }, Vp E P, exists and is a 

feasible (but not necessarily optimal) solution to Pc(xl(ko),... 
, xz (ko)) at some 
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time step ko. Then, for all xp(ko + 1) E Apxp(ko) + Bpu2(ko) ® WP, Vp E P, where 

up(ko) = üp(kol ko) + Kp(xp(ko) - x; (kolko)), (i) the candidate sequence Up(ko + 

1), defined by (2.19), is a feasible solution to PD(xp(ko + 1); ZP(ko + 1)) with the 

additional constraint (3.12), and (ii) subsequently, the resulting closed-loop system 

controlled by Algorithm 2.2 is robustly-feasible and the states xp(k) -p XF, ®Rp as 

k -> oo, for any choice of update sequence. 

Proof. Feasibility of PD(xp(ko + 1); Z*(ko + 1)) with the solution UP(ko + 1) was 

proven in Proposition 2.4. It remains to shows that Up(ko+1) satisfies the additional 

constraint (3.12). For any pEP, the value of the Lyapunov-like function J, at ko is 

N-1 
JP(Ü; (k0)) 

- 
lp(k*(/CO +jl1C0), Up(ko +. 7I k0))" 

j=0 

Subsequently, at the next time step, adoption of the candidate solution by any pcP 

achieves a value for J, of 

N 

Jp(Up(ko+1)) _ lp(XP(ko+ilko), u; (ko+jlko)) 

j=1 

= JJ(UP(ko)) - lp(zp* (ko1ko), üp(ko1ko)) 
(3.13) 

+1 (x; (ko+NIko), lFP(Xp(ko+NIko))). 

The final term is zero, as zp(ko + NIko) E XFp by (3.10). Thus, a solution always 

exists that satisfies constraint (3.12) for all Ap E (0,1], and feasibility is established. 

For (ii), robust feasibility follows immediately by recursion. For convergence, all 

non-optimizing agents p pko+l at ko +1 adopt the candidate solution Up(ko + 1), 

with value (3.13). The value for the optimizing agent pko+1 is constrained thus: 

JPkp+i (Uopt 
Pko+i(ko + 1)) < JPko+l UPk0+iý 0)ý 

- 
Apkp+l'Pk0+1 XPkp+l(DI o)ý uPkp+l(plko) 

. 
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Therefore, for any subsystem p at time ko + 1, the value of Jp for a general feasible 

solution UP(ko + 1) is bounded as 

Jp(Up(k0 + 1)) < JP(U*(k)) - eplp(xp(kIk), u; (kI k)), 

where ¬p is strictly positive. By construction, all three terms are non-negative. 

Applying recursively, in the limit k -> oo, JJ(k + 1) - Jp(k) -> 0, implying that 

lp(x; (kjk), u; (kjk)) -- 0. By the definition of lp, this means x; (klk) -* XF, and 

üp(kI k) , rF, (z; (kI k)) as k -+ oo, which in turn means the states of the perturbed 

system xp(k) - XFp + R.. Q 

The consequence of Proposition 3.2 is that now stability is enforced through the 

constraints, leaving the choice of optimization objective VV(Up) open. It follows 

directly that, by choosing VP (Up) to be the embedded optimization defined by (3.3) 

subject to (3.4), robust asymptotic stability of each set XFp ®1Z is guaranteed, and, 

moreover, for any choices of cooperating set NP and associated weightings apq. 

Now we turn to the scalar Ap in the stability constraint, which is to be chosen 

by the designer. In Scokaert et al. [97] this parameter served a purpose of allowing 

the designer to trade optimality against feasibility; selecting )gyp =1 lowers the 

upper bound on the value of a new solution, leading to nearer-optimal solutions, at 

the expense of computation time and the risk of failing to find a feasible solution. 

Conversely, A -> 0 enlarges the set of feasible solutions [97]. Here the parameter 

takes on a different purpose, being a means of tuning the degree of flexibility a local 

agent has in sacrificing local performance when deciding on a new solution. More 

specifically, suppose an agent Pk is updating at step k. The candidate plan UPk (k) is 

available, based on the feasible plan Up*k (k) from the previous step. The associated 

value of JPk is, as we have just seen, 

JPk( Pk('c)) 
JPk(Up*, (k 

- 
1)) 

-LTýk(XPk(h- 
1Ik-1), u; 

k(k- ilk- 1)). 
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However, by optimization, agent Pk selects a plan UPPt(k), with value 

'JP, (UpPt 
(k)) 

`ýPk \UPk 
(k 

- 1)) - 
Apk lpk (XPk (k 

- ilk - 1), üPk (k 
-lk- 1)). 

Therefore, AN =1 implies Jr, (UPPt(k)) < JPk(Upk(k)), whereas AN -- 0 permits 

Jpk (Uopt(k)) > JPk (UPk (k)), yet-crucially-because 'pk > 0, the monotonicity 

required for convergence is maintained. Consequently, a larger set of plans may be 

available to Pk-it may select a plan with a higher local cost than for the candidate 

plan, leaving an option for others to later adopt plans that improve global perfor- 

mance. The stability constraint ensures that, despite what actions Pk may take in a 

bid to improve global performance, robust stability is guaranteed. 

To summarize this section on stability, two alternative methods of guaranteeing 

closed-loop stability have been presented. The first defined an augmented optimiza- 

tion cost for each local agent, monotonicity of which was shown. The approach is 

similar to using the system-wide cost, Ep? 1 J,, as a Lyapunov function. The re- 

sult, however, does depend on each local subsystem objective Jp meeting the usual 

assumptions [7], and the local optimization objective being a summation of these 

functions. 

The second method employs a stability constraint in the local optimization, forc- 

ing the local subsystem cost JJ to decrease monotonically. Feasibility then implies 

stability, and for any choice of optimization objective, including the cooperative 

optimization for any choices of cooperating set and weightings. The advantage of 

this approach is that the class of valid optimization objectives is unrestricted, with 

stability being guaranteed without requiring further analysis for a particular choice 

of function. 

3.4 Numerical examples 

This section includes a number of further numerical examples using the cooperative 

form of the DMPC algorithm. In Example 3.3, the two-vehicle system of Example 3.1 
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is extended to more vehicles. Performance versus computation time is investigated 

for a number of different choices of cooperating set, and compared with that of non- 

cooperative DMPC and centralized MPC. Secondly, the algorithm is used for the 

problem of vehicles in a `deadlock', with non-cooperative DMPC unable to offer a 

resolution. It is shown that switching to cooperative DMPC resolves the conflict. 

Example 3.3 (Multi-vehicle collision avoidance). The two-vehicle system is ex- 

tended include more vehicles: Np vehicles are spaced equally around the perimeter 

of the 5 m-diameter circle, with respective targets at opposite endpoints of each 

diameter chord. The minimum separation distance, L, is reduced to 0.5 m, to make 

finding an initial feasible solution easier as the number of vehicles, and thus conges- 

tion, increases; all other parameters are held constant. 

Figure 3.6 shows resulting trajectories for three and four vehicles, when controlled 

by non-cooperative and cooperative DMPC. In the latter case, the cooperating set 

choice is, for now, the next vehicle in line to optimize. (The update sequence is 

again the simple alternating sequence, e. g., {1,2,3,4, 
... , 1,2,3,4} for Np = 4). As 

observed in the previous examples, by employing the cooperative form of DMPC, 

the vehicles follow paths with more equally shared deviations from the straight line 

paths; a `roundabout' manoeuvre. The sub-optimality of the `greedy' initialization 

has been reduced. Furthermore, note that these cooperative trajectories have re- 

sulted from each local agent considering only one other vehicle in its optimizations; it 

appears that to achieve a cooperative outcome it is not necessary for local problems 

to resemble the centralized problem in size. 

Next, the number of vehicles is varied, and the resulting performance compared 

against computation time. The following schemes were used 

" DMPCO : NP = 0, bp E P, non-cooperative DMPC; 

" DMPC1 : Np =1+ (p mod Np), cooperation with next-in-line in the update 

sequence; 

" DMPC2 : NP =1+ (p -2 mod Np), previous-in-line in the update sequence; 
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Figure 3.6: Cooperative DMPC (right column) for three and four vehicles, compared with `greedy' 
DMPC (left column). 
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Figure 3.7: Trade between performance and computation time for two, three, and four vehicles. 

" DMPC3 : NP ={1+ (p -2 mod Np), 1+ (p mod Np) }, previous and next in 

line, for Np > 3. 

D 

previous-, next-, and next-but-one in-line, for Np > 4. 

Additionally, centralized MPC is implemented to provide benchmark measures of 

performance and computation. 

For each control scheme, the measure of performance is the stage cost for the 

perturbed system, summed over the simulation, i. e., the closed-loop cost. This mea- 

sure then corresponds to a cumulative sum, over time, of distances from the target. 

The computation time at each step of each simulation is measured, and means and 

standard deviations calculated; these values are averaged over 10 simulations per 

control scheme. All simulations were performed on a Pentium 4 HT 3.2 GHz with 

2,048 MB RAM, using CPLEX 10.1 as the MILP solver. 
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Figure 3.8: Computation times for DMPC applied to different numbers of vehicles. 

Figure 3.7 shows the resulting trades between performance and mean computa- 

tion time, for two, three and four vehicles. The performance values are normalized 

with respect to each centralized benchmark, by expressing as percentage increases in 

cost over the centralized NIPC closed-loop costs. In addition, Figure 3.8 shows the 

ranges and means of computation times for each control scheme. Two general obser- 

vations may be made: firstly, as expected, non-cooperative DMPC and centralized 

MPC provide worst and best performance respectively, corresponding with (on aver- 

age) shortest and longest computation times. Secondly, performance of the DMPC 

methods is worse as the number of vehicles, and therefore congestion, increases. 
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For each of the scenarios (NP = 2,3 and 4), performance is improved over that 

of non-cooperative DMPC by selecting a cooperative scheme. It is interesting to 

note that scheme DMPC1 shows a marginal improvement in performance over that 

of DMPC2-except when Np =2 and the two are identical-yet for similar compu- 

tation, indicating that the best choice of cooperating set is dependent on the update 

sequence. In the cases where the cooperating sets (where possible) include two or 

three vehicles, rather than one, performance improves further, at the expense of 

increased computation time, albeit again marginally. Despite now planning hypo- 

thetical trajectories for two other vehicles in the cooperating set, only one of those 

may update at the subsequent time step, because of the single-update nature of the 

algorithm. The next chapter more formally analyses the `best' choices of cooperating 

set. 

Example 3.4 (Deadlock resolution). Consider once more the two-vehicle system, 

now placed in a planar field of obstacles. Two rectangular obstacles ('walls') are 

placed so that they form a corridor, centrally from North to South; a vehicle is 

permitted to pass either between the walls, or outside of them by deviating. However, 

the spacing between the walls is such that two vehicles may not cross within the 

corridor without colliding. The upper-left plot of Figure 3.9 shows the arrangement, 

and also the vehicles' initial positions, rl = [0 0.75]T, r2 = [0 - 0.75]T. 

The objective is, from these starting positions, to reach respective targets tl = 
[0 -2.5]T, t2 = [0 2.5]T; thus, the vehicles must pass each other to reach their 

goals. The terminal set XF, for each is chosen to be any position with zero velocity. 

That is, 

XF, ={xpER4: Sxp<0}, 

where 
02 12 

02 -I2 
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To ensure admissibility of this terminal set, the optimization constraints are ex- 

tended to additionally cover the terminal prediction step j=N, using üp(k+Nlk) = 

IcFp (xp(k + NJk)) as the control. The terminal set is then a safety set [49], a set 

in which the vehicle may remain indefinitely under some known terminal control 

law-a suitable terminal control law for this example is 'cFD = 0. Such a terminal 

constraint is of particular interest in path planning for vehicles in unknown environ- 

ments, where the success of the mission is not guaranteed, yet feasibility-in this 

case, collision avoidance-is required at all times [49]. This formulation also permits 

a shorter horizon, here N= 10, to be used, as predicted trajectories need not end 

in the target set, but only in a safety set. However, the mission objective is to steer 

both vehicles to their targets. Hence, the local subsystem objective Jp in each case 

again penalizes deviations from the target state, as in (3.1), but now with non-zero 

terminal cost. 
F()= lP(Xp, up) = 

IIPt 
(rp - tp) 1loo, 

where Pt is defined by (3.2). All other parameters are as in Example 3.1. 

Because convergence to the target is not assured, the closed-loop performance 

may be extremely undesirable. Figure 3.9 shows such an outcome. At k=0, 

each control agent is initialized with a stationary plan that maintains the vehicle at 

its initial position, and subsequently the vehicles are controlled by non-cooperative 

DMPC. Again, the update sequence is alternating. By the end of time step k= 

3, both vehicles have optimized since initialization, yet neither has a plan that 

deviates significantly away from the initial position. At k=9 little has changed; 

the vehicles are still seen to be in regions close to their respective initial positions 

(perturbed by the disturbance), a `deadlock' situation where it is in neither agent's 

interest to concede ground. A deadlock is an example of a Nash equilibrium [96]; 

briefly, an outcome in which no player can unilaterally improve his cost or payoff. 

(In Chapter 4, the Nash solution concept is more formally linked to distributed 
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MPC). Thus, without incentive to change, the vehicles will remain in these states 

indefinitely. 

At k= 10, however, the control agents switch to using the cooperative form of 

DMPC. The choice of cooperating set for each is, naturally, the other vehicle, and 

a unity weighting (apq = 1) is applied in the optimization objective. Following its 

optimization at k= 10, the southern-most vehicle forms a new plan whereby it will 

back out of the corridor, making way for the other. Subsequently, this other vehicle 

is now able to plan a route towards its target, as indeed it does at k= 11. Later, at 

k= 24, one vehicle has reached its target, while the vehicle that elected to leave the 

deadlock has a feasible plan that ends at its target, ensuring an eventually successful 

outcome. 

Note that at certain points of the simulation, vehicles have `cut corners' of ob- 

stacles, even though the obstacles have been `enlarged' for robustness (Remark 2.5). 

This is owing to the discretization of the dynamics; obstacle avoidance constraints 

are enforced only at discrete intervals, so that while sampled points lie outside of 

obstacles, interpolated sections between may transgress. This is a well-known occur- 

rence [94,98], and may be prevented by either further enlarging the obstacles in the 

optimization, or increasing the sampling frequency. However, this is not a matter 

of primary concern here. The key point is that by agents switching to cooperative 

DMPC, a deadlock situation has been resolved, without either collision or constraint 

violation, or resorting to a rule-based approach [99]. 

3.5 Summary 

A cooperative form of the robust distributed MPC algorithm has been presented. 

Motivated by the observation that local, non-cooperative decision-making can lead 

to `greedy' behaviour and poor system-wide performance, cooperation between sub- 

system agents is promoted by each local agent considering a greater portion of the 

system-wide objective in its optimization. This is achieved by locally designing hy- 
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pothetical trajectories for others in some cooperating set, such that the combined 

cost is minimized; local agents may thus sacrifice local performance for a potential 

improvement in global performance. Robust feasibility is guaranteed for the cooper- 

ative algorithm for any choices of cooperating sets, and conditions for stability have 

been identified. Furthermore, the flexibility in communications has been retained, 

in that communication between agents occurs only after a new plan is formed. By 

simulation, it has been shown that the cooperative method can improve upon poor 

performance, and break deadlocks, yet without necessarily requiring the same level 

of computation as for centralized MPC. 
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Chapter 4 

Analysis of Cooperation in 

Distributed M PC 

A formal analysis of the cooperative DMPC algorithm is presented, using tools 

from game theory and graph theory. By relating game-theoretical concepts to the 

distributed problem, it is shown that, in a state limit set, control agents are playing 

Nash solutions. Then, because a Nash strategy for the game with a given cooperation 

graph is also a Nash strategy for a more sparsely-connected graph, the set of closed- 

loop state limit sets is a subset of those sets associated with the smaller graph. 

Examples illustrate that an improvement in the convergence outcome can be seen 

by increasing cooperation. 

Secondly, an adaptive form of cooperation for DMPC is proposed. In this new 

algorithm, an optimizing local control agent determines the existence of paths in a 

graph representing currently-active coupling constraints. Where such paths exist, 

cooperation is promoted by including those connected subsystems in the cooperating 

set. By simulation, performance is shown to better that of both the non-cooperative 

algorithm and a scheme using cooperation with only immediately-adjacent agents, 

rivalling that of a `fully-cooperative' implementation. 
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4.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter confirmed that where conflict exists between agents, cooper- 

ation may provide a means to avoid poor system-wide performance. The method 

proposed promotes inter-agent cooperation by a local control agent designing, in 

addition to its own trajectory, hypothetical trajectories for other agents in some co- 

operating set, the premise being that local performance may be sacrificed to permit 

an improvement in system-wide performance. 

The question remains, however, of which other agents to cooperate with, and 

when; choices explored in the literature include all other agents [36] and those others 

to which a local agent is currently directly-coupled [43,45]. That is, neighbours 

in an active coupling graph, the graph consisting of subsystems (nodes) and active 

coupling constraints (edges). Such rules, however, have no formal basis. This chapter 

seeks to provide such a basis on which to make this cooperation decision, and consists 

of two parts. 

The first part considers the state convergence of the distributed algorithm. Under 

suitable assumptions, the system controlled by DMPC is shown to robustly converge 

to some closed-loop state limit set. This set is not necessarily a neighbourhood of the 

origin, and may depend on the cooperation graph; that is, the graph representing 

choices of cooperating sets for each agent. By posing the cooperative algorithm as 

a non-cooperative game [96] between agents, the limit sets for different cooperation 

graphs may be compared. 

A game is defined by the problem of a number of agents trying to minimize their 

cost functions by choosing some action or strategy. Generally, the cost of an agent's 

strategy depends on the actions of the other agents in the game; thus, the difficulty 

comes in determining an agent's best strategy given what other agents might do. 

Unique team-, or Pareto-, optimal solutions are generally desired, because they 

represent best choices in terms of the overall system; a consequence of sub-optimal 

strategies is that the outcome of the game may be poor, or may result in the agents 
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in a `deadlock'. A coupled decision space makes the game problem harder [100]; 

normal uniqueness guarantees for equilibrium solutions are no longer valid, and a 

continuum of sub-optimal Nash equilibrium strategies may exist. 

By posing the local optimizations as a game between subsystem agents, where 

only a subset of `free' agents may play at each time step, the DMPC algorithm is 

made amenable to game-theoretic analysis. It is shown that a Nash strategy for the 

game with a given cooperation graph is also a Nash strategy for a more sparsely- 

connected graph, and, by implication, the set of state limit sets the closed-loop 

system may converge to is a subset also of the set associated with the smaller graph. 

Consequently, increasing cooperation between agents will not adversely affect the 

quality of closed-loop limits. 

In the second part of the chapter, an adaptive form of cooperation for DMPC is 

proposed. Whereas previous cooperative DMPC methods have looked at cooperation 

between either all agents [1] or adjacent, coupled subsystems [43,451, in this chapter 

it is shown that an improvement to system-wide performance may be obtained by 

also cooperating with agents for subsystems connected by a path in the coupling 

graph. 

By analysis, it is shown that cooperation with those not connected via the cou- 

pling graph makes no difference, providing an upper bound on the size of the graph 

for best performance. Then, an adaptive algorithm is proposed based on estimating 

the current coupling graph, including only active constraints, and cooperating with 

connected subsystems. Finally, this argument is used to show that performance can 

be improved by adding cooperation with subsystems that are not directly-coupled, 

but connected via paths in the coupling graph. Thus, a key contribution is the 

confirmation that the set of immediate, coupled subsystems, as used in Kuwata and 

How [43], Keviczky et al. (45], is not necessarily the optimal cooperating set. 

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 outlines preliminary details, in- 

cluding the problem statement and definitions from game theory and graph theory. 

In Section 4.3, the closed-loop limit sets of the DMPC algorithm are related to the 
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cooperation graph, by analysing the game between agents in a limit set. Numeri- 

cal examples show that, although it is not possible in a general case to prove that 

strictly better convergence outcomes arise from increasing cooperation, instances do 

exist. The cooperation graph is linked to the coupling graph in Section 4.4, wherein 

it is proven that cooperation with a disconnected subsystem brings no benefit. Sub- 

sequently, the adaptive form of the cooperative DMPC algorithm is described, and 

examples provided. The chapter is summarized in Section 4.5. 

4.2 Preliminaries 

4.2.1 Problem statement 

The problem statement follows that of Chapter 2, for uncertain constrained subsys- 

tems, described by the dynamics, 

x (k + 1) = Apx (k) + Bpup(k) +w (k), Vp E P, kEN, 

with coupling between subsystems via the constraints. Of the definitions introduced 

in that chapter, it is worth reiterating that PP and Cp are, respectively, the set of all 

subsystems pEP involved in a constraint cEC, and the set of all constraints cEC 

involving a subsystem pEP. Subsequently, the set of all other subsystems coupled 

to a subsystem p is 

QP =U Pý \{p}. 
cECp 

The system-wide objective will be defined according to need in later sections. 

Again the existence is assumed of RPI sets Rp, and associated linear feedback con- 
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trollers Kp, such that, for all p, 

(AP + BpKp) Xp + Wp ERp, VXP E Rp, Wp E Wp, 

(Cp + DpKp)%Zp C yp, 

Np 

® (Ep + FCPKp)Rp C Z� Vc E C, 
p=1 

We also assumed the existence of terminal sets XFp and terminal control laws rFp, 

such that, Vxp E XFp. 

Apxp + BplcFF (xp) E XFP, 

C xp + DprF, (xp) E Yp, 
Np 
E Ecpxp +F pr. (xp) E 2, Vc E C. 
P=1 

Together, these conditions represent Assumptions 2.1-2.3 from Chapter 2. 

4.2.2 Definitions from game theory and graph theory 

Some definitions from both game theory [96] and graph theory [101] are now intro- 

duced. These will facilitate the later analyses and developments. 

Game theory 

Consider the game in which each agent pEP aims to minimize a cost function Vp 

by choosing some strategy or action Op, so that 

{o,..., ONp}Eo, 
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where this set O of feasible strategies may be coupled. Each local cost may also 

depend on the strategies of others, i. e., Vp = Vp (6p; B* 
P) , where 

o* 

-2ýL { 0*, ---, op* - 1, op*+ , .... , 
0* 

-p 1 Np 
1 

is the collection of assumed values, denoted by *, for all agents bar p. The following 

definitions are taken from Ba§ar and Olsder [96]. 

Definition 4.1 (Normal-form game). The normal-form representation of such a 

game is given by 
9= {O; 

,I --- I YNpI - 

Definition 4.2 (Nash solution). For the game 9, the solution BNe = {ONe, 
... , 

BNe } 

is a Nash solution if and only if 

V (ep Ne; BNP) <i (OPA eNP), v6p e 
{üp: {o 

, 
BN; 

I E E)I, dp E P. 

That is, no agent p can do any better than a cost value i (BP e; BNP) given that 

the strategies of the other agents are 9Ne; no agent can unilaterally decrease its cost. 

When agents share a common objective, i. e. the case where Vl = V2 = ... = V, 

a team-optimal solution is the minimizer of that objective over the entire decision 

space. That is, a team-optimal solution B°pt ={6 Pt,... 
, 
BN t} satisfies a single P 

inequality 

V(B1 
'""., 

BNN) <V(01,..., eNp)7d{81,..., ONN} E O. 

The team-optimal solution is a Pareto-optimal outcome, one that would result from 

a centralized agent acting for the whole team. It follows that a team-optimal solution 

is a Nash solution, but the opposite is not true [96]. In fact, the Nash solution is a 

weaker solution concept, and multiple, even infinite, such solutions may exist to a 

game [100]. A `deadlock' is an example of a Nash solution-a sub-optimal outcome 
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for the team, but inescapable by unilateral action. Thus, a Nash outcome is by no 

means always a good outcome. 

This common objective assumption does not preclude the type of system-wide 

objective studied in this thesis. For example, suppose 

Np 

V(Oi,... 
) 

ONp) _ 
>JP(0p). 

p=1 

Then, the theory of potential games [102] tells us 

arg min Jp(O)=arg min Jl(Bi)+... +Jp(O)+... +JNP(O ) 
0, BP 

=arg min V(0*,..., O ,..., O ) 
P 

where all O, q p, are fixed. The important point is that the concept of a team 

objective, and a team-optimal solution, does not necessarily require all agents to 

minimize the same function. 

Graph theory 

The following two graphs help describe the distributed problem structure, and shall 

be referred to extensively. 

Definition 4.3 (Coupling graph). The coupling graph, gZ = {P, EZ}, is the set of 

vertices (subsystems) P and edges £Z CPxP, where an edge {p, q} EP if and 

only if p shares any coupled constraint with q: 

{p, q}Eez, -gEQp. 

The coupling graph is an undirected graph. In the cooperative DMPC method 

developed in the preceding chapter, a local agent pEP promotes cooperation by 

designing, in addition to its own trajectory, hypothetical trajectories for other agents 
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in some designer-specified cooperating set Ar p. The cooperation graph is based on 

the choices of such cooperating sets in the local optimizations: 

Definition 4.4 (Cooperation graph). The cooperation graph is the directed graph 
GA(= {P, EN}, where an edge {p, q} E £N if and only if q is in the cooperating set 
Np: 

{p, q}EiN#: ý gENP. 

With some abuse of notation, the relation GC9 shall mean that C0 = {P, ý} 

is the graph with the same vertices as 9= {P, E}, but only a subset of the edges, 

i. e., CN C Or is equivalent to &C eN. Such a subset graph shall be referred to 

as a `smaller' graph. 

Finally, a path on a graph is described by the linking of two distinct vertices by 

a sequence of edges [101]. 

Definition 4.5 (Path on C9). A path on graph G= {V, £} from po EV to pn EV is 

an ordered set of distinct vertices [Po.... 
, Pi, ... �p} such that {pi, pi+l }E£, `di E 

[0, n- 1]. 

This definition applies to both undirected and directed graphs. In the latter 

case, for example, {a, b, c} is a path only if {a, b} and {b, c} exist in the set of edges. 

4.3 Effect of cooperation on state convergence 

In this section, closed-loop convergence of the system is considered, primarily by 

casting the DMPC algorithm as a game at each time step between subsystem agents 

and applying concepts from game theory. Firstly, given that the concern is with the 

convergence outcome, the problem statement studied in this section assumes local 

objective functions that meet only relaxed versions of the assumptions in previous 

chapters. There, convergence was guaranteed to a neighbourhood of the origin. 

In the next section, however, it will be shown that convergence is guaranteed to 

some general robust state limit set, and it is the quality of this limit that is under 
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investigation. To this end, it is shown that in such a limit set, each agent is con- 

tinually playing a Nash strategy. It is proven that a Nash solution for the game 

with one cooperation graph is also a Nash solution for the game associated with any 

smaller graph. Subsequently, it is shown that the set of closed-loop limit sets for a 

given choice of cooperation graph is a subset of the corresponding set for a smaller 

cooperation graph. 

4.3.1 Robust convergence to a state limit set 

Suppose the system-wide objective remains decoupled, yet is some general positive- 

definite function 
oo Np 

E'yp(xp(k))" (4.1) 

k=0p=1 

A finite-horizon approximation to (4.1) is 

Ny Np N-1 
EJp(Up(k)) = Fp(Xp(k+NIk)) +E 1p(Xp(k+jlk), üp(k+ilk)) , (4.2) 
p=1 p=1 j=0 

where FP °= apxPp, ap > 0, and Up(k) is, as in previous chapters, the collection of 

initial state and sequence of controls for p: 

Up(k) _ {xp(klk), iip(klk), üp(k + 1I k), ... , üp(k +N- lI k)}. 

The stage cost lp(xp, up) >0 is intended to stabilize the system, and-together with 

the terminal cost-satisfies the following assumption. 

Assumption 4.1. For all pEP, 

lp(xp, up) > d(xp, XFF), Vxp ý XFy, 

lp(Xp, up) =0 Gf xp E XFp, Up = KFF(xv), 

Fp(Apxp + Bp#cFP(xp)) < FF(xp), Vxp E XFP. 
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Thus, Fp is not required to be a local Lyapunov function in the terminal set, as is 

commonly assumed [7] and was assumed for the stability results in previous chapters, 

but only non-increasing. To reiterate, this weaker condition admits a wider class of 

problems, including, for example, safe path planning [103] in unknown environments. 

The stage cost is zero in the terminal set, and not only at the origin, when under 

the terminal control. 

The DMPC algorithm, and its extension to a cooperative form, was defined in 

Chapters 2 and 3. Briefly, at a time step k, a sole agent Pk optimizes its plan, while 

all other agents renew their previous plans; i. e., given UP(k), 

Up(k + 1) = {z; (k + 11k), u; (k +1 lk), ... , n; (k +N- 1Ik), kFp (x; (k + NI k)) j, 

is the renewed plan for all p Pk- Under Assumptions 2.1-2.3, reproduced at the 

outset of this chapter, the system controlled by this algorithm is robustly-feasible 

and, with the weaker Assumption 4.1 replacing Assumption 2.4, converges asymp- 

totically to some state limit set. 

Proposition 4.1 (Robust convergence to state limit set). If every pEP is included 

in the update sequence IN } infinitely many times as k -b oo, there exists some 

limit set kC XF, x ... X XFNP for the nominal states zp(klk) as k- oo, and, 

correspondingly, the set Xe = Xe ®{ 7Z1 x ... x RNp } is robust asymptotically-stable 

for the controlled system xp(k + 1) = Apxp(k) + Bpup(k) + wr(k), Vp E P, where 

wp(k) E Wr, `dk. 

Proof. Based on Proposition 3.1, it is straightforward to show monotonic descent 

of the augmented value function, which was defined in the previous chapter and 

consists of the local optimization cost augmented with subsystem costs for those not 

in the cooperating set. Specifically, for any p, given a feasible U; (ko) at ko, and 
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candidate plan Ü (ko + 1) for ko + 1, 

ap(k0 + 1) = Jp(Up(ko + 1)) + apq'Jq(Uq(ko + 1)) 

gENp(ko+1) 

+i apr. Jr(Ür(ko+1)) 
r¢{p, NI(ko+1)} 

Np 

ap*(ko) -E apilz(xi (koIko), üi (koIko)), 

using Assumption 4.1, where tapp =1 and api E [0, oo), `di # p, for any choices 

Np(ko+j) 9 P\ {p}, jE {0,1}. This provides an upper bound on the value obtained 

by optimization, so that, for any pEP, 

Np 

3 Pt(ko + 1) <_ a; (ko + 1) <_ äp(ko + 1) <_ aý(ko) -> «pil=(: R (kIk), üi (kIk)), 
i-1 

where a; (ko + 1) is the cost of a general feasible solution at ko + 1. 

Next, as Fp(") >0 and l, (", ") > 0, with lp(xP, np) > d(zp, XFF), Vzp ý XFp, then 

3 (k) >0 and 0*(k+1)-3 (k) --+ 0 as k -- oo. It follows that lp(xp* (kIk), ný(kI k)) 

0, `dp, implying, by Assumption 4.1, that kp, (klk) --> XFp and np -> r. FD(zp(klk)). 

Furthermore, if each subsystem p is included in the update sequence infinitely many 

times as k -y oo, and because ap is lower-bounded and decreasing, there must 

exist some limit for the sequences {ö*(k) }k, Vp, and a corresponding limit set Xe C 

XF = XFl X ... X XFNP 
, to which the nominal states converge, invariant under rFP. A 

(trivial) example of such a set is XF itself. Finally, because xp(k)-xp(kIk) E 7Za,, ̀dk, 

the perturbed states converge to some Xe = Xe ® {7Z1 X ... X RNp}. Q 

Later, it will be shown that the nature of this state limit set depends on the 

cooperation graph, and that by `increasing' cooperation the attained limit may be 

no worse in terms of cost value. The next section compares the distributed MPC 

algorithm to a non-cooperative game between the control agents, and shows that, 

upon the states reaching a limit set, each agent is continually playing a Nash solution. 
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Infinite-horizon 

min I' ko I(x(k), u(k)) 

(c) 

s°°(X(o)) 

Finite-horizon 

(a) 
{P°(x(0)), pC(x(1)),..., 1PC(x(k)) 

... 
} 

1(b) 
f PD(xi(0), Zi(0)), 

... , 
1PD (xi (k), Zi(k)}, 

.. 

pNp(XNp(0), ZNp(0)/,... 
>IpNpIXNp(k), 

Z; 4, (k» 
... 

(e) 

(d) 
{ (x(0)), 9(x(1)),..., 9(x(k)),... ) 

Figure 4.1: Relationship between MPC and games. 

4.3.2 Distributed MPC as a game 

Model predictive control approximates a dynamic problem as a series of overlapping 

static problems; at a time step k, with the system at a state x(k), the infinite-horizon 

optimal control problem is generally intractable. Instead, a sequence of open-loop 

controls is determined for N steps into the future. The first of those inputs is applied, 

the states evolve according to the dynamics, and the process is repeated at the next 

time step. In Figure 4.1, the arc (a) illustrates this approximation. 

Where a number of dynamic subsystems and control agents are involved, as in a 

distributed setting, the centralized MPC problem may be decomposed further into 

a number of sub-problems, as indicated by the arc (b) in the figure. The DMPC 

algorithm developed in Chapter 2 is an example of such a decomposition'. 

Again, where a system may be decomposed into a number of subsystems, the 

infinite-horizon optimal control problem may be alternatively described as an infinite- 

horizon dynamic game, denoted S°°(x(0)), and defined by a number of agents or 

'Exactly how those sub-problems are formed and in what order they are solved is, broadly, what 
differs between the numerous DMPC methods in the literature 
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players, each with some cost function to minimize by choosing some strategy or 

action. Determination of team-optimal, or even person-by-person optimal, solu- 

tions requires the capturing of all interactions between subsystems' dynamics and 

strategies for all steps into the future. Such an approach is generally intractable. 

However, it is possible, in a way analogous to the concept of MPC, to approximate 

this infinite-horizon dynamic game as a series of overlapping static games. At this 

point, a link may be made between games and distributed MPC. 

Consider the collection of Np static DMPC problems at a single time step, 

i. e., the collection of local optimization problems, with no assumption at this point 

as to which optimizations are actually solved. Each agent must determine its own 

strategy over the horizon, taking into account the local dynamics model, constraints, 

and the plans of others. For the chosen local solution, Up, the associated value of 

the cost (or the payoff) for each p is known directly, by evaluation of the local op- 

timization cost Vp (U2) 
. 

Furthermore, over the prediction horizon, no exchange of 

information or iteration takes place. This corresponds to the open-loop information 

pattern for dynamic games described in Basar and Olsder [96], wherein treatment of 

such as a static game is justified. Thus, the DMPC algorithm at each time step may 

be viewed as a static game (arc (e)), and the true, infinite-horizon dynamic game 

is approximated by a series of static games (arc (d)), with each game depending on 

the state, i. e. 9= 9(x(k)) is the game at time k with the state at x(k); at the next 

time step, a new game 9(x(k + 1)) is posed. 

For the specific DMPC algorithm in this thesis, at each time step ka static opti- 

mization problem is solved for a sole `free' agent Pk--or, as identified by Remark 2.6, 

a number of non-coupled agents in some updating set Pk. These agents optimize for 

a new plan, i. e., 

t(k) 
_ 

{R'Pt(kIk), 
Llp°pt(kIk), ... , 

üppt(k +N- lýk)}, U 
A Pk 
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while all other agents q Pk renew previous plans via (2.19). That is, given some 

feasible plan 

{ z; (k - Ilk - 1), ä9(k - Ilk - 1),..., ü9(k +N- 21k - 1)}, 

at step k-1, the feasible plan for step k consists of the tail of the previous solution 

and a step of the terminal control law: 

Üq(k) = 
{c(kIk_1), n9(klk-1),..., üq(k+N-21k-1),! F,, (x9(k+N-1Ik-1))}. 

Once each control agent has applied the first control of the sequence, a new set of 

problems, or game, is posed at the next time step, though again with a limited set 

of free agents. However, this section is concerned with proving properties for closed- 

loop state limits, and so it is postulated that the games played in some closed-loop 

limit set are unchanging; at some state xE Xe, a limit set, the outcome of the 

game at each time step is for the system to remain in that set. (Proposition 4.4 will 

formalize this notion. ) 

Some further notation is now introduced, to simplify exposition. Subsequently 

the local (cooperative) optimization problem PP NPIýI (xp(k); Z, (k)), which was de- 

fined in the previous chapter, is re-written in a new form, to assist the development 

of the results to follow. In the sequel, the local action 9p to be chosen by a player 

of the game is equal to the local control problem decision variable Up: 

Bu(k) =Up (k) ={ zp(kI k), üp(klk), üp(k + IIk),..., üp(k +N- ilk)}, 

i. e., the collection of initial state and control sequence. This value Up(k) is also 

now defined as the message each agent will transmit following optimization, so 

that a simple mapping exists between the decision variables and the message com- 

municated. Furthermore, the use of such notation makes more transparent the 

link between the game theory definitions in Section 4.2.2 and the DMPC algo- 
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rithm. It will be assumed that, from a received Up(k), every other agent can con- 

struct the necessary fixed values for that p in order to evaluate the constraints in 

the problem IPD'NP(k) (xp(k); 2P* (k)). Thus, a mapping exists between Z_p* (k), the 

previously-published information required for constraint evaluation, and U* 
p(k) 

{Ui (k), 
..., 

Up* 
_1(k), 

Up+l(k), 
... 

UNp(k)}, the collection of feasible plans from all 

agents bar p. Note that Up(k) is implicitly a function of the local state and the 

information about others, Up = Up(xp(k), 2p* (k)) = Up (xp(k), U* 
p(k)). 

In much 

of what follows, for clarity of presentation, the time indices shall be omitted from 

these decision variables. 

Next, Algorithm 3.1 with a time-invariant cooperation graph GN shall be referred 

to as DMPCN; similarly, DMPCO shall denote non-cooperative DMPC, i. e., that 

with an empty cooperation graph. Also define the following, 

"U° {U1, 
... , UNp } is the collection of all decision variables. 

" UNp °_ {Üq}gENp is the collection of hypothetical variables for subsystems in 

p's cooperating set, computed by p. 

" U* {ý, Jv }{ 
UT }r 

{P NP } 
is the collection of fixed decisions for non-members 

of the cooperating set of p. 

The choices of these decision variables are made from feasible sets, described by 

the constraints in the optimization problem Iýý NPýýi (xp(k); 2; (k)). Firstly, the set 

of feasible U is defined as U= U(x(k)), and is closed and bounded, coupled, and 
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defined by the constraints of the centralized optimization problem: 

xp(k +j+ 1I k) = Apxp(k +jl k) + Bpdp(k +j lk), 

x (k) 
- cp(k1k) E gyp, 

U(x(k)) °ý U(k) 

xp(k + NI k) E XF,, 

? (k+ilk)=CPk (k+ilk)+Dpü (k+jlk), 

yp(k+ilk) E Y, 

z, p(k+jIk) =E , xp(k+jIk)+Fpüp(k+jlk), VcEC, 

iZ zi(k+jlk)EZc, VcEC, 

'P, 
(4.3) 

The set of feasible Up for a subsystem p, given the fixed feasible solutions U* 
p of 

all other subsystems, and for the system at a state x, is denoted U, (x; U* 
p), and 

is defined directly from (4.3) as 

UP(x; u ) {u: 

IUp, 
U*PJ E U(x)}. (4.4) 

A combined feasible set for {Up� Uq}, subject to fixed U* {p q}, 
is given by 

U{P, 
4} 

(x; U* 
{P, 9}) 

A {{Up, 
Uq}: {Up, U4, U* 

{p, 9} 
}E U(x) }. (4.5) 

In writing these sets, the coupling constraint structure is neglected-with no loss of 

generality-to permit dependency of the decision variable for p on that of any other 

subsystem q p; for example, we write Up (x; U* 
p) rather than Up (x; UQP ), where 

Q, is set of subsystems coupled to p. 

These definitions then permit us to define a constrained feasible set for a general 

local optimization for a local agent p with cooperating set Ar p. Noting that an agent 

minimizes its local optimization cost by not only manipulating Up subject to fixed 

U* 
-P, 

but also by manipulating variables Ü», while subject to fixed U* {SNP the 

feasible set for such an optimization is based on the definitions (4.4) and (4.5), and 
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is given by 

UA. IP (X; v* P) {up, uNp } 

Up E Up(X; U*), 

{Up, UNPI E U{p NP}(X; u* lpg p}), 
Xq(kik) = X9(klk - 1), (4.6) 

nq(klk) = uq(kik - 1), 

VgEAlp. 

which now includes the constraints (3.4) for members of p's cooperating set, NP. 

Note that this set becomes equal to the set Up (x; U* 
p) 

if NP = 0, which is consis- 

tent with a similar observation made in the previous chapter. Furthermore, note that 

U' (x; U* 
P) C U{P 

p} 
(x; U*{}). This is an important point. This mismatch 

in size arises from the inclusion of the coupling constraints (2.30g) in the cooperative 

optimization, implicit in the expression {Up, U' p} E U(x). The presence of these 

constraints, as explained in the previous chapter, maintains coupling constraint sat- 

isfaction and feasibility, though perhaps at the expense of conservatism. Figure 4.2 

illustrates this observation and the relationships between the sets defined thus far. 

The local optimization problem PP'NP (xp(k); Zp(k)) may now be restated in 

a more concise form as 

min 
{Vp (Up, UNp) : {Up, UNp}EU (x; U* 

p) 
}. (4.7) 

{Up, U, Vp} 

where the local optimization cost is a summation of local subsystem costs: 

Vp(Up, UNp) = Jp (Up) + apgJq (Uq) 
" 

gENp 

In the remainder of this section, and without loss of generality, unity weightings 

will be assumed for all subsystems, i. e., apq = 1, b{p, q}, so that all agents are 

seeking to place equal emphasis on their own objectives and other agents' objectives. 
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N 

U1 

Figure 4.2: Illustration of different feasible sets, ignoring initial constraints. Given a current fea- 
sible solution (Ui, U2), agent p=2 optimizes to provide the solution (Ui, U2) E 
UZ(U1); constraints ensure that the point (Ui, U2) remains feasible. However, 
the choice (U61, Uz) E E}{1,2}, though hypothetically feasible, renders the resulting 
(Ui, U2) infeasible. 

Furthermore, if all cooperating sets are `full', i. e., Af = P\{p}, `dp E P, then all 

agents share the common goal of minimizing the system-wide cost. 

Remark 4.1 (Comparison with Keviczky et al. [45]). This concise format for the 

local optimizations permits a clearer comparison to be made with the distributed 

MPC method of Keviczky et al. [45], also for dynamically-decoupled subsystems with 

coupling constraints. Rewriting the formulation in terms of the notation introduced 

here, a local optimization in the algorithm of Keviczky et al. [45] is given by 

min 
{v(uP, ÜQ): 

{Up, UQI E (4.8) 
{Up, ÜQ} J 

where the effective `cooperating set', . 
Np, is equal to Qp, the set of subsystems 

coupled to p, as opposed to the unrestricted choice proposed here. Therefore, the 
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minimum of VV is sought by manipulation of Up and Üq, qE Qp, over the com- 

bined feasible set. More important, however, is the construction of that feasible set, 

where two key observations may be made regarding coupling constraints: firstly, 

only those constraints involving p, i. e., cE CC, are evaluated. That is, for feasibility 

of {Up, UQ9 }, the fixed outputs Ur, rý {p, QP} are not considered, hence the com- 

bined set U{p, Q }(x) in (4.8) may differ from the combined set U{p, Q(x; U* {P, NP })" 
Secondly, no consideration is given of the current plans for subsystems qE 2p, 

i. e., the constraint Up E Up(x; U* 
p) is omitted. As a consequence of these two 

details, feasibility is not guaranteed in that work [45]. 

A different viewpoint on the DMPC methods proposed in this thesis is now 

offered. Starting from a non-cooperative, but guaranteed feasible, method in Chap- 

ter 2, cooperation was promoted by additionally designing trajectories for others. Al- 

ternatively, starting from the cooperative formulation of Keviczky et al. [45], feasibil- 

ity may be guaranteed by including extra constraints based on previously-published 

plans of others. The results developed in this section imply that inclusion of such 

constraints is not harmful to cooperation. 

Before considering the properties of games played at a converged state, we note 

that the optimization problem (4.7) is the problem applicable to any agent p at a 

general time step, with the system at a state x, whether or not that agent optimizes 

or adopts the candidate plan. The game at a time step k and state x(k) shall be 

denoted SN(x(k)), where the superscript indicates the cooperation graph of choice. 

By considering the solutions available to a game at a general state, the results 

will be useful later when considering convergence to a given limit state. The next 

Proposition relates the Nash solutions available at a constant state to the choice of 

cooperation graph, and shows that a Nash solution for a given cooperation graph is 

also a Nash solution for any smaller cooperation graph. 

Proposition 4.2 (Inclusion of Nash solutions). Suppose the game 9' (x) associ- 

ated with the DMPC algorithm at a state x has a Nash equilibrium solution UNe 
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Then UNe is also a Nash solution for the game 9N(x) associated with a DMPCN 

algorithm, where GN Cg. 

Proof. A solution UNe ={ Uýe, 
... , UNp } to 9N (x) 

, 
by definition, must satisfy the 

following inequalities to be a Nash solution. For all pEP, 

'de A 
`JP(u 

e) + jq(U9e) +1`J l(UNe) P" 1Lrr 
gENp r¢{p, Np} 

3p = J(UPý + I91U9/ + Jr (UNe)> VIUP, Ü 
fp JE 

Up 
p lX+ 

UN P/' 

gENp rV{pN , p} 

l 

(4.9) 

Alternatively, 

ape = min S , 
gyp (Up) +E Jq 

(Uq) + 'Jr (UNel : 
{Up, Ujvp} l 

gENp rý{p,. V }1 

IUD+ UNN 1EU (x; UNP)1. 

By constraining Up to be equal to the minimizer UN e, it is implied that 

ape = min 
{J(u) 

+Z Jq (Üq) + Jr(Ur : {Up, Uf/p} 
qENP re{p, Arp} 

{Up 
, 

UNp 1E JjP p (X; UNP) UP = Uý e1 

= min { . 
ýP (UP e) +E Jq (Üq) + 

U, Mn l gENp 

[-` Jr 
(UNel : 

re{{ppNp} 

1 

{Upe, UNn1 E jjPP(X; UNp)1' 
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It follows that, for any pEP, 

ýUopt : Uopt UNe {Uopt UNe 
ppplpp}EU 

(X), 

Tin S Jp(U t) + Jq (Üq) + Jr(U ) {Upppt'UNp1 e ýJpp(X; ÜNP) 

1 pl gENp re{p, JVp} 

11 

< min J(Ue)+Z Jq(Üq)+ Jr(ÜNe) {ÜPe'ÜIVp} E Upp(X, UNp)1l 

gEJVp re{p, Np} 

(4.10) 

else (4.9) would not hold. 

Now consider the `smaller' cooperation graph 
e. 

. 
The decision space for an 

agent p with Rp is equal to the space for the same p with Ne,, with additional 

constraints on the `removed' cooperating agents iE {N, \Np}: 

Up (x; UNTO = 
{u(x; u) Ui = UNe, Vi E {Np\Ný 1 } 

The solution (UP, UNp) _ (UN e, UNP) lies in both sets. By (4.10), the cost of 

adopting this solution is always lower than that associated with adopting any Up 

Up e. It follows that UNe = {UNe,... 
, UND } is a Nash solution to 9N(x) Q 

This result illustrates an intuitive concept: that increasing the `amount' of coop- 

eration shall not enlarge the set of Nash solutions available to the game at a state. 

Alternatively, it is well-known that the optimum over a set is also the optimum over 

a subset of that set, if still feasible. However, this result is non-trivial in that it has 

established that this principle still holds despite the addition of constraints required 

for robust feasibility. 

Having now established a relationship between Nash solutions for different de- 

grees of cooperation, the following result shows that a solution to the centralized 

optimization problem is a Nash solution for the game with any cooperation graph. 
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This confirms that a solution originating from a centralized optimization may not 

be bettered by distributed optimization. 

Proposition 4.3 (Centralized solution is Nash solution for 9N). Suppose U"Pt is 

an optimal solution to the centralized optimization Pc(x). Then U0Pt is a Nash 

solution to the game 991(x) for all cooperation graphs GN. 

Proof. The solution U°Pt satisfies the inequality 

Np Ny 

V°Pt Ji(U°pt) < Ji(Ui), VU E U(x). 
i=1 i=1 

Rewriting, noting that the point U°Pt = {UiPt, 
... , 

UNp }E QTp ' (x; U° pt) for all 

pEP, where the superscript {P\p} refers to the local cooperating set choice of all 

agents bar p, 

V°pt < Jp(Up) +EJq(Uq), V{Up>U-p} E Up' (x; U°Pt) C U(x). 
9i4p 

But this is the condition for U°Pt to be a Nash solution to SSNma (x), the game asso- 

ciated with a maximal, all-pairs cooperation graph CgNmax ° {P, Pie) }, i. e., where 

JVp = P\{p}, Vp. Thus, U°Pt is a Nash solution to 9 max (x), and, by successive 

application of Proposition 4.2, all games corresponding to cooperation graphs with 

edge sets £N C P(2). Q 

If UN h is the union of all Nash solutions for qN over all admissible states, and 

UC is the corresponding union of all centralized optima, Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 

imply 
ucC 

NaVm- sh 
C... CuNashC... CUNash 

Although it would be desirable to have a result built on strict inclusion of sets, the 

following counter-example confirms it is not possible to prove strict inclusion for the 

general case. In particular, for the example given, the set of Nash solutions for the 

non-cooperative game coincide with the set of centralized optima, i. e., UNash = ETC. 
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Example 4.1 (Non-strict Nash equilibria). Consider the memoryless system 

xp(k + 1) = up(k), pE {1,2}, 

where xp E R, up E I[8, constrained such that xp E [-1,1], up E [-1,1], and Ixt + 

x21 < 1. The cost to minimize is 

2 00 
E 

xp(k)2, 

p=1 k=O 

and so the local, finite-horizon cost for an agent p is chosen as 

N 

Jp(Up(k)) _ xp(k + iIk)2 = ±p(k)2 + up(kik)2 + ... + up(k +N- llk)2 
j=o 

IiUP(k)112 

Note that the terminal cost is, implicitly, xp(k + Nik)2. Suppose no terminal sets 

are included, but constraints are applied over the full horizon range jE {0, 
... , N} 

so that constraint satisfaction is assured for the terminal state. 

Figure 4.3 shows the feasible states, denoted X, and contours of xi + x2 for 

this problem. Though the relation between state convergence and Nash solutions 

has not yet been discussed, the memoryless system here is, in effect, state-less. In 

fact, because of the unity mapping between states and inputs, the feasible set of 

decision variables, U(x) at a state x, is easily determined as the Cartesian product 

xxXxXx... x X. Therefore, the values of decision variables over the horizon 

may be projected as trajectories on the two-dimensional plot of Figure 4.3, rather 

than requiring multi-dimensional plots. 

Three controllers are available: centralized MPC, non-cooperative DMPC, and 

cooperative DMPC. In this case, the optimal solution for the centralized optimiza- 

tion, for any initial state, is to proceed directly to the origin and remain there, 
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o. 

ýý 

-o. 

Figure 4.3: Non-strict Nash equilibria. Set of feasible states, X, contours of xi + x2, and reaction 
curves for each agent, here with a point intersection. Given the candidate plans 
{Ui, U2}, indicated by `*', the optimization for p=1 moves all points bar the initial 
state to the line of best reaction, resulting in the solution indicated by V. 

because the state evolution has no memory: 

U°Pt(x) _ {x, 0,..., 0} =arg min IIU1(k)II2+ IIU2(k)II2, 
UEU(X) 

so that the set of centralized optima, over all initial states, is 

UC= U U°pt(x)=xx0x... x0. 
xEX 

For the distributed schemes, consider the game posed between the two agents. 

The reaction curve [96] for an agent is the best response of that agent to each action 

of other agents in the game. For example, for two agents, p and q, 

RpýUa) = arg Üýn{IIUp112 : Up E Up(x; Us)}, 
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represents, for the non-cooperative algorithm, agent p's best reaction to the Uq 

played by q. For this example, the reactions may be obtained by inspection, and are 

shown in Figure 4.3. The reaction curves are useful in determining Nash solutions, 

which lie at the intersection of the curves [96]. Here the intersection is a point, the 

origin, implying the Nash solution for the game at any state is unique. In a similar 

manner, it would be possible to determine reactions and Nash solutions for the 

cooperative algorithm. However, by noting that the non-cooperative Nash solution 

is-crucially equal to the centralized optimum, Proposition 4.2 may be invoked, 

i. e., 111N h- Nash* Consequently, 

UC 
-Nash - 

ýNash" 

Therefore, this counter-example has confirmed that it is not possible, in a general 

sense, to prove a strict inclusion UC C ><1Nýh C ... C UNash. 

The next section shall use these Nash inclusion results to derive further results 

regarding convergence of the closed-loop system under different cooperation graphs. 

It is shown, by simulations of particular systems, that convergence to `better' state 

limit sets can be achieved by increasing cooperation. 

4.3.3 State convergence properties 

In Section 4.3.1 it was proven that the closed-loop system, controlled by DMPCN, 

converges to some unspecified state limit set Xe. For certain applications, the prop- 

erties of this limit may be critical to the performance, or even success or failure, of 

the control. For example, for path-planning for teams of vehicles in a uncertain envi- 

ronment [49], a desirable state limit is for each vehicle to reach its goal, yet members 

of the team might easily end up in an undesirable limit, such as a `deadlock', (such 

a situation was encountered in Example 3.4). Hence, the remainder of this section 

is dedicated to analysing the `quality' of state limit sets associated with different 
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cooperation graphs. The first result shows that, in such a limit set, the agents are 

continually playing Nash strategies. 

Proposition 4.4 (Game in a State Limit Set). Consider the system controlled 

by Algorithm 3.1, with cooperation graph GN, and suppose each agent p is in- 

chided in the update sequence infinitely many times as k -+ oo. The set Xe is 

a limit set if and only if, at every x Xe, U` = {Ui 
, ... , 

UK, 
p 

}, where U' _ 
{. Rp, ICF1, (JRp), KFI, (Apxp + BplcFP (xp)), 

... 
}, and xp -kE Rp, is a Nash solution to 

7 \xý 

Proof. (i) Sufficiency: assume that Xe is a limit set, but, for some xE Xe, UK, is 

not a Nash solution. Further assume that x(ko) E Xe at some k0 E [0, oo). Then, 

by Definition 4.2, because U` is not a Nash solution, 

Ix E Xe, PEP, Up E Up(X; U'P) : Vp(U,; UK, ) < V, (Up; UKp). (4.11) 

Adoption of this solution at some time ko +a where aE (0, oc) implies V, (ko + a) < 

Vp(ko), which contradicts Proposition 4.1, wherein it is established, for constant 

Arp(k), VV(k) = Vp 
, 
dx(k) E Xe, Vk. Thus, we have a contradiction, and so (4.11) 

can not hold. Consequently, Xe being a limit set is sufficient for U" to be a Nash 

solution for all xE Xe. 

(ii) Necessity: assume that XQ is not a limit set, but, for any xE Xe, U" is a 

Nash solution. Thus, for any xE Xe, the solution 

Up 
- XP+ rFP(XP), I£FP \iýPxP 

+ BptcF (Xp)), 
... 

} 

is optimal for each p. However, by Proposition 4.1, Xe is invariant under the (nomi- 

nal) control %= cFp(x1, ), Vp, and Xe = Xe® {Rl x ... X RNp } is therefore robustly- 

invariant under the control up = r. Fp (xp) + Kp (xp - xp), where xp-iER. Thus, 

we have a contradiction, and conclude that XQ being a limit set is necessary for U" 

to be a Nash solution for all xE Xe. Q 
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The consequence of this result is that, upon convergence to a limit set Xe, every 

game played thereafter is unchanging in the sense that the favoured solution for 

each p, at any state in ye, is to adopt a constant control policy. This policy, based 

on up = rFp(xp), maintains the nominal system in Xe, and hence the true system 

in ye = Xe ®{%Z1 X ... X %ZNP }, with a constant cost. Furthermore, as this result 

establishes an equivalence between the limit set and the games therein being in 

equilibria, it permits, via Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, a link to be made between limit 

sets and the cooperation graph. This is achieved in the following Theorem. 

Theorem 4.1 (Inclusion of Closed-Loop Limit Sets). Suppose Xe is the set of 

closed-loop limit sets Xe that the system controlled by the DMPCN algorithm may 

converge to, and Xe is the corresponding set for system controlled by DMPCN, 

where GN 9 GM. Then Xe CX 

Proof. Let Xe be a limit set for DMPCN. By Proposition 4.4, the control law 

associated with remaining in Xe is a Nash solution to every game 9 (x), Vx E 

Xe. By Proposition 4.2, a Nash solution e9N(x) is also a Nash solution to 9N(x). 

Therefore, by Proposition 4.4, Xe is also a limit set for DMPCN, which further 

implies that Xe C Xe .0 

By extension, this result implies that Xe C NCO, i. e., the set of closed-loop limit 

sets for DMPCN is a subset of those for non-cooperative DMPC. Furthermore, 

because a team-optimal strategy, i. e., a solution to a centralized optimization, is 

always a Nash solution (Proposition 4.3), it follows that Xe CX, where Xe is the 

set of closed-loop limit sets for a centralized implementation. 

Note that the theorem applies to the set of closed-loop limit sets rather than a 

sole limit set. For the system at a particular initial state, in general many possible 

state limits may exist. The convergence to a particular limit set out of many is de- 

pendent on the sequence in which distributed optimizations are performed, i. e., the 

update sequence. 
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Theorem 4.1 is demonstrated in the next example, where a collection of con- 

strained masses converges to `better' state equilibria by increasing cooperation. 

Example 4.2 (Convergence of constrained masses). Consider again the system of 

identical point masses from Example 2.1, with the double-integrator dynamics 

x (k + 1) =11x (k) + 
ý. 5 

up (k) +w (k). 

011 

Now each mass is subject to local velocity and control input constraints JXp, 21 < 0.2 

and lupf < 0.15 respectively, where Xp, 2 denotes the second component of the state 

xp. For clarity and simplicity, the dynamics here are assumed to be disturbance-free, 

i. e., W, = {O}, Vp. 

The objective is to control the system so that the infinite-horizon function 

oc Ny 

EE Wp(xp(k)) 

k=0 p=1 

is minimized, where Wp(xp(k)) = xp(k)TxP(k). The local subsystem objective is 

therefore chosen so that the distance of the terminal state from the origin is penal- 

ized, while the stage cost ensures convergence to a terminal set where the mass is 

stationary and the constraints are satisfied: 

lp(xp, up) = xpT Qxp + upRup, 

Fp(xp) = xp Pxp, 

rl'Fp={Xp: SXp<0}, 

where the weighting matrices are chosen as 

00 R=1, P=10I2, 
01 
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Figure 4.4: Convergence of two masses to different limits. 

and 

01 s= 
0 -i 

To ensure admissibility of this terminal set, the optimization constraints are ex- 

tended to additionally cover the terminal prediction step j=N, using üp(k+N1k) = 

PcFp (xp(k + NJk)) as the control; Assumption 4.1 is then satisfied for rFp = 0. Note 

the positive semi-definite nature of Q promotes stabilization to zero velocity states, 

but does not penalize positional deviations from the origin. 

In the first instance, consider the case where Np = 2. The two masses are subject 

to a coupled constraint that sets a lower bound on the sum of their positions, x1,1 + 

x2,1 > 1, where xP, 1 E [0,1] denotes the first component of the state xp. Figure 4.4 

shows the results for a simulation with initial state xp, l = 1, Vp E 11,2}, with all 

velocities initially zero. The prediction horizon is 6 steps, and the update sequence 
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employed is the simple alternating sequence, { 1,2, ... , 1,2}. The figure shows the 

convergence of the positions of the masses to a limit state for three controllers: 

1. DMPCO: non-cooperative algorithm of Chapter 2; 

2. DMPCM1, where cooperation graph Or' is such that .N1+ 
(p mod 

Np)}, Vp; 
3. CMPC: centralized MPC. 

The CMPC algorithm converges to a team-optimal position, x1,1 = 0.5, x2,1 = 0.5, 

with associated cost xTx = 0.5. For DMPCO, a preference is shown for mass 1, 

which updates first; convergence is seen to the point x1,1 = 0.35, x2,1 = 0.65, with 

a higher cost value of xTx = 0.545. (Note that had the update sequence been 

reversed, the preference would be for mass 2, with final convergence to the opposite 

point x1,1 = 0.65, X2,1 = 0.35). For DMPCNI, however, the masses again converge 

to the optimal point x1,1 = 0.5, x2,1 = 0.5. 

Extending the problem to the Np =5 case, subject to the constraint E5=1 xp, l > 

1, two additional controllers are employed: 

1. DMPCN2, where cooperation graph CON2 is such that . 
A/p ={1+ (p mod 

Np), 1+ (p +1 mod Np) }, Vp, i. e., the next two masses in line to update, 

and, 

2. DMPC ': similar to DMPGYV', but with A/, =0 for masses pE {4,5}. 

Figure 4.5 shows the positions of the point masses against time when controlled 

by each of the four distributed algorithms, and in each case compared with the results 

of CMPC. It can be seen that under CMPC, as expected, the system converges to 

the team-optimal state-an equal share such that xp, l = 0.2, `dp, and Ep xp, l = 1. 

The same outcome follows for DMPC and DMPCN1. Note that neither of these 

schemes employs a full cooperation graph, implying that `full' cooperation is not 

necessary for team-optimal convergence. Conversely, an empty cooperation graph 
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(c) DMPCu2 (d) DMPCO followed by DMPC'vl* 

Figure 4.5: Convergence of five masses to different limits. Shown are the position histories of 
the five masses, comparing, on each plot, the distributed controller (solid line) with 
the centralized controller (dashed). All cooperative controllers avoid the `unfair' out- 
come of non-cooperative DMPC. In (d), the partially-cooperative DMPC1* breaks the 
DMPCO deadlock. 

is not sufficient, as indicated by Figure 4.5(a), where the system converges to a 

sub-optimal limit state. 

One of the distributed control schemes, DMPCvl*, is used only after a number of 

steps of non-cooperative control, and the results are shown in Figure 4.5(d). By the 

time immediately before the switch to cooperative DMPC is made, the masses have 

again converged to the `greedy' limit states. This partially-cooperative scheme, in 

which no other control agent attempts cooperation with agent 5, breaks the `greedy' 

deadlock, the cooperating masses 1 to 4 converging to a common point, leaving only 

mass 5 unchanged. This confirms that a limit state for non-cooperative DMPCO is 
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Table 4.1: Five mass system example: comparison of controllers 

Controller DMPCO DMPCN-' DMPCv2 CMPC 

x(70)T x(70) 0.3264 0.2003 0.2000 0.2000 

>k x(k)Tx(k) 52.77 46.24 45.81 37.97 

Decision Variables 29 58 87 145 

Constraints 67 135 191 287 

Data Exchanges 272 272 272 552 

not a limit state for DMPCN' 
, and, also, that all non-empty cooperation graphs 

do not necessarily imply convergence to a team-optimal state. 

Table 4.1 compares the different controllers for the five mass example. Commu- 

nication between subsystems is measured as the number of data exchanges over the 

duration of the simulation. In this case, all masses are coupled, so use of a cooper- 

ative cost incurs no extra communication. The size of the respective optimization 

problems is represented by the number of decision variables and constraints per 

optimization. CMPC provides the best performance at the expense of a large opti- 

mization problem and a high level of communication. For DMPC, performance is 

seen to improve with increasing optimization size, but, crucially, without requiring 

any additional communication. 

The main contribution of this section, and of the first part of this chapter, is the 

rigorous confirmation of the intuitive concept that, by increasing the level of inter- 

agent cooperation, the state convergence outcome is no worse in terms of system- 

wide performance. Examples have shown that cases do exist where, by employing 

even partially-cooperative DMPC instead of non-cooperative DMPC, the system 

states converge to a team-optimal limit-the same as that for centralized-breaking 

an otherwise sub-optimal, deadlock outcome. 

The second part of this chapter seeks to answer the question of how the coop- 

eration graph should be chosen to offer best performance when no longer restricted 

to convergence outcome; i. e., transient performance is also considered. An adaptive 
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cooperation algorithm is proposed, based on the currently-active edges in the cou- 

pling graph. A key finding is that the set of immediate, coupled subsystems is not 

necessarily the optimal cooperating set. 
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4.4 Adaptive cooperation in robust DMPC 

In this section, it is shown how the structure of the coupling may be exploited to best 

choose the cooperation graph, and subsequently the cooperating sets in the local 

optimizations. The DMPC algorithm of previous chapters is modified to include 

choosing on-line the cooperating set that is expected to promote best performance. 

The next subsection examines the effect of the coupling graph on the set of feasi- 

ble decisions available to control agents. Then, in Section 4.4.2, a time-varying coop- 

eration graph, based on active coupling constraints, is introduced. In Section 4.4.3, 

an adaptive DMPC algorithm is proposed, where decisions on cooperating sets in 

local optimizations are made on-line. Finally, numerical examples are provided. 

4.4.1 Properties of the coupling graph 

In this subsection, it is shown that the existence of paths, and not just adjacent 

nodes, in the coupling graph is important in determining the cooperation graph, 

CJN; specifically, we confirm the intuitive concept that a local agent p cooperating 

with some agent q to which no `chain' of couplings exists offers no benefit. It 

follows that, if such a `chain' of coupling constraints does exist, that is, a path 

{p,.. 
., pi, ... , q} exists in GZ, it may be beneficial to system-wide performance for 

the edge {p, q} to exist in CN. Consequently, whereas previous work, e. g. Kuwata 

and How [43], Keviczky et al. [45], has typically adopted cooperation only between 

immediately-adjacent agents, i. e., gN C gZ, it may be desirable to cooperate with 

agents not immediately coupled, allowing CN D gZ 

As in the previous section, the local decision variable shall be denoted Up(k), 

the collection of initial state and sequence of controls. In that section, a number of 

feasible sets were defined 

1. the global set U(x) for variables U= {U11 
... �UN}; 

2. the local set Up(x; U* 
p) 

for Up, the decision variable for p; 
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3. a combined set U{p, 9} 
(x; U* {p 9}) 

for {Up, Uq}; 

4. finally, a constrained set Up (x; U* 
p) 

for the local optimization for p with a 

cooperating set NP. Note Up p (x; U* 
P) = Up (x; U* 

P) if Np = 0. 

Using these definitions, the first result concerns edges in the coupling graph, and 

formalizes the fact that the combined decision space of a pair of agents is coupled 

only if the subsystems are coupled; otherwise, it is the product set. In other words, 

the choice of a decision variable Up may only depend on another variable Uq if they 

share a coupling constraint. Therefore, if no such constraint exists, the choices may 

be made independently: 

min { Jp(Up) + Jq (Uq) :{ Up, Uq }E U{p, q} 
(x; U* {p, Q}) 

} 

min{Jp(Up) : UP E UP(x; u)1+ min{Jq(Uq) : Uq E Uq(x; U* 
q) 

1. 

Proposition 4.5 (Edges in GZ). Suppose Up (x; U* 
p) 

is the feasible set for the 

decision variable Up for subsystem p, and Uq (x; U* 
q) is the corresponding set for 

Uq. Then (i) U{r, q} 
(x; U* {p q}) C up (x; U* 

p) X Uq (x; U* 
q) only if {p, q} is an 

edge in GZ, and (ii) U{p, 9} 
(x; U* {r q}) _ UP (X; U* 

p) X Uq (x; U* 
q) 

if {p, q} is not 

an edge in CZ. 

Proof. For (i), suppose U{p, 9} 
(x; U* {p q}) C UP (x; U* 

p) x >IJq (x; U* 
y). 

Then there 

exists some Up E Up (x; U* p) and some UQ E Uq (x; U* 
q) such that {UP, U9} 

U{p, 9} 
(x; U* {p Q}) . 

Given that Up (x; U* 
p) and Uq (x; U* 

q) are defined by local 

and coupling constraints, and only the latter involve the decision variables of other 

subsystems, the infeasibility must arise from violation of some coupling constraint 

cE Cp fl Cq. Thus, pE Qq and qE Qp, so {p, q} E P. For part (ii), suppose 

{p, q} EZ. Then q Qp and p Qq, so {UP, Uq} E Up(x; U* 
p) xUq(x; U* 

q) such 

that {UP, UQ} ý tJ{p, q} 
(x; U* {p q}). 

Then {p, q} ý EZ implies U{p, 9} 
(x; U* {p, q}) = 

Up (X; U* 
p) X Uq (X; U* 

q) " 0 
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Though this result is not important in itself, it leads to the following, the main 

result of this subsection. The addition to a cooperating set Np for agent p of a 

subsystem n, to which no path in the coupling graph exists, leaves the result of the 

optimization unchanged. This implies that there is nothing to be gained by an agent 

cooperating with agents that do not belong to the same connected component [101] 

of the coupling graph, i. e., those that are completely decoupled from p. 

Proposition 4.6 (Paths in 9Z). Suppose Uppt is a minimizer of (4.7) with coop- 

erating set Np C P\{p}, where a path {p,.. 
., q} exists in 9Z for all qE Np. Then 

UOPt is also a minimizer of the optimization with cooperating set {Nr, n} if no path 

{p,.. 
., n} exists in GZ. 

Proof. The optimization for p is over the set UP p (-p): x; U 

Upp(x; U#n) = {Up, Üj1 1 

Up E Up(x; U* P), 

{UP, UNv JE U{p, Np} (x; U* {P, NP}) , 
cq(klk) = x9(klk - 1), 

üq(klk) =ü (klk - 1), 

Vq E Np. 

assuming the current, feasible plans are Up, Vp E P. Consider the second constraint. 

If no path {p, 
... , n} exists in CZ, then no edge exists between the new subsystem 

n and either p or any qE Np. By Proposition 4.5, it follows that U{i, n} _ Ui x 

u,,,, `di E {p, Np }, and, furthermore, U{p, --,,. } _ U{p, N} x U. Thus, the augmented 

optimization is over a decoupled feasible set 

U{NP'-}(x; u* = IUn, UNpI Ulý I 

Up E Up (x; U*p), 

IUP, UNPI E v{P, Np}(x; U*{pmpl) 

Un E Un, (x; U* n), 
zq(kik) = x9(klk - 1), 

üq(klk) = üQ(klk - 1), 

Vq E {NI, n}. 
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and the optimal values of UP are unaffected by the addition of n. Q 

This result leads to an analytical upper bound on size of the cooperation graph 

necessary for lowest local cost. Let ggPa"s = {P, P(2) } denote the `all-pairs' graph of 

nodes P, where the set of edges p(2) is the set of pairwise node permutations [101]. 

Also, supposing a graph G={P, E} may be decomposed into m independent, 

connected components, define II(E) as the set of edges of a graph that consists of the 

m components, each component being an `all-pairs' subgraph. That is, {p, q} E II(E) 

if and only if {p,. 
.., q} is a path in G. Then, Proposition 4.6 implies that a sufficient 

choice of the cooperation graph QN = {P, £N} is given by the edges 

II(£Z) 
P(l) ifm=1, 

EN C icP(l) 
ifm>1. 

An immediate consequence is that unnecessary computation and communication 

are avoided. In a sense, this result is trivial. However, it does not eliminate the 

possibility of cooperation with those beyond immediate neighbours, and the next 

section exploits this for a system-wide performance benefit. The DMPC algorithm is 

modified to include an adaptive choice of neighbourhood, based on currently-active 

coupling constraints. 

4.4.2 Adaptive cooperation based on active couplings 

Define the active coupling graph at a time k as Gk tive = {P, Ek tive} C GZ. Moti- 

vated by the results of the previous section, at a time step k, it is proposed that 

the cooperation graph GN is chosen according to the existence of paths in 9 tl°e 

rather than CZ, as it is assumed that inactive constraints have little effect on the 

optimization results. The graph from the previous time step, k-1, is used, as it is 

not known a priori which constraints will be active at the current step k. This com- 

pares with the method of Kuwata and How [43], where only current actively-coupled 

neighbours are involved in cooperation. 
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00 3 

2 

Scheme, i EN NP, p=1 

1. `greedy' 0 0 
2. `system' p(2) {2,3,4,5,6} 
3. `max' II(Ea) {2,3,4,6} 
4. 'adjacent' 9z {2,4} 

--------------- 
5. `max active' 

--------- 
11 (eact1Ve) 

-------- 
{2,3} 

6. `adjacent active' Sect'°e {2} 

7. `adjacent + max active' Ez U II ((active) {2,3,4} 

Figure 4.6: Example coupling graph (left), with active constraints (solid) and inactive constraints 
(dashed). 'Fable (right) showing schemes for choosing the cooperation graph, with 
corresponding choices for p=1, for the example coupling graph. Adaptive schemes 
are those below the dashed line. 

Figure 4.6 shows how the cooperating set decision may be made, based on the 

current active coupling graph. Also shown is an example coupling graph of six sub- 

systems, one of which is disconnected, and the active and inactive constraints at an 

instant. A number of schemes are proposed for making the cooperating set decision, 

and these are defined in the table. The resulting cooperating set for subsystem 1 

according to each scheme is then determined. The following relationships may be 

inferred: 

" Jr3 C E2 ; 

"e4 ceei 

" ýs C ýq i 

0 E4 c e7 c i3 
. 

Note that the `system' scheme follows the `full' cooperation approach of Venkat 

et al. [36], while `adjacent' restricts cooperation to between directly-coupled subsys- 

terns. The `max' scheme exploits the result of Proposition 4.6 to eliminate coop- 

eration between agents of different connected components. Observe that it is the 
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adaptive scheme `max active'-the main development of this section-that obtains 

the interesting result; in addition to the actively-coupled neighbour included by 'ad- 

jacent active', the scheme closest to those of Keviczky et al. [45] and Kuwata and 

How [43], the cooperating set also contains a non-directly coupled subsystem. 

4.4.3 Implementation of active cooperation graph determination 

Supposing the coupling constraints are polyhedral, so that 

<0 9c(2c1) 2c2, 
""", 

ZcNN) 

where z, p E ][8NZ, c and g, : IIBNz, c ý--* ft mc, then with each constraint in the optimiza- 

tion (4.7) for p is associated a KKT multiplier ate, E Rm'c. If UpPt(k) is a solution 

to the optimization at step k, given plans U*(k) for all q#p, then 

A'Pt(k+j1k) > 0: gc(z'Pt(k+. 71k), z, *{-P}(k+j1 k)) 0, 

A t(k+jl )gc(z°cppt(k+jIk), zc{-p}(k+j1k)) =0, 

, {_p}( Ik) denotes the collection for all cE Cp, jE {o,. 
.., 

N}, where zc* 

{Zcll'IýCý, 
ýk), Zc(P+1)l'ýk), ... , ZcNpý IjCý }. 

Non-zero multipliers provide an indication of active constraints [86], and thus sup- 

port the determination of the active coupling graph. To this end, we associate a 

weighting with each edge in the active coupling graph, based on the multiplier value. 

For the edge from p to q, the weighting is defined as 

wpq (k) 

J1/(m{Cecpnc}(k)Il) 

if qE Qp 

00 ifg0 Qp, 
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where )p(k) = {A 
p(klk),... ,. p(k + Njk)} is the collection, over the horizon, of 

multipliers for constraint c from the optimization for p. The graph is now directed 

because, in general, the multiplier Ate, associated with constraint c in p's optimization 

is not necessarily equal to the corresponding multiplier in q's optimization, where 

qE Qp. When constructing the active graph, multiplier values for an optimization 

are obviously not available a priori; therefore, candidate values associated with the 

default, feasible plan-based on values from the last time an agent updated-are 

available, and the decision on which constraints are currently active is based on 

these. 

* 
{(k+Ik_1)VE {0,..., N-1}, 

A p(k +j lk) _ (4.12) 
A* (k+N-llk-1), j=N. 

The use of weights allows conversion to a path problem; if a path can be found 

from p to q in the active coupling graph, with finite weight, then q shall be included 

in the cooperating set for p. The DMPC algorithm is modified so that an optimizing 

subsystem, pk, uses Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [104] to determine a vector 

Dp of shortest paths to each other agent in the active coupling graph. 

To facilitate the path search, information requirements extra to those identified 

in the previous chapter apply to the multipliers for each subsystem. At a time step 

k, an updating agent Pk must, prior to optimizing, make a decision on whom to 

cooperate with. The decision is based on the latest active coupling graph, G, 1, as 

the current graph, Gý 
, is not known until optimizations are solved. A local agent 

can identify all necessary paths, therefore, if it has the most recent multipliers from 

each other agent it could cooperate with. That is, using the results of the previous 

section, if Pk has received most-recent information 

(Acq(kglIq), 
)cq(lCq + llkq),..., Acg(kq + NI kq)l 

ce 

from all q in the same connected component of the coupling graph, then the mul- 

tipliers may be propagated successively to the current step by repeated application 
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Algorithm 4.1: Robust DMPC with adaptive cooperation 
i Design stabilizing controller Kp and RPI set RP; 
2 Tighten sets y), Z,, dc E Cp, via (2.16); 

3 Wait for feasible solution UP(0), multipliers A; (0), information ZP(O), 
terminal set XFP and controller rFp, and active coupling graph Go Live from 
central agent; 

4 fork= 1: oo do 
5 Sample current state xp(k); 
6 ifpk=p then 

acti 
1ve 7 Dp = dijsktra(Gk I 

8 Np<-0; 
9 for qE P\{p} do 

10 if Dp[q] finite then .N, 
NP U {q} 

ii end 

12 Obtain new plan U' t(k), A t(k) as solution to IP "' (xp(k); 2P* (k)); 

13 Transmit new plan and multipliers to other agents; 
14 else 
15 Renew current plan and multipliers via (2.19) and (4.12); 

16 end 

17 Apply control (2.17): up(k) = üp(klk) + Kp(xp(k) - Xp(klk)); 
18 Update Gait" to Gatt"- k-1 k 
19 Wait one time step; 
20 end 

of (4.12), without any additional information required. The path search down-selects 

those agents to provide the set of agents that the optimizing agent will cooperate 

with. Following optimization, the agent transmits its new multipliers to all others 

in the same connected component. 

Note that for the condition of line 10, more sophisticated conditions could be 

employed by the designer. For example, only paths shorter than some threshold 

length. In fact, a constraint's multiplier value describes the change in optimiza- 

tion cost per unit movement of the constraint [86]. Thus, the shorter the path to 

another subsystem, the larger the multiplier value, and the greater the anticipated 

performance benefit of including that subsystem in the cooperating set. 
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Figure 4.7: `Ring-like' coupling graph (left) for input constraints. The non-coupled subsystems 
are shaded according to update group; Pocid = {1,3,5}, Peven = {2,4,6}. Cooperation 
graph (right) for 'system' (92") or `max' (93) scheme. Each edge is bidirectional. The 
cooperation graph for `adjacent' coincides with C9'. 

4.4.4 Numerical examples 

The following example presents simulation results using the distributed NIPC coop- 

eration schemes defined in Figure 4.6. The proposed `max active' scheme is found 

to provide better performance than each of the immediate-neighbour cooperation 

schemes, rivalling the performance of the `max' scheme, yet for less computation. 

Example 4.3. The system to control comprises six point masses, each with the 

dynamics 

xp(k + 1) =1 
11 

xp(k) + 
0.5 

up (k) + wP(k)" 
011 

The local velocity and control input constraints are I Xp, 2l <5 and up l<1 respec- 

tively. Coupling is in the form of maximum control input limits applied to each 

consecutive pair. That is, 

up l+l ug, +l 
1<1.4, pE{1,... ,5}, 

U61 + lull < 1.4, 

so that the coupling graph is a `ring', with each edge corresponding to a different 

coupling constraint. Figure 4.7 depicts this arrangement. 
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The stage and terminal costs are quadratic: 

T lp (Xp, 
up) = xP QXp + upRup, 

F'p(XP) = XpPxp, 

where Q= 12, R=0.001, and 

2.0007 0.5010 
P= 

0.5010 1.2518 

is that of the optimal, unconstrained, nominal LQR problem (Ar, Bp, Q, R), as 

is the tube controller K. A outer-approximation to the minimal RPI set [79] is 

computed [84] for RP, given a disturbance set Wp = {wp :II wpýI ý. 
< Wnax}, where 

here Wm = 0.05. Constraint sets Y p, Z are tightened accordingly. The terminal 

sets, XFp, are the maximal output-admissible invariant sets under kFF(Xp) = Kpxp. 

For initial states spaced evenly between x1(0) = [12 1]T and x6(0) = [8 1]T, 

the masses were controlled by DMPC with the cooperation schemes proposed in 

Figure 4.6, in the previous section. Because the system consists of only one connected 

component, the `system' and `max' schemes are identical. The cooperating set agent 

weightings cxpq, qE Np, in the local optimizations are set to unity. For updating, the 

observation is made that odd- and even-numbered pairs are not directly coupled. 

Thus, as identified in Remark 2.6, we may replace the updating agent Pk with 

an updating set, Pk, of non-coupled subsystems. For this purpose, the system is 

divided into two groups of decoupled masses, correspondingly shaded in Figure 4.7, 

which then form the update sets at alternating time steps, i. e. Pk = Podd = 

{1,3,5}, Pk+1 = Peven = {2,4,6}. To account for this parallel updating in the 

local cooperative optimizations, the initial constraint üq(klk) = üq(klk- 1), q E NV, 

is omitted, allowing freedom of deviations in hypothetical plans from the initial step 

(see Remark 3.1). The horizon is 25 steps, and each resulting optimization problem 

is a quadratic program. 
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(a) `max active' (solid) and `greedy' (dashed) 
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- Peven 
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Time Step, k 

(b) `adjacent active' (solid) and `greedy' (dashed) 

Figure 4.8: Position histories for six-mass example, where masses are shown by updating sequence 
group. 

As each local objective places a heavier weighting on state than on control, a local 

agent seeks to steer a mass quickly to the origin using the control effort available. 

In each case, therefore, the system was initialized with a plan where control effort 

was minimized rather than state, so that all of the shared control effort available via 

the coupling constraints is not allocated by the initialization. At k=5, each mass 

is subjected to a disturbance wp =- [W11 
, Wniax ]T for one time step. 

Figure 4.8 illustrates the position histories of the six masses, when controlled by 

three of the DMPC schemes; `greedy', `max active', and `adjacent active'. Note that 

the latter two schemes lead to considerably different trajectories, proving that the 

extra cooperation in `max active' is having some effect on the local optimizations. In 

fact, the `max active' scheme result more closely resembles the `greedy' result than 

the `adjacent active' result. Figure 4.9 shows the maximal size of the cooperating set 
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Figure 4.9: Maximal cooperating set sizes for six-mass example. 

JVp among updating agents, over the duration of the simulation. Only the adaptive 

schemes, identified in Figure 4.6, are time-varying. At times, the new `max active' 

is solving the `system' optimization, settling to an empty cooperating set when 

constraints are inactive. 

A comparison between the schemes, in terms of closed-loop cost versus com- 

putation time, is shown in Figure 4.10. Where agents update simultaneously, the 

maximum computation time is taken. Means and standard deviations of times over 

a simulation are calculated, and averaged over 10 repetitions. All simulations were 

performed on a Pentium 4 with 2,048 MB RAM, using CPLEX 10.1 as the QP 

solver. As expected, the `greedy' scheme results in shortest computation times and 

centralized the longest, with comparatively poor performance for the former. The 

`system' and `max' schemes, the graphs of which are shown in Figure 4.7, obtain the 

lowest cost of all the distributed schemes, closest to centralized, and for a compa- 

rable mean computation time. Surprisingly, `adjacent', where cooperation is always 
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Figure 4.10: Closed-loop cost versus computation time per update. Means and standard devia- 
tions of times are shown for each distributed scheme, plus centralized. 

with immediate neighbours -and the cooperation graph coincides with the coupling 

graph-delivers the highest costs, indicating that this approach to cooperation is in- 

adequate for the problem posed. Whereas it was shown earlier in the chapter that 

by adding any agent to the cooperating set, the steady-state limit the system con- 

verges is no worse, in terms of system-wide cost, here we see that such a result does 

not hold for transient performance. However, by modifying this static `adjacent' 

scheme, adding cooperation with masses connected by active paths, ('adjacent + 

max active'), performance is improved. 

For the `adjacent active' scheme, the performance degradation seen with 'ad- 

jacent' is avoided, and computation reduced, yet performance is still marginally 

worse than for `greedy'. The `max active' scheme-the major development of this 

section-additionally includes masses coupled via active paths. Now a performance 

improvement over `greedy' is seen, with the closed-loop cost closest to that of 'sys- 

tem', exploiting the benefits of cooperation, as identified in Section 4.4.1, but with- 
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out unnecessary computation. Furthermore, this confirms that the choice of only 

actively-coupled neighbours in the cooperating set is not sufficient to guarantee best 

DMPC performance. In conclusion, the new `max active' scheme offers a middle- 

ground between the obvious choices of cooperation graph, i. e. the `max' graph and 

the `active adjacent' graph. 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter has examined in detail the use of inter-agent cooperation in distributed 

MPC. Firstly, by relating some game-theoretical concepts to the algorithm, it has 

been shown that the set of closed-loop state limit sets that the system, under a 

particular cooperation graph, can converge to is a subset of the corresponding set 

of limit sets for a more sparsely-connected graph. By example, it has been shown 

that, starting from non-cooperative DMPC, the controlled system can reach `better' 

convergence state limits by using successively larger cooperating sets, though at the 

expense of computation. 

In the second part of the chapter, the cooperation graph decision has been linked 

to the structure of the coupling graph, and a new, adaptive scheme for cooperation 

between agents proposed. By showing that cooperation between DMPC agents in 

different connected components of the coupling graph is redundant, when seeking 

to improve system-wide performance, an upper bound on the level of cooperation 

has been established. Conversely, cooperation with, in addition to directly-coupled 

neighbours, those connected by a path in the coupling graph may improve per- 

formance. The new adaptive approach, the `active max' scheme, then proposes 

cooperation between subsystem agents connected via paths of active coupling con- 

straints. Simulations have shown that, by adding cooperation with such connected 

agents, performance may improve over that where cooperation is between actively- 

coupled neighbours only, exploiting the benefits of cooperation, yet without unneces- 
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sary computation. Furthermore, this confirms that the set of immediately-adjacent 

neighbours is not necessarily the optimal cooperating set. 
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Chapter 5 

Distributed M PC with Parallel 

Updates 

An extension to the distributed MPC algorithm is proposed, allowing optimizations 

of control agents' plans in parallel, while maintaining robust constraint satisfaction 

and feasibility. 

5.1 Introduction 

The robust DMPC algorithm proposed in Chapter 2 guarantees feasibility by permit- 

ting only one subsystem agent to optimize its plan at any time step, while all other 

agents adopt the feasible candidate plan. The new plan is subsequently transmitted 

to other, coupled subsystem agents. Such an approach is not without drawbacks; 

most significantly, all other subsystems are being controlled in an open-loop manner 

while waiting for their respective times in the sequence of updates. For example, 

for Np agents updating in a simple alternating sequence, any one agent spends an 

average of Np -1 time steps running open-loop. 
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Generally, the vast majority of DMPC methods in the literature propose parallel- 

update schemes; for example, Dunbar [35], Venkat et al. [36], Keviczky et al. [45], 

Alessio and Bemporad [47], Giovanini and Balderud [105] to name but a few. Though 

such schemes may suffer disadvantages, including convergence speed and quality of 

solution [106], benefits may accrue from the known advantages of higher update 

rates: increased bandwidth, shorter response times, and better disturbance rejection. 

The main challenge for parallel-update methods is of ensuring feasibility and stability 

of the closed-loop system, the approaches to which were reviewed in Chapter 1. On 

the contrary, feasibility and stability of the DMPC algorithm in this thesis are 

guaranteed, and the challenge is achieving good system-wide performance in the 

closed-loop. It is to be expected that performance of the proposed DMPC will 

degrade with increasing NP, even using inter-agent cooperation, and a number of 

numerical examples in previous chapters have confirmed this. 

The situation may be ameliorated somewhat, as identified in Remark 2.6 in 

Chapter 2, because any pair of agents {p, q} may update simultaneously-without 

affecting feasibility and stability of the overall system-if p and q are not coupled, 

i. e., pý Qq, qV Qp. Thus, the updating agent Pk is replaced by an updating set, 

Pk, of non-coupled subsystems. This was employed briefly in the previous chapter, 

in particular for Example 4.3, where odd- and even-numbered pairs optimized al- 

ternately. However, such a situation is conditional on the structure of the coupled 

constraints; if all agents share some constraint c, so that the subsystems are 'fully- 

connected', then there does not exist any pair, or number, of agents whom may 

update simultaneously. The idea of simultaneously updating connected groups of 

subsystems is studied in Keviczky et al. [45], wherein it is acknowledged that achiev- 

ing feasibility in the presence of coupling constraints is a considerable challenge. 

In this chapter, a general extension of the DMPC algorithm is developed to 

permit simultaneous updates for any number of subsystem agents in the problem, 

even if those subsystems share coupling constraints. That is, the updating set Pk 

is no longer restricted to contain only non-coupled subsystems. Robust feasibility is 
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guaranteed by agents being allowed a certain amount of `authority' to update, and 

further tightening coupling constraints by some margin. A sufficient condition on the 

size of these margins is derived, and it is shown, for the case of polyhedral constraints, 

that the satisfaction of this condition is easily established or verified. Subsequently, 

the performance benefits associated with updates in parallel are promoted, though 

at the expense of increased computation, communication, and extra conservatism, 

but without resorting to iteration or bargaining to maintain feasibility. 

The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2, the DMPC method is 

extended to permit simultaneous updates by agents, by further tightening coupling 

constraints locally. A sufficient condition for robust feasibility and constraint satis- 

faction is subsequently presented. A numerical example is provided in Section 5.3. 

Finally, the chapter is summarized in Section 5.4. 

5.2 Feasible parallel-update DMPC 

The development of the parallel-update DMPC stems from the following observation; 

that distributed optimization over a product set may be completely decoupled, hence 

executed in parallel, without loss of feasibility. That is, if U= U1 X U2, then 

parallel optimization over ul E Ul and U2 E U2 always results in a feasible outcome 

{u1, u2} E U. The same is not true for a coupled feasible set UC Ul X U2. However, 

what if a distributed optimization took place over a product set contained in the 

coupled set U? Then distributed agents could optimize simultaneously, albeit over 

a smaller decision space, while maintaining feasibility. Figure 5.1 illustrates this 

concept. 

Note that, in general, infinitely many candidate product sets for parallel opti- 

mization might exist. However, two inferences may be made: firstly, if the contracted 

product set is entirely contained within the feasible set, then any solution generated 

in parallel is feasible; secondly, if the contracted product set contains the current 
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Figure 5.1: Contraction of a coupled feasible set to permit parallel optimization. Parallel dis- 
tributed optimization of ul over Ui and u2 over U2 may lead to an infeasibility; 

conversely, as U1 X U2 CU then parallel optimization over these smaller sets always 
results in a feasible solution. 

solution, then a feasible solution always exists. The results developed in the next 

section formalize these criteria, with application to the DMPC problem statement. 

5.2.1 Margins for robust feasibility 

The centralized optimization problem IPC (xi (k), 
... , xNp (k)), defined in Section 2.3, 

requires satisfaction of the coupled constraints (2.14g): 

Np 

> cp(k + jlk) E 2c, VC E C. 
p=1 

In Section 2.4, the distributed form of the tube MPC algorithm was developed, 

wherein the local optimization problem for an updating agent p considers the equiv- 
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alent constraints (2.30g) with the outputs of all coupled subsystems fixed: 

z, p(k + ilk) +E zcq(k + jIk) E 1-:; c, ̀dc E Cp, 
qE Pc\{p} 

Now suppose some set PO )t CT of subsystem agents optimize in parallel. Pre- 

viously, only non-coupled subsystems were contained in the update set Pk at time 

k, but here this restriction is relaxed. Given that a constraint cEC involves the set 

Pc CP of subsystems, the set Pupt contains some subset 

p t°(P°ptnP, )cP. 

of subsystem agents that share that constraint, a total number P, °= n( opt ). Then 

the following must hold to satisfy the coupling constraint c, 

z*(k+jlk) E 2c. (5.1) tp(k+jlk)+ 
E 

PEPkpt 9EPc\Pkpt 

optimizing non-optimizing 

That is, the outputs of all the optimizing agents, together with those of non- 

optimizing agents, must remain compatible. 

To proceed, motivated by the introduction to this section, it is proposed that 

by further tightening each i, in the local optimization, by some margin to be 

determined, satisfaction of the constraints is always achieved. The coupling con- 

straints (2.30g) in the optimization for each p in the updating set Pupt are modified 

to include this extra tightening: 

zCP(k+. 7lk)+ E zq(k+jlk)E2, ",. Mp(j), dcECp, (5.2) 

qE Pc\{p} 

where M , (j) is agent p's extra margin for constraint c at prediction step j. Gen- 

erally, it is desirable to keep this extra margin small, to minimize the extra conser- 

vativeness brought about. The new, local optimization problem for a subsystem p 
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is IEDp (xp(k); Z*(k)), defined by 

VP Pt (xp(k); Z* (k)) = min Vp(Up(k)) subject to (2.30a)-(2.300 and (5.2). 
Un(k) 

The following result represents a sufficient condition for the choice of margins to 

guarantee feasibility. The standing assumptions for robust feasibility apply; that is, 

Assumptions 2.1-2.3, pertaining to the existence of an RPI set RP, a terminal set 

XF,, and a terminal control law ! FF(xp). 

Proposition 5.1 (Margins for parallel updates). Suppose the sequence of controls 

UP(ko) _ {z; (koIko), u; (koI ko), 
""", üp(ko +N- 11ko)}, Vp E P, exists and is a 

feasible (but not necessarily optimal) solution to Inc (xi (ko), 
... , xNP (ko)) at some 

time step k0. Then, for all xp(ko + 1) E Apxp(ko) + Bpup(ko) ® WP, ̀ dp E P, where 

up(ko) = u; (kolko) + Kp(xp(ko) - zp(kojk0)), the collection of candidate sequences 

{ur(ko+ 
1), a so1'n of IIDPD (xp(ko + 1); Z*(ko + 1)), Yp E Pkoo+l, 

Up(ko+l) _ 
UP(ko + 1), defined by (2.19), Vp E P\Pkö+l 

(5.3) 

exists and is a feasible solution to IBC (xi (ko + 1).... , xN, (ko + 1)) if the margins 

M, p(j) for all jE {0, 
... ,N- 11 are such that 

Z*(ko +1+ jIko) + 
gEPc\{p} 

zcq(ko +1+ jI ko) E 2c ^, Mcp(j), Vc E Cp, p E Pko+iý 

(5.4a) 

and, 

(P(ko+i), 
c - 1) z, i(ko +1 +ilko) ®® [2, "' , 

Mcn(j)] C- `dc EC 
PE'Popt 

(5.4b) 
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where P(ko+l), c is the number of subsystem agents in Pko0+l that share constraint c. 

Proof. A feasible local solution Up "(ko + 1) to Ip D (xr(ko + 1); ZP(ko + 1)) satisfies 

the further-tightened coupled constraints (5.2): 

feas (ko+1+jlko+1)+ E z, q(ko +1 +j I ko) E [2c-Mcp(j)], VcECp, (5.5) 
gEPc\{p} 

for all jE 11, where the terms z*Q(" Iko) are the fixed, previously- 

published values of coupled subsystems qE Qp. For the solution (5.3) to be a 

feasible solution to IPc (xl (ko + 1),... , xNN(ko + 1)), the following must also hold 

2, p (ko +1+ ilko + 1) + z, *q(ko +1+ jIko) E 2c, Vc E C, (5.6) 

PEPko+l qEP\Pkö+i 

optimizing non-optimizing 

for all jE {O,. 
.., 

N- 11, so that the sum of optimized outputs z (. ko + 1) over 

all p in the set Pao +l must be compatible with the sum of fixed values zý("Iko) over 

all q not in the optimizing set. 

Consider a single constraint cEC. By summing (5.5), via Minkowski addition, 

over all pE Pko+l, 
c, 

it follows that 

Z, p (ko +1+ jl ko + 1) +I (P(k0+l), c -1) Z (ko +1+ jIko) 
pepopt PEP(ko+1), 

c 

+ P(ko+l), c Zcq(ko +1+ jlko) 
qCPc\PoPt 

E® [Ec - M-P(j)) 
. 

pEP(ko+1), c 
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or, re-writing, using the fact that a+bEC implies aE -b ® C, 

z, p (ko+i+jlko+1)+ zcq(ko+l+iIko) 
pEP(ko+i), c 9El c (ko+1), c 

E 
[_P(k0+l). 

C - 1) 1, Zci(ko +1+ jlko) ® [2c'� MCPwl 
iEPc PEP(ko+i), c 

Directly comparing with (5.6), the left-hand sides of both are the same, noting that 

z, =0 for all rýP, It follows that the constraint c is always satisfied if 

(P(ko+i), 
c - 1) E z*i(ko +1 +ilko) ®® [2, 

ý ̂ ' , /Vl, ýPw] c. 
iEPc ot pEP(ko+l), c 

for all jE {0, 
... ,N- 1}. Thus, the solution (5.3), if it exists, is feasible for 

PC(Xi(ko + 1), ... , xN, (ko + 1)) if this condition is met. (Feasibility for the termi- 

nal step j=N is assured by construction). For existence, by Proposition 2.1, the 

candidate sequence Ü (ko + 1), Vp, exists and is a feasible solution to PC (xi (ko + 

1),... , xN, (ko + 1)). It also exists and is a feasible solution to each problem 

IPpD(xr, (ko + 1); Z*(ko + 1)), if the coupling constraints are satisfied despite the 

extra margins: 

z*(ko+1+jIko)+ E zý(ko+1+jIko) E2c^ýJVtcp(j), b'cECp, pEPko+i 
qE Pct{p} 

for all jE {0, 
... ,N- 1}. Therefore, the solution defined by (5.3) exists and is 

a feasible solution to 1Pc (xl (ko + 1),... , xNp (ko + 1)) if the conditions (5.4) are 

satisfied. r-I 

Proposition 5.1 provides bounds on the `size' of the margin sufficient to guaran- 

tee feasibility. Generally, a small margin is desirable to avoid excessive conservatism. 

Firstly, (5.4a) states that the margin must be sufficiently small so that the candi- 
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date solution remains available to any agent solving the modified optimization; an 

upper bound. Secondly, the sum of margins must be sufficiently large so that the 

parallel updates do not lead to constraint violation; a lower bound. The significance 

of the latter is that the minimum `size' of the extra tightening margin of a cou- 

pled constraint c depends on the margin left by the candidate solutions - that is, 

the previously-determined, feasible plans - of all subsystems involved in that con- 

straint; effectively, the `slack' remaining in the constraint is to be shared amongst 

the simultaneously-updating agents. How that slack is shared is open to question. 

Note that if the optimizing set at a time k contains only non-coupled agents, 

then Pk, c =1 for all cEC. The conditions (5.4) collapse to 

z"(ko +1+ jIko) + zcq(ko +1+ jlko) E 2c ^, M , 
(j) 9 E 

qE Pct{p} 

for all jE {0, 
... ,N- 1}, cE Cp, pE PoPt. Setting each margin M(j) to be zero 

recovers the original form of coupling constraint in the DMPC optimization. 

Now, for simplicity, we restrict the optimization objective function to the non- 

cooperative formulation of Chapter 2, i. e., VV (Up) = Jp (Up), so that 

Vp Pt (xp(k); ZP(k)) = min Jp(Up(k)) subject to (2.30a)-(2.30f) and (5.2), 
Up(k) 

where 

N-1 

Jp (Up(k)) = FP(Xp(k+NIk)) + lp(Xp(k+j Ik), üp(k+ýlk))" 
j=o 

The next result shows that, under the assumption that the terminal cost Fp is a 

local Lyapunov function in XFp (Assumption 2.4), the monotonicity of each local 

cost is maintained for updates in parallel. 

Proposition 5.2 (Monotonicity of the cost). Suppose the sequence of controls 

U; (ko) = {c; (kojko), ü; (kolko), 
""", np(ko +N- 1Iko) }, `dp E P, exists and is a 
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feasible (but not necessarily optimal) solution to IBC (xi (ko), 
... , xNp (ko)) at some 

time step ko. Then, for all xr(ko + 1) E Apxr(ko) + Bpup(ko) ® Wp, Vp E P, where 

up(ko) = np(kolko) + Kp(xp(ko) - xP(kojko)), the upper bound on the local cost in 

the problem PP' (Xp(ko + 1); ZP(ko + 1)) decreases monotonically: 

Vp (x (ko +1); Z*(ko + 1)) <Vp (xp(ko); Z*(ko)l -1p( 

for all pEP, where VP (xp(ko); ZP(ko)) = Jr(UP(k0)). 

Proof. Similar to Proposition 2.5. By Proposition 5.1, the candidate sequence 

U, (ko + 1) exists and is a feasible solution to ppD(xp(ko + 1); Z*(ko + 1)), `dp E 

P°pt; the collection of all such sequences is also a feasible solution to Pc (xl (ko + 

1), ... , xNp (ko + 1)). Thus, for all p, the value of this local solution forms an upper 

bound on the value of feasible solutions, and the result is established. Q 

Suffice it to say that asymptotic or exponential stability of parallel-update DMPC 

follows, depending on further assumptions on the stage and terminal costs. Thus, 

should the sufficient margins for feasibility be met, the parallel-update DMPC re- 

tains all the robust feasibility and stability properties of the standard, single-update 

DMPC of Chapter 2. 

The next subsection shows that these sufficient conditions for robust feasibility of 

parallel updates take on a simple, easily-verifiable form when the coupled constraints 

are polyhedral. A control authority rule is proposed so that agents may, simulta- 

neously, determine sufficient margins, and the resulting parallel-update algorithm is 

presented. 
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5.2.2 Feasible parallel-update DMPC for polyhedral constraints 

Suppose the tightened set 2, for a constraint c is polyhedral, i. e., {z : Pcz < 

q, }. At a step k, a feasible solution satisfies, 

P, Ezci(k +jlk) P, 6-P, 6z*(k+jIk), VcEC, (5.7) 
iEPc 

where 8z* (k +jI k) is a slack variable for the constraint c. Likewise, constraint (5.1) 

becomes 

P, Ez (k + ilk) + zý(k +JIk) 9C (5.8) 
EPeopt gEPc \Popt 

Now consider (5.2), the further-tightened form of the coupled constraints in the 

local optimization. Kerrigan [81, Corollary 3.3], states that if the polyhedra A and 

13 are given by, respectively, m and n inequalities, then the Pontryagin difference 

A-B is given by, at most, m inequalities. This permits us to write the Pontryagin 

subtraction of margins M (j) from sets 2, as a simple subtraction of a vector of 

margins, q "(j), (j), from the vector q,, so that (5.2) becomes 

P, z, p(k+ilk)+ 
E z*(k+jlk) 

_ 
9c-q (j), bpEP°pt, (5.9) 

qEP, \{p} 

for all jE {0, 
... ,N- 11, cE Cp, pE Poft. The sufficient conditions (5.4) for feasi- 

bility are derived as follows. The upper bound (5.4a) follows immediately from (5.7) 

and (5.9) as 

q (j) < P, bzc(k+ilk), (5.10) 

for all jE {0, 
... ,N- 11, cE Cp, pE Pupt, while the lower bound (5.4b) is, us- 

ing (5.7), 

Q (j) ? (Pk, 
c - 1)Pcdzc(k +7I k), (5.11) 

opt 
PEýk, c 

for all jE {0,..., N- 1}, cEC. 
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The question remains of how to determine suitable margins that satisfy these 

conditions; possible approaches include a priori rules or pre-allocated shares of the 

slack available, or convex optimization, given the current value of the slack variables 

6zc. For example, 

Np N, N-1 

min Ilq (I)II subject to (5.10) and (5.11), (5.12) 
qar 

p=1 c=1 j=0 

where Qn' is the collection of all margins. This itself, of course, is an optimization 

problem with coupled constraints, and subject to the same issues as the original 

DMPC problem. Solutions might be sought by bargaining, or by some central, 

arbitrating agent, but such approaches renege on the principles on which the dis- 

tributed algorithm was developed. The optimization admits a very simple solution 

if the agents `agree' to share amongst themselves the total margin required. For 

example, an agent p takes a proportion Op E [0,1] of the total, with EpEPcPL Qp = 1, 

the agent p's margin for constraint c at prediction step j becomes 

q" (j) = Op (Pk,, - 1)P, az*(k + jI k). 

The parameter ßp is then an indication of the authority an agent has to update; for 

example, /3P -+ 0 for some agent p leads to the smallest, or zero, extra margin for 

that subsystem's constraints, while other simultaneously-updating agents take on 

large margins, further constraining their problems. 

Figure 5.2 illustrates this principle for a simple two-agent scenario where each 

seeks to minimize some function of a variable zp > 0, pE {1,2}, subject to the 

coupled constraint zl + z2 < Z. Including the tube MPC tightening for robustness, 

the feasible set is Z. For a given feasible solution {zi, z2}, also shown are three 

sets: the product set Zý1 x Zý2 of the individual sets Z1(z2) and 22(2 ), including the 

infeasible region (shaded); and, for two different choices of margins (denoted a and 

b respectively), the product sets of the further-tightened individual sets. For choice 
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zl 

Figure 5.2: Coupled constraints further tightened by margins for parallel updates, with the feasi- 
ble sets of {zl, 22} for the constraint zl + 22 < Z. 

a, the greater tightening (and smaller authority) is by agent 1; for choice b, agent 2 

adopts the larger margin. As these latter product sets are wholly contained within 

the set 2, any simultaneous update-subject to the further-tightened constraints- 

shall be feasible, as was discussed at the outset of this section. 

This predetermined authority approach is adopted in Algorithm 5.1 for robustly- 
feasible, parallel-update DMPC. The next example shows that such an approach, 

perhaps surprisingly, offers good closed-loop performance with a fast response. 

5.3 Numerical example 

The following example applies the parallel-update algorithm to a system of point 

masses. It is shown that, without the extra constraint tightening, constraint viola- 
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Algorithm 5.1: Robust feasible-parallel DMPC for a subsystem p 
1 Design stabilizing controller Kp and RPI set Rp; 
2 Tighten sets yp, Zc, `dc E Cp, via (2.16); 

3 Wait for feasible solution UP(0), information ZP(O), terminal set XFp, 
authority /. 3p from central agent; 

4 fork= 1: oo do 

5 Sample current state xp(k); 
6 if pE PoPt then 
7 Determine slackness Sz* (k +j k), dc E CC, jE {0, 

... ,N- 11 using 
candidate plans for k; 

8 Obtain margins qm"(j), `dc E Cp, jE {0, 
... ,N- 1}; 

9 Obtain new plan Up(k) = U, pt(k) as solution to IýPD (xp(k); Z* (k)); 

10 Transmit new plan to agents in Qp; 
11 else 

12 Renew current plan via (2.19): Up(k) = Ur, (k); 

13 end 
14 Apply control (2.17): up(k) = üP(klk) + Kp(xp(k) - kp(klk)); 
15 Wait one time step; 

16 end 

tion occurs. Furthermore, the performance of the new method is found to better 

that of the single-update algorithm of previous chapters. 

Example 5.1 (Parallel-update DMPC of 1-D point masses). Consider four of the 

constrained point masses with the double-integrator dynamics of Example 2.1. Each 

is to remain within a maximum separation distance of Ox =2 from the others, 

and each mass is subject to local constraints on velocity (lxp, 21 < 5) and control 

(Ju I< 1). The local objectives are conflicting in that half of the masses favour 

minimizing state deviations from the origin, and the other half control: 

1(x, up) = QPIIXPIII + RpIIupII1, 
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where, 

Qp _ 
0.001 pE {1,2}, 

Rp _1pE 
{1,2}, 

1pE {3,4}, 0.001 pE {3,4}. 

Together with a zero terminal cost and the origin as the terminal set in the op- 

timizations, this cost guarantees robust asymptotic stability of the set R. P. The 

disturbance set is again the hypercube {wp E JR2 : 11wp1jc < Wmax}, and the distur- 

bances applied to the masses correspond to the different vertices of the set, designed 

to force apart the masses. For all kEN: 

w1(k) = Wma-, 
[1 

i]T W3(k) = Wmax 
[-1 

i]T 

T 1T 
W2(k) = Wmax 

1-1 
-ii w4(k) = W1 

[1 
-ii 

All other parameters are the same as in Example 2.1, bar the initial state and 

prediction horizon, which are x, = [6 0] T, `dp, and N= 10 respectively. Five 

different controllers are used: 

1. `CMPC': centralized MPC (Algorithm 2.1); 

2. `SU-DMPC': distributed MPC with a sole agent updating per time step (Al- 

gorithm 2.2), according to the simple alternating sequence {1,2,3,4,1,2, 
... 

}; 

3. `S-DMPC': A modified distributed MPC (Algorithm 2.2) with agents updating 

in the sequence {1,2,3,4} at each time step, as per the arrangement of [38]; 

4. `P-DMPC': distributed MPC with all agents updating in parallel at each time 

step, but without the extra constraint margins described previously; 

5. `FP-DMPC': distributed MPC with all agents updating in parallel, with the 

extra constraint margins (Algorithm 5.1). 
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Figure 5.3: Position histories of the four masses, and the maximum separation constraint. For 
P-DMPC, between time steps 5 and 9, one pair of masses violates the separation 
constraint. FP-DMPC achieves constraint satisfaction, and uses the full width of the 
constraints despite the extra tightening. 

The coupling constraints were deliberately chosen to be pairwise, so that feasibility 

guarantees are lost if any number of agents update simultaneously without extra 

constraint tightening. 

Firstly, Figure 5.3 shows the position histories of the four masses, together with 

the maximum separation constraints, when controlled by (a) P-DMPC and (b) FP- 

DMPC. For the former, a sustained constraint violation occurs between time steps 5 

and 9, during which the local optimizations fail and the agents adopt the (infeasible) 

candidate solution. Though feasibility is eventually recovered, had the masses been 

open-loop unstable, for example, the system might well have gone unstable. This 

violation is successfully avoided by the FP-DMPC controllers, yet-despite the extra 

tightening-the full width of the constraints is used. Figure 5.4 offers an alternative 

depiction of this situation, via the maximum separation distance between any pair 

over time, and now including the remaining three controllers. All controllers bar P- 

DMPC satisfy the constraints; however, interestingly, the CMPC controller does not 

drive the system to the limit of the permitted separation. SU-DMPC, as predicted, 

appears to exhibit the slowest response of all the controllers, with a visible lag in 

the time taken to reach the constraint limits. 

ä 
H2 

0 
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Figure 5.4: Maximum separations of four point masses controlled by feasible-parallel DMPC and 
other algorithms. 

Table 5.1 shows the resulting closed-loop cost values for this 15-step simula- 

tion. Values are normalized as percentage increases over those of the benchmark 

centralized controller, which obtains lowest costs. Also shown are the number of 

data exchanges per step, and measures of computation times; the horizon was in- 

creased to 200 steps, to avoid an overhead-dominated computation time, and the 

time tc(k) is measured as the time elapsed from the beginning of the step k until all 

optimizations taking place in that time interval have completed. That is, 

t, (k) if sequential updates, 
tý (I) 

- pE P0Pt 

niaxPEpopt tpc(k) if parallel updates, 

where t' (k) is the time for agent p to solve its optimization at step k. Delays are 

ignored, and it is assumed that any agent adopting the candidate plan takes zero 

time in doing so. This is a fair measure because, regardless of which algorithm is 
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Table 5.1: Comparison of performance of parallel-update DMPC methods. 

Controller CMPC SU-DMPC S-DMPC P-DMPC FP-DMPC 

i5 E1 
=1 

Ndata(k) 6 3 12 12 12 

Cost Increase % 0 29.9 14.0 16.4 18.3 

Mean t over 10 reps 0.7571 0.2867 1.1626 0.3460 0.3540 

Mean of over 10 reps 0.1270 0.0262 0.0667 0.0279 0.0368 

employed, it provides information on the duration of the decision making at each 

time step, from which a lower bound on the period, 5t, of MPC updates might be 

obtained. Note that for the single-update DMPC, both measures are equal. 

Subsequently, the mean and standard deviations of these computation times, 

and at respectively, for each 15-step simulation were measured, and the averages of 

these values, over ten repetitions, are provided in the table. All simulations were 

performed on a Pentium 4 HT 3.2 GHz with 2,048 MB RAM, using CPLEX 10.1 

as the LP solver. 

The ranking of controllers by performance is as expected. SU-DMPC does worst; 

some lag is evident in the response, which is expected, given that the effective update 

frequency is quartered, yet communication and computation values are lowest. S- 

DMPC is closest to CMPC; at each time step, the pth in line to update has new 

information from the p-1 preceding agents, thus, the rate at which the system 

is updated is highest, at the expense of the longest computation time and highest 

communication. Note that although computation times for local optimizations in 

this arrangement are known to scale favourably when compared to CMPC, [38], the 

drawback is that the whole sequence of updates, with communication following each 

update, must be completed within the length of the time step. Furthermore, all 

inter-agent data exchanges are assumed to be instantaneous, unlike in SU-DMPC 

where the entire remainder of the time step following optimization is available for 

communication. 
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For the parallel DXIPC control scheme where extra tightening is not done (P- 

DMPC), although the closed-loop cost is relatively low, this is aided by a recovery 

of feasibility, which is by no means guaranteed. Finally, for FP-DMPC, the extra 

conservatism is evident by the increase in closed-loop cost over that of P-DMPC; 

however, feasibility is maintained throughout. Communication and computation are 

similar for the two parallel methods. The conclusion is that FP-DMPC maintains 

robust feasibility where it would otherwise be lost, and performance surpasses that of 

SU-DMPC, nearing that of S-DMPC, with extra communication but a computation 

time similar to that of the single-update method. 

In conclusion, the key outcome of this example is that, while parallel updates are 

desirable for closed-loop performance, the primary advantage of the single-update 

DMPC algorithm is lost; namely, flexibility in communications. Recalling the mo- 

tivation for using distributed control, some limitation on either communication or 

computation is usually present or inherent in the application, otherwise centralized 

MPC provides best performance. However, for the cost of this loss of communica- 

tion flexibility, the proposed method has some attractive qualities, as demonstrated 

by the example. This is the first work to combine parallel updates with robust 

feasibility for subsystems coupled via the constraints. 

5.4 Summary 

The single-update DMPC algorithm has been extended to permit updates in parallel 

by control agents, while maintaining robust constraint satisfaction and feasibility. It 

was shown by simulation that performance of the parallel-update algorithm surpasses 

that of single-update DMPC, albeit when communication is not a limiting factor, 

and approaches that of a sequential implementation, yet requiring a fraction of the 

computation time needed for that approach. 
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Chapter 6 

Multi-Vehicle Applications of 

Distributed M PC 

The distributed algorithm is applied to two applications: (i) the problem of search, 

or coverage, of an area of unknown content by a team of vehicles, and (ii) the 

problem of controlling multiple dynamic sensors, and fusing gathered information, 

for the tracking and observation of uncertain, dynamic processes. 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, two applications for the newly-developed DMPC algorithms are 

investigated. Both involve the use of a team of multiple vehicles, given some over- 

all task or mission to complete. Though the DMPC algorithm is, of course, not 

restricted to path-planning for vehicles, such a case is of interest and exemplifies 

the problem statement considered in this thesis; vehicles have decoupled dynamics, 

local constraints, such as a flight envelope, and, as shown in previous chapters, the 

problem of collision avoidance may be cast as one of coupled constraint satisfaction. 

Furthermore, whereas predictive control has historically been the preserve of the 
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process control industry [6,71, where dynamics are slow, continual advances in pro- 

cessor technology and optimization solvers mean that DMPC is becoming a viable 

option for real-time, on-line path-planning and control. 

In Section 6.2, the DMPC algorithm is applied to the problem of multi-vehicle co- 

operative search, where a team of vehicles navigate through and search an unknown 

environment, while avoiding collision and duplication of efforts. Collision avoidance 

is the coupling constraint that must be robustly satisfied, while duplication of efforts 

is discouraged by the objective function. Key features that arise from applying the 

method to this problem are (i) path planning decisions are made autonomously and 

on-line, based on the dynamics model, by vehicles, (ii) collision avoidance is guar- 

anteed at all times, and (iii) the control algorithm permits flexible communications 

between vehicles. In addition, it is shown that, by using the cooperative form of 

the DMPC, cooperation between efforts is encouraged and less duplication of efforts 

occurs, leading to better system-wide performance. 

The problem of providing control for mobile, range-only sensing platforms to ob- 

serve uncertain, dynamic targets is considered in Section 6.3. Using techniques from 

optimal estimation theory [107], a local subsystem objective is formulated that seeks 

to design local controls that minimize estimation errors over the prediction horizon, 

using a forward projection of the Kalman filter; at each step local agents exchange 

information plans, subsequently producing target state estimates based on locally- 

fused information. Combining with DMPC, a robustly-feasible, receding-horizon 

form of distributed data fusion ensues. When cooperative DMPC is employed, lo- 

cal agents additionally design hypothetical information plans for others. Simulation 

results show that this form of the DMPC again provides a benefit to system-wide 

performance. 

Path-planning for vehicles in unknown environments is inherently uncertain with 

respect to convergence; the goal is usually to reach a target or complete a mission, 

but success is not guaranteed. The distributed MPC method originally proposed 

in Chapter 2 depended on three assumptions being met: Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 
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are sufficient to guarantee robust feasibility and constraint satisfaction, while-in 

addition-stability or convergence may be guaranteed by the satisfaction of Assump- 

tion 2.4, i. e., the terminal cost being a Lyapunov function in the terminal set. For 

each of the two applications studied in this chapter, the development of the control 

problem leads to objective functions that do not satisfy the stronger Assumption 2.4. 

However, Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 are met, so that robust feasibility and constraint 

satisfaction are guaranteed-in this case, collision avoidance and the availability of 

a plan to a vehicle at all times. 
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6.2 Multi-vehicle cooperative search 

6.2.1 Introduction 

Classical search theory is well established for static environments with a single agent. 

The problem of multi-vehicle search requires path-planning decisions to be made for 

each vehicle involved; ideally, the vehicles should search the unknown area thor- 

oughly and to suit some performance objective, for example minimizing fuel use or 

time, yet coordinating to avoid duplication of efforts and collision with each other. 

One way of ensuring complete coverage of the area is to employ a pre-specified 

exhaustive search method, such as Zamboni search [108]; however, such a method 

makes no allowance for uncertainties in the environment, such as new threats or 

obstacles. Similarly, most results in the problem of coverage for robotics [109], for 

applications such as floor cleaning, harvesting, or mine hunting, do not consider 

search environments where path planning might need to be adaptive; moreover, no 

consideration is given to the dynamic or kinematic constraints of the vehicle. In 

an unknown environment, as vehicles progress, knowledge of the area increases and 

plans may be required to change, either in response to new information about the 

environment or changes in the intentions of others. 

Research in this area includes a team of vehicles moving through the search area 

with a uniform longitudinal front, and only lateral relative motion between vehicles, 

with limited look-ahead [110], and swarms of vehicles arranging themselves into a 

formation with maximal sensing capability yet minimal inter-vehicle communica- 

tion [111]. Some authors propose decomposition of the state space into searchable 

cells: in Sujit and Ghosh [112] and Yang et al. [113] the space is discretized so that 

vehicles have a finite number of heading choices, whereas in Baum and Passino [114] 

and Curtis and Murphey [1151 waypoints are generated for the vehicle to follow using 

a low-level controller. 

In this work, the vehicle dynamics model and kinematic constraints are included 

in the search problem, and the robustly-feasible distributed MPC is used as the con- 
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trol method. The vehicles plan finite-length paths through the search area, which is 

known in extent and decomposed into a cellular grid; thus, this method is comparable 

to a limited look-ahead approach, but with vehicle dynamics considered. Sensors on 

the vehicles search cells as the paths are followed, with the aim of collecting rewards 

associated with cells while avoiding collision and duplication of effort. The contri- 

bution of this section, therefore, mainly arises from the simplicity of the approach: 

the distributed receding-horizon algorithm leads to favourable computational com- 

plexity, when compared with solving a single centralized coverage problem, yet the 

dynamics model is included and collision avoidance guaranteed. Furthermore, by 

employing the cooperative form of the DMPC, performance may approach that of 

centralized. 

The following section outlines the problem statement. Section 6.2.3 develops the 

main algorithm, by first designing a cost function that aims to maximize the cells 

searched by vehicles, and then combining with the DMPC algorithm. Section 6.2.4 

presents simulation results. 

6.2.2 Problem statement 

The problem is to control a set of Np vehicles with the aim of complete search of 

an area of known extent but unknown content. The vehicles are assumed to operate 

in the same plane, each vehicle being governed by the linear discrete-time state 

equation 

xp(k + 1) = Apxp(k) + Bpup(k) + wp(k), Vk, p E P, (6.1) 

where xp ° [r' vT] 
T is the state, and up E R2 is the control input applied. Each 

vehicle has an associated performance envelope, given by maximum velocity and 

force constraints: 

IIvn(k) 112 VP, 
max, (6.2) 

IIup(k)112 Up, 
max' 
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Furthermore, the vehicles must at all times avoid collision, i. e., at each time step 

k all pairs must maintain a minimum separation distance between their positions, 

llrv(k) - r9(k)112 > L, Vk, p, 9 : p4 q, (6.3) 

which permits no other vehicle to enter a circular region, radius L, around the 

position rp(k) of vehicle p at time k. As before, these 2-norm constraints may be 

written in a linear form by approximating as polyhedra [94]. Implementation of the 

collision avoidance constraints as coupling constraints implies that a constraint exists 

for each pair of vehicles, i. e.. NN = (2p), and for each constraint c two matrices, EC, 

and Ecq, are non-zero. 

The area to be searched is known in extent, and is decomposed into Nb non- 

overlapping cells, each with n,, vertices; the whole area has a total of N� vertices, 

with n,, < N. Each cell iE{1, ... , 
Nb } is described by the coordinates of its n� 

vertices, {(rx 
i, rý 2), .., 

(ri I, ry i) }. The team objective is to search the maximal 

number of cells over the duration of the mission. With each cell is associated a 

reward Oi, which may differ from cell to cell, and may be collected only once; hence, 

the problem becomes to maximize the total reward obtained over the duration of 

the mission. 

To search cells, each vehicle p is equipped with a sensor of range RP, assumed to 

be omni-directional. A cell i is deemed searched when it falls completely within a 

vehicle's sensing range; that is, all vertices of cell i are within a distance RP of the 

position of vehicle p: 

Ilri - rp(k)112 < Rp, Vj E {1,..., n�}. 

Again, this 2-norm expression is approximated by the polyhedral form 

P(ri - rp(k)) < Rp1, Vj E {1,..., nv}. (6.4) 
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6.2.3 Multi-vehicle cooperative search using distributed MPC 

This section extends the DNIPC algorithm to the problem of multi-vehicle search 

by developing a local subsystem objective JJ for the non-cooperative or cooperative 

optimizations that maximizes the reward obtained by vehicles searching cells. The 

MILP approach used. motivated by that of Richards and How [98], associates a 

binary variable with each cell and a state machine with each vehicle that flags which 

cells have been searched. 

Cell search objective function 

Suppose with each cell. iE{1, ... , Nb }, is associated a binary variable bi(k) E {O, 1 }. 

This variable acts as an indicator as to whether a particular cell has been searched; 

bi (k) =1 implies the cell i has been searched by time step k, and bi (k) =0 implies 

the cell has not yet been searched. Assuming the reward associated with cell i is Oz, 

the team objective may be stated as 

Nb 

max Oi bi (T), 

i=1 

where T is the mission time. However, in combining the problem of search with the 

DMPC algorithm, the vehicle dynamics are introduced; the planned trajectories of 

vehicles change over time, and so a record is needed of the history of cells searched 

so to avoid duplicated effort. Furthermore, the effect of other vehicles in the system 

must be taken into account: cells previously searched, and also cells planned to be 

searched, by those vehicles. Assume the system-wide objective function is separable, 

i. e., J(U,,... , UNP) _ I]P 
°1 

Jp(Up). As usual, Up(k) is the collection of (nominal) 

initial state and the sequence of predicted controls: 

Up(k) = {zp(klk), üp(kJk), üp(k + 1lk),... , np(k +N- l1k)}. 
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Then the following optimization problem forms the local subsystem objective JJ(Up(k)) 

associated with vehicle pEP. 

J (UP(k)) = min 
i (UP(k), bp(k)) 

bv(k) 

Nb (6.5) 

= min Fp(xp(k + Nlk)) - Ozyip(k + Njk) 
bp(k) 

i=1 

subject to Vi E {0...... b}. j E {0,..., N- 1} : 

yip(k+j+1lk) =yip(k+ilk) +wz(j), (6.6a) 
yip(kIk) = yip(kIk - 1), (6.6b) 

bip(k + jIk) + B; p(k) +Eb q(k + jIk) >_ wi(j), (6.6c) 
qEP\{p} 

btp(k + ilk) =1 P(r, " - [I 0] xp(k +jI k)) < Rp1, Vv E{1, ... , nv}, (6.6d) 

yip(k + ilk) E [0,1], (6.6e) 

wi(j) E [0,11, (6.6f) 

bip(k + jI k) E {0,1} , 
(6.6g) 

where, 

" the decision variable is the collection of binary variables, across all cells and 

all steps of the prediction horizon, 

blp(kIk), ..., bNbp(klk), 

o bp(k) 
blp(k + 11k), ..., 

bNbp(k + llk), 

_ 

b1 (k+NIk), ..., bNbp(k+NIk) 

associated with vehicle p; 

" the terms b ("Ik), q p, in constraint (6.6c) represent the binary variables 

associated with the previously-published plans for all other vehicles. For ex- 
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ample, for cell i and vehicle q, the plan is 

{biq(kýk). b q(k + ilk), ... , b*q(k + Nýk) }. 

These terms are based on optimizations at previous time steps, and appear as 

fixed values (denoted by *); 

" the terms Bip(h). Vi. represent the values of binary variables for each cell prior 

to the current time step k. If a cell i has been searched at some earlier time 

step k, B2p(k) = 1. Vk > k. Thus, the copy of BZP(k) that each vehicle p holds 

provides information on which cells have already been searched by the team. 

" wi(j) E [0,1] is a secondary cell variable in the optimization, constrained to 

take a value between 0 and 1. 

" yip E [0,1] is and auxiliary state for vehicle p regarding cell i; the difference 

equation (6.6a) increments y, p(k+jlk) based on the value of wi(j). The initial 

condition for y; p(klk) requires yi*p(klk-1), from the previous plan, to be known. 

" Fp(zp(k + Nik)) is a terminal cost, based on the cost-to-go to the nearest 

unsearched cell. 

Each of the fixed terms in the constraints, bi*, 
, ̀ dq # p, B, 

, and y p(kI k- 1), are 

required for the evaluation of this problem, and must therefore be available; how 

this information is obtained is detailed later. 

In this optimization, searching of a cell is achieved by satisfaction of the sensing 

constraint (6.6d), i. e.. so that all n. t, vertices of cell i are within the sensing range of 

the vehicle. Note that this constraint may be re-written in the `big-M' form 

P(r= -[I O]zp(k+jlk)) <I 1-M(1-b1r(k+jlk)), `dvE {1,..., n�}, 

where M is a sufficiently large constant [871. However, recent versions of the AMPL 

language [116], and the CPLEX solver [89], are able to process constraints in the 
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form of (6.6d) directly [117]. A value of 6Zp(k+jJk) =1 implies satisfaction of (6.6d) 

for cell i at time step j of the prediction. As previously stated, a reward may be 

collected only once, and only one search, by any vehicle, counts towards the mission 

objective. Hence, constraint (6.6c) is required, which may set the secondary cell 

variable wi(j) to unity in four possible ways: 

1. cell i being searched j steps into the future by the updating vehicle p 
(i. e., býpk(k+ilk) = 1); 

2. cell i being searched j steps into the future by some other vehicle q 
(bzq(k + jIk) = 1): 

3. cell i having already been searched by a member of the team (B! (k) = 1); 

and, 

4. any combination of the previous. 

Finally, an additional state variable yip is introduced for vehicle p and cell i; the 

difference equation (6.6a) increments yip(k + jlk) based on the value of wi(j). The 

terminal value y=p(k + Nj k) shall have a unity value should a cell i be visited by the 

end of the prediction horizon, by any vehicle (predicted or otherwise). It is this value 

that appears in the cost function (6.5), which counts the rewards collected by the 

end of the horizon. Note that these additional cell variables wi, yip, are not required 

to be binary variables, unlike the binary variable bjpk, but are each constrained to 

lie in the interval [0,1]. This keeps the number of binary variables minimal. 

The optimization terminal cost represents the cost-to-go for vehicle p beyond 

the end of the prediction horizon. Based on the approach of Kuwata et al. [49), the 

function FF is a measure of the distance from the terminal state to visible centres of 

unsearched cells. By being visible, the unsearched cell is reachable by following the 

shortest, straight-line path. computation of the cost-to-go for cells obscured from 

line of sight by, for example, obstacles is possible by following the cost map approach 

of [49], but this is beyond the scope of this example. The optimization chooses the 
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best unsearched cell in E Nl (where MC{1, ... , Nb} is the set of all unsearched 

cells) such that Fy is minimized: 

Fp(xp(k + Njk)) = min Ilcp(k + Njk) - rm 
ncM 

II21 

where cp(k+Njk) is the (nominal) position of vehicle p at the end of the prediction 

horizon and r, is the position of the centre of unsearched cell m. Note that the list 

of unsearched cells at a step k is determinable from the collection of Bi (k) terms. 

Also, the cell centres. ri, di E{1, ... , 
Nb} are determined as the centroids of the 

vertices for each cell. Lastly. this 2-norm constraint is implementable as a linear 

approximation [94]. 

Combining with DMPC 

Combining this cell search cost function with the DMPC optimization, the local 

optimization for a vehicle p with state xp(k) at time k becomes 

Non-cooperative search: 

min i (Up (k), bp(k)) (6.7) 
{Up(k), b9(k)} 

subject to (2.14), (6.6), and where 

Nb 
Jp(Up(k), bp(k)) = Fp(xp(k + NI k)) -E OZyzp(k + NI k). 

i=i 

Cooperative search: 

min i (Uv(k), bn(k)) +> angfp(Uq(k), bq(k)) (6.8) 
U�(k), bp(k), 

gENy(k) QNp(k), $N1(k) 
I 
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subject to (2.14), (3.4). (6.6). and, Vq E NPk, iE {o,. 
.., Nb}, jE 10,... 

'N - 1) : 

yiq(k +j + 11k) = 9iq(k +I k) + wiq(i), (6.9a) 

ý iq(kIk) - yiq(kl k- 1), (6.9b) 

bzp(k + ilk) + Bi*p(k") + bira(k +j1 k) 
HEN,, (k) 

(6.9c) 
+ bir(k+j1k) ? wia(j), 

r${pX. (k)1 

b=q(k+jlk)=1 = P(r, "-[I 0]xq(k+jlk)) :5 Rg1, Vve {1,..., nv}, (6.9d) 

yiq(k + jlk) E [0,1] , (6.9e) 

wtq(j) E [0,1], (6.9f) 

biq (k +jl k) E {0,1 }, (6.9g) 

where again the cooperative cost function is designing hypothetical trajectories, and 

the associated cells that could be searched, by other vehicles, while maintaining 

compatibility with the previously-published plans of others and the plan for p itself 

(constraint (6.9c)). 

As before, one agent Pk optimizes at a time step k, whilst all other agents p :A Pk 

renew their plans via (2.19). i. e.. 

Üp(k + 1) = 
{; (k+ 1I k), up(k +1 Ik), 

... , üp(k +N-1 lk), kFP (z; (k + Nlk)) }, 

but now with the additional update equation for the cell binary variables and the 

auxiliary states. For all cells iE{l.... , 
Nb } and all p Pk: 

bip(k +j lk) = b, 
p(k +j ik - 1), Vi E {0, 

... ,N- 2}, (6.10a) 

b; p(k + NIk) = b; 
p(k +N-l lk - 1), (6.10b) 

yip(k+ jfk) = y, P(k+JIJ - 1), dj E {0,..., N-2}, (6.1Oc) 

y, p(k + NIk) = y; Y(k +N- ilk - 1), (6.10d) 
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Algorithm 6.1: Multi-vehicle cooperative search using DMPC 

I Design stabilizing controller Kp and RPI set 1; 
2 Tighten sets yp. Z(.. Vr E C. via (2.16); 

s Wait for feasible solution UP(0). information 2p*(0), and terminal set XF, and 
controller KF, from central agent; 

4 fork= 1: oo do 
5 Sample current state x, )(k); 
6 ifp=pkthen 

7 Choose cooperating set J/ (k) and weightings apq, Vq E Np, 

s Obtain new plan UF; t't(k) and bppt(k) as solution to optimization; 
9 Transmit new plan to other agents; 

io else 
11 Renew current plan via (2.19) and (6.10); 
12 end 
13 Apply control (2.17): u1, (k) = iip(klk) + Kp(xp(k) - xp(klk)); 
14 Update B; 

p(k). 
Vi E{1..... Nb}. using (6.11); 

15 Wait one time step: 
16 end 

where it is assumed that remaining in the terminal set contributes nothing further to 

the search (the terminal value of the auxiliary state yip is non-increasing). Similarly, 

each vehicle p in the system updates its cell variables Bip(k), based on the latest 

plans for each vehicle: 

Bip(k) = bil(kIk) v ... v b, p(klk) v ... V bi* (klk), Vi E {1, 
..., Nb}, (6.11) 

where `V' denotes a logical-OR expression. 

The distributed multi-vehicle search algorithm, executed by all agents in parallel, 

is given by Algorithm 6.1. In line 9 the updating vehicle is required to transmit 

its new plan data. Information and communication requirements were discussed 

thoroughly in Chapters 2 and 3. However, in addition to ensuring that the necessary 

data is available to evaluate the constraints (2.14g) and (3.4h), the latest plan data 

for the binary cell variables is required to evaluate constraints (6.6c), and, if using 
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the cooperative cost, constraints (6.9b) and (6.9c). It is sufficient for a agent p to 

transmit the plan bp(k,, ) to all other agents following optimization at step Ic 
. 

6.2.4 Numerical examples 

This section presents rc ults from simulations using the multi-vehicle search algo- 

rithm. 

Example 6.1. The aim is to search a 70 mx 70 m area, which is divided into 49 

square cells, each of 10 ºn length; with each cell a nominal unity reward is associated. 

There are two vehicles in the problem, assumed to have the linear dynamics 

fp=Vpi 

lllp. vp = fp, 

for all pE {1,2}, which are discretized with a time step of 1 second. The dynamics 

in this example are deterministic, i. e., Wp = {0}, `dp, to aid clarity in the results 

obtained, and to enable a nominal comparison of the control methods to be made 

without considering the effects of disturbances. 

Each vehicle has a maximum velocity of 10 m/s and a maximum acceleration of 

3 m/s2, corresponding to it maximum turn rate of 0.3 rad/s. Each also has an omni- 

directional sensor of range 10 in. The 2-norm velocity, force, and collision avoidance 

constraints, and the sensor description, are implemented as 20-sided polyhedra [94]. 

The minimum vehicle separation in the collision avoidance constraint is 5 m. For the 

optimization, each vehicle has a prediction horizon of 5 steps, and the terminal sets 

XFn used in the local optimizations are again safety sets, being any feasible point 

with zero velocity, so that all plans end with the vehicle stationary. As in previous 

safety set examples, constraints are extended to cover the terminal step j=N, to 

ensure admissibility of the terminal set. 

Simulations were run using four different algorithms: 

1. Non-cooperative DMPC. Algorithm 6.1 with the non-cooperative cost (6.7). 
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2. Cooperative DINIPC. Algorithm 6.1 with the cost (6.8), and with the other 

vehicle included in the cooperating set Np. 

3. Decoupled D; NIPC. A form of Algorithm 6.1 with non-cooperative cost (6.7) 

but no communication between vehicles. Collision avoidance is implemented 

by use of an emergency stop when other vehicle is sensed within range. Note 

that this form permits updates in parallel. 

4. Centralized MPC. 

In all cases, the vehicles were initialized with stationary plans at time zero; that is, 

plans that leave each vehicle stationary at its initial position. The control agents 

then proceed by optimizing in an alternating sequence. In the first instance, the two 

vehicles, A and B. were started at positions (-35, -35) and (35,35) respectively, 

i. e., in diagonally-opposite corners. Figure 6.1 shows the resulting cumulative sum 

of cells searched against time elapsed, for each of the four algorithms. Centralized 

MPC, as expected, offers the best performance, searching the whole area in the 

shortest time. This is followed by cooperative DMPC, non-cooperative DMPC, and, 

finally, decoupled DMPC, which is by far the slowest despite updates being made in 

parallel. Cooperative DMPC offers an improvement over non-cooperative DMPC, 

on both search rate and finishing time, its performance close to that of centralized 

MPC. 

Secondly, the same problem was posed with 150 different, random starting posi- 

tions, the same position used for all four algorithms. Figure 6.2 shows the range and 

mean of finishing times. i. e.. the time to search all 49 cells, for each algorithm. The 

baxs represent the range of finishing times for the 150 simulations, from minimum 

time to maximum. The mean finishing time for each algorithm is shown as a dot. 

"Good" performance is represented by a low mean time and a low maximum time 

to search. It can be seen that, again, centralized offers best performance, by having 

the smallest range of times around the lowest mean. The cooperative algorithm is 

next best, followed by non-cooperative and decoupled respectively. Although there 
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Figure 6.1: Cumulative sum of cells searched against time. 

is only a small difference between the cooperative and non-cooperative means, the 

maximum time for cooperative is noticeably shorter, and the overall range is more 

comparable to that of centralized, indicating that the cooperative DMPC algorithm 

does offer improved system-wide performance when applied to the problem of multi- 

vehicle search. 

A metric of interest in the literature on networks is the stretch, a non-dimensional 

value that permits comparisons between networks of different topologies. For the 

problem of object location, the stretch is defined, in general terms, as the ratio 

between the distance travelled by a query to an object and the minimal distance 

from the query origin to the object [118]. It is, therefore, the ratio of time taken 

to search for a target to the time taken by going straight to it. The optimal value 

is unity, with values close to unity being considered `good'. Where multiple objects 

are present, the mean- or max-stretch values are considered. In terms of the multi- 
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Figure 6.2: Finishing times for 49-cell multi-vehicle search. Ranges and means for 150 random 
start positions, for each algorithm. 

vehicle search problem, define the stretch metric si for a cell i as 

ki 
Z/ (O. 

5Vmax) 
Ilri 

- rPi(0) 
11 

2 

where ki is the time step at which cell i, which has centroid position rz, was first 

searched by vehicle pi. (Searches thereafter, by pi or any other, do not count). The 

stretch then relates the time taken to search a cell to the original proximity of the 

searching vehicle. The mean- and max-stretch metrics for a search problem of Nb 

cells are then given by 

Nb 

Smean =N Sig 
b i=1 

sma = max si. 
iE{1,..., Ny} 
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Table 6.1: Comparison of mean- and max-stretch values for search problem. 

Controller Decoupled Non-cooperative Cooperative Centralized 

SmeaQ 8.61 7.24 7.08 6.22 

Smax 48.20 39.25 35.25 35.90 

os,, -n 
3.27 2.71 2.68 2.19 

v9j, - 
35.10 30.80 23.75 33.20 

Near unity values of smear or sr,., would indicate that cells have been searched 

quickly by vehicles closest to them. Though this function is not minimized by the 

local optimizations, it may prove to be a useful means of comparison between the 

four algorithms. Thus, Table 6.1 shows mean and standard deviations of these two 

metrics, over the 150 simulations. The trends match those previously observed: cen- 

tralized obtains the lowest stretch values, followed by, in ascending order of stretch 

values, cooperative DMPC, non-cooperative DMPC and decoupled DMPC. 

It is useful to gather further insight into how decision-making in the cooperative 

algorithm compares with that for the non-cooperative algorithm. Figure 6.3 shows, 

at different time steps, the two vehicles searching cells when controlled by the coop- 

erative DMPC, starting from the original initial positions (-35, -35) and (35,35) 

respectively, while Figure 6.4 shows the same situation when non-cooperative DMPC 

is the control method. Initially, from diagonally-opposite starting positions, both 

vehicles head towards the bottom-right corner of the map. With cooperative DMPC, 

at k=8 the vehicle heading right ('A') alters course, steering away from the cor- 

ner. Subsequently, the other vehicle ('B') continues to the corner. In contrast, in 

Figure 6.4, vehicle A itself continues into the corner, and vehicle B subsequently 

deviates in response to this action. Some indication of which is the better outcome 

is provided by the number of cells that have been searched by k= 15, by which 

time the corner manoeuvres are complete. For cooperative DMPC, vehicle A has 

searched ten cells by this time, and vehicle B seven. By the same time, however, 

the vehicles have searched only seven cells each when controlled non-cooperatively. 
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Figure 6.3: Two-vehicle search using cooperative DMPC. Cooperation means vehicle A avoids the 
lower-right corner to allow search of that by vehicle B. 
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Figure 6.4: Two-vehicle search using non-cooperative DMPC. Vehicle B is forced by vehicle A to 
change course. Subsequently, fewer cells are searched by time step k= 15. 
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6.3 Distributed control of multiple vehicles for dynamic tar- 

get tracking 

6.3.1 Introduction 

Surveillance and reconnaissance missions are perhaps the raisons d'etre of unmanned 

vehicles, be they ground-, sea-, or air-based. A typical scenario might be for a team 

of sensor-equipped vehicles to locate and observe some target or targets, either 

stationary or moving, for the purpose of identification, tracking or destruction. Such 

a problem has many facets: local path-planning decisions must be made, subject to 

kinematic and dynamic constraints. Meanwhile coordination of the team must be 

ensured, so to provide best estimates of the target states, all while in the presence 

of sensor and target uncertainty. 

The problem formulation in this section is for linear time-invariant mobile sens- 

ing platforms observing dynamic targets, subject to probabilistic uncertainty, arising 

from both sensing and process noise. The general objective is to control the sen- 

sors' movements, while sharing and fusing information, to minimize target state 

uncertainty. Approaches to this problem include, for range-bearing sensors, locally- 

optimal control laws generated via a gradient-descent method [119-121]; the authors 

show by simulation that the resulting sub-optimal approach is `very nearly' optimal 

at steady-state, yet no consideration is given of constraints. A popular proposal 

bases control decisions on receding-horizon optimization gain of information, both 

for a single-step [122,123] and multiple prediction steps [124,125]. In the latter 

case, some prediction model must be assumed for non-stationary targets; Grochol- 

sky [124] uses a Kalman filter to provide future estimation based on observations 

to date, while the method of Ryan et al. [125] explicitly minimizes the expected 

entropy over the horizon, using probability distributions. 

The contribution of this section is a distributed receding-horizon control algo- 

rithm for cooperative tracking of dynamic targets. The formulation combines the 

robust DMPC method with an information-theoretic objective, based on the pre- 
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dictions of target state uncertainty. Using the information form of the Kalman 

filter [3], and a model and current estimate of target states, with each local agent's 

planned trajectory is associated an information plan; that is, the information that 

is expected to be gained via observing and filtering over the horizon. By agents ex- 

changing these plans at each time step, and locally-fusing the information received, 

an agent seeks to determine a trajectory that would maximize the expected total 

information gathered, similar to the approach of Grocholsky [124]. The algorithm 

differs from that of Grocholsky [124] because, while Gaussian process and sensing 

noises are present, local, bounded state disturbances act on vehicles, necessitating 

a robust control method. By a sole control agent updating at a time step, the local 

controllers guarantee robust constraint satisfaction for the vehicles. 

The next section outlines some preliminaries, including the problem statement 

and a review of the information form of the Kalman filter. The algorithm is devel- 

oped in the subsequent section. Finally, numerical simulations are provided. 

6.3.2 Preliminaries 

Problem Statement 

The problem is concerned with controlling Np sensing subsystems to estimate the 

states of Ni uncertain dynamic processes or targets. The state Si E RN', t of a target 

iEI °_ { 1, ... , 
Ni } evolves according to the linear state space equation 

si(k + 1) = Fisi(k) + di(k)e (6.12 

where dz E I[8N9, i is the process noise associated with the ith target, assumed Gaus- 

sian, white, zero mean, with covariance IE[didT] = Qi E RN9, i x RN-i, and indepen- 

dent of all other process noise signals. 

The characteristics of the sensing platforms are described by the earlier problem 

statement of Section 2.2, where the dynamics of each subsystem pEP is governed 
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by the linear state-space model 

xp(k + 1) = Apxp(k) + Bpup(k) + wp(k). 

As previously, Xp, Up, wp are, respectively, the state, control input and additive 

disturbance for a subsystem p; all realizations of the latter reside in a closed and 

bounded set W that contains the origin. Each subsystem is subject to local and 

coupling constraints, described by (2.2) and (2.4). 

With each subsystem is associated a sensor for observation of the dynamic pro- 

cesses. The observation gyp; E RN, - a sensor pEP makes of a process iEI is 

assumed to be given by the linear measurement model 

Pi (k) = HPi(k)si(k) +p (k) 

where ppi(k) is the sensing noise at step k, also assumed independent, white, Gaus- 

sian, with covariance IE[ppipp ]= Rpi E I[BN, p, = x RN , P,,. The objective is to provide 

control inputs u, to manipulate the states xp to provide the best estimates of the 

states si of the Ni uncertain processes. 

Range-only sensing for vehicles 

Suppose the Np sensing subsystems are vehicles, to be controlled by DMPC, and the 

Ni dynamic processes are moving targets. The mobile vehicles can sense the range 

of a target, i. e., an observation is given by the noisy range measurement function 

h7, : RNx, P X RN-, i F> IRo+ 

hpz(x� si) -V 
(rn,, 

- ri, ý, 
)2 + (rp, 

y - ri, y)2 + ppi 

= rpi + Ppi, 
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The measurement noise variance Rpz =E [pj] = op2i is modelled by a range- 

dependent function 

api = fr(rpi) = a2(rp2 - al)2 + ao, (6.13) 

as used in, for example, Chung et al. [120], so that the quality of sensing is highest at 

a `sweet spot' a distance al from the target. The linearization of this measurement 

function hpi (xp, sp) provides the observation matrix Hpi(k): 

Hpi(k) = Hpi(xp(k), sp(k)) = 
[sin(o(k)) 

cos(0p2(k)) 0 0] , 

given that x= 
[1'p, 

x rp, y Vp, x Vp, y]T and s7, = 
[7'Z, 

x rz, y vj, x 112, y] 
T, 

and 

where then Opi = arctan 
(ri x 

_Tp 
x) is the bearing from sensor p to target i. Thus, 

1/ PY 

it is evident that controlling the sensor state, given a target state, changes the 

observation obtained. 

The use of range-only measurement models greatly increases the need for a co- 

operative approach to sensing; sensors have no idea of the bearing to a target; thus 

its whereabouts may only be estimated effectively with range measurements taken 

from a number of points and fused. 

Fusing information: the information Kalman filter 

Consider a linear, time-invariant dynamic process 

s(k + 1) = Fs(k) + d(k) 

where IE[ddT] = Q, and suppose at time k an observation ý= Hs + p, where 

E[ppT] = R, is made of the true state s(k). Kalman filtering is a widely-applied 

technique for optimal estimation of such a process, given those observations; see, 

for example, Kamen and Sugie [107] for an overview. Briefly, an estimates of the 

state s is held, and with it an associated error covariance matrix P, a measure of the 

accuracy of the estimation. Through two phases, these variables are updated at each 
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time step: in the prediction phase, the process model acts on values 9(k-1 1 k-1) and 

P(k -1Ik - 1) from the previous time step k-1 to obtain a new predicted state and 

covariance, 9(kI k- 1) and P(kI k- 1) respectively. These are subsequently refined in 

the estimation phase, using the latest observation ý(k), to produce 9(k1k) and P(klk). 

For example, the state estimate by applying an optimal Kalman gain, KKalman(k), to 

the error between observation and prediction (the innovation), i. e., l; (k) -9(klk-1), 

and adding the resulting value to the prediction: 

s(k1k) = 9(k1 k- 1) + KKalman (k) [ý(k) 
- H(k)9(kI k- 1)]. 

The information form [3] of the Kalman filter replaces the estimate of the state, 

s, and associated error covariance matrix P, with an information state y and infor- 

mation matrix Y: 

A P-1s 

Yo P-1 

An observation ý(k) contributes an amount i(k) to the information state and an 

amount I(k) to the information matrix, where 

i= HTR-1ý, 

I=H T R-lH. 

The algorithm then proceeds as follows. Given observations up to a time k, current 

estimates of information state k(kl k) and information matrix Y(klk) are determined 

through two steps: 
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1. Prediction: 

k(klk - 1) = (1 - SZ(k))F-Tk(k - ilk - 1), (6.14a) 

Y(klk - 1) = M(k) - SZT(k)E(k)1t(k), (6.14b) 

where, 

M(k) = F-TP-l(k - ilk - 1)F-1, (6.14c) 

n (k) = M(k)E-1(k), (6.14d) 

E(k) = M(k) + Q-1. (6.14e) 

2. Estimation: 

Y(k1k) = Y(kIk - 1) + i(k), (6.15a) 

Y (k1k) = Y(klk - 1) + I(k). (6.15b) 

The posterior estimate of the state is then obtained as s`(kIk) = Y-1(klk)y(klk). 

The transformation of variables from 9 and P toy and Y, while resulting in increased 

complexity in the prediction stage of the filter, provides simpler update equations in 

the estimation stage. The importance of this becomes clear when multiple sensors 

are employed. The key property is that, whereas for the standard Kalman filter 

multiple observations may not be combined linearly, 

Np 

s'(kIk) s(k1k - 1) + KKalman (k) [ýp(k) - HP(k)(klk - 1)], 
P=1 
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for the information form of the filter, they may be: 

Np 

Y(kI k) = Y(kjk - 1) + ip(k), 

P=1 

NN 

Y(klk) = Y(klk - 1) +E IP(k). 
P=1 

This is a particularly attractive feature for multi-sensor data fusion, meaning that the 

estimation of a process may be easily distributed. Agents make local observations 

and communicate them; subsequently, observations may be (locally or centrally) 

linearly-combined to produce estimates of the target states. 

6.3.3 Distributed MPC for dynamic target tracking 

In this subsection, the objective function for the team of vehicles is defined. The 

top-level aim is to control the sensing vehicles to minimize uncertainty, or maximize 

information, about the targets. The information Kalman filter forms the basis on 

which local decisions shall be made; a local agent shall design a trajectory, or a 

sequence of control inputs, that minimizes predictions of the target state estimation 

error. 

Maximizing expected information 

Based on the work of Grocholsky et al. [68,122], we seek to maximize the expected 

entropic information by manipulating the observation matrix Hi(k) and covariance 

matrix ltvi(k), each of which is dependent on the sensor state xp(k), given a target 

state si(k). Generally, for each target iEZ, the objective is to maximize the 
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determinant of the information matrix': 

Ni 
E fllYi(klk)I° (6.16) 

k i=1 

where, 

Np 

Yi(klk) = Yi(kl k- 1) +E Ipi(k) 
P=1 

Np 

=Yi(klk-1)+ Hp2(XP(k); si(k))RPil(XP(k)isi(/C))HPi(xp(k); si(ýC)). 

P=1 

Despite the additive nature of the fusion process, whereby the local subsystem 

contributions are summed and added to the current information matrix, the ob- 

jective function (6.16) is coupled and non-separable in these contributions, as, in 

general, IA+ BI 54 JAI+IBI" This means that distribution of the objective is not 

straightforward. The approach used here is for each of the local control agents to 

attempt to maximize its own local representation Yß, 2 of the information matrix Yi, 

(noting that Yi Y1i + ... +YNpi). Thus, the target state estimation shall be local 

to each agent, facilitated by inter-agent communication of observations. Secondly, 

the information filter is projected forwards in time as part of the prediction model 

internal to the distributed MPC, so that predictions are made of Ypi, associated 

with state and control input predictions, and based on the resulting local informa- 

tion matrix predictions. Furthermore, in keeping with the cooperative algorithms 

developed so far, where hypothetical state trajectories are designed for vehicles in 

the cooperating set Np, included in the predictions for Ypi are hypothetical infor- 

mation predictions for these others. The local objective function to minimize is 

then 
N Ni 

E1: 
-log 

(IYpi(k+ilk)I) (6.17) 
j=0 i=1 

'In Grocholsky et al. [68,1221, the determinant of a block-diagonal information matrix Y =° 
diag(Y1,..., YN; ) is maximized. However, it is well-known that Idiag(A, B)I = IAIIBI, so the 
formulation in this section is equivalent. 
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where `djE {0,..., N-1}, iEZ, 

Ypi(k +j +I I k) = [FiYP11(k +j Ik)FT + Qi] -' 

+tpi(k+jlk)+ E Igi(k+jIk)+ ITi(k+ilk), 
gENp(k) rý{p ff(k)} 

(6.18a) 

Ypi(kI k) = Ypi(k), (6.18b) 

Ipi(k + ilk) = Rp (k +jl k)R. pil(k + jl k)Hpi(k + ilk), (6.18c) 

Hpi(k + jlk) _ 
[sin((k+ilk)) 

cos(Opi (k + jIk)) 0 0] (6.18d) 

Rti(k + jIk) = a2(rpi(k + jIk) - a1)2 + ao, (6.18e) 

rpi(k + jlk)2 = (ri, 
ý, (k + jIk) - rp,., (k + jIk))2 

+ (fi, (k +. il k) 
- fp, y(k + ilk) )2, 

(6.18f) 

epi(k+jI k) =arctan 
rý, ý (k+jIk)-fp,,, (k+jIk) 

6.18 ( ä) 
ri, y(k+ilk) -Tp, y(k+jlk)/ 

and Vq E NP(k), 

Igi(k+jlk) =II9 fIT(k + jl'(k+jlk)H92(k+jlk), (6.18h) 

H9i(k + jI k) = 
{sin(Oqi(k 

+j Ik)) cos(Bgi(k +jI k)) 0 0] (6.18i) 

R. gi(k + ilk) = a2 (igi(k +jl k) - al)2 + ao, (6.18j) 

rqi (k+jIk)2 = (ri,,: (k+ilk) -T9, x(k+jlk))2 (6.18k) 
+ (Ti k+ ilk r k+ k2 

Bgi(k+ jIk) - arctan 
ri, x(k+ilk) -rg, x(k+ilk) 6.181 
rz, y(k+ilk) -r9, il(k+ilk) /() 
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and, finally, 

si(k +j+ llk) = Fisi(k + jlk), (6.18m) 

Si(kIk) = SPi(k), (6.18n) 

where 

" the overbar denotes, as it has in previous chapters, predictions generated via a 

nominal subsystem model, and the hat denotes predictions for those in the 

cooperating set JVA; 

9 the dynamic equation (6.18a) for predictions Ypi("Ik) includes both the pre- 

diction and estimation phases of the Kalman filter, (by judicious substitution 

of variables); 

9 the initial constraint (6.18b) sets the first predicted value Ypi(klk) equal to 

the true value Yp2(k), computed locally using latest observations; 

. new information comprises a local prediction, Ipi(k+jjk), predictions for those 

in the cooperating set, Igj(k+j l k), V'q E NP(k), and a summation of previously- 

published, planned values from other sensors, ITi (k +jI k), Yr ý {p, NP }; 

" the matrices f1pi and Rp; (and IIgj and ftqi for qE Np(k)) are time-varying, 

dependent on the predicted range and bearing from sensor to target; 

" the constraints include a nominal dynamics model for the targets, with the 

current local estimate gpi(k) = Yý1(k)yp;, (k) as the initial state. 

This objective couples the expected information predictions with the predicted 

states zp("Ik) and *q("Ik), Vq E Np, via, at each prediction time step, the range 

and bearing of each sensor's predicted trajectory from the targets' trajectories. By 

manipulating control inputs, state trajectories may be designed that maximize the 

prediction of information gathered over the horizon. 
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Note that uncertainty manifests itself via the target process model in each local 

optimization; open-loop predictions are made from a current local estimate of state, 

with no feedback mechanism present. Thus, errors may propagate-and be added 

to-over the horizon. Furthermore, the objective is highly nonlinear. Consequently, 

as discussed in the introduction to this chapter, no stability guarantees exist, but 

robust feasibility and constraint satisfaction are guaranteed. 

Implementation 

The information-theoretic objective, defined by (6.17) and (6.18), forms the local 

optimization objective function V,. As in the previous section of this chapter, in- 

D into the general distributed MPC optimization IP 'NIikl (xp(k); ZP* (k)), de- 

fined in Chapter 3, results in a cooperative distributed data fusion algorithm (Algo- 

rithm 6.2). 

Note that, in common with the multi-vehicle search algorithm in the previous 

section, the control agents' `plans' are not limited to the sequence Up(k), but here 

also include a plan for information: 

{Ipi(kIk), Ipi(k+ 1Ik),..., Ipi(k+Nlk)}2EZp, 

where ICI is the subset of targets allocated to be tracked by vehicle p2. The algo- 

rithm follows the single-update form of previous algorithms, whereby, to guarantee 

coupling constraint satisfaction, only one agent optimizes at any particular instant. 

Therefore, just as non-updating agents renew their planned controls via the update 

equation (2.19), i. e., given 

u; (k) ° {X; (kl k), up(kl k), ... , u; (k +N -Ilk) }, 

2The problem of target allocation is not considered here, for simplicity of exposition; it is assumed 
that targets are allocated by the (centralized) initialization, and not changed thereafter. Target 

allocation for decentralized data fusion is an active area of research [126-1281, and the combined 
problem of dynamic allocation and information gathering is of high complexity. 
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Algorithm 6.2: Robust DMPC for dynamic target tracking 

1 Design stabilizing controller Kp and RPI set RP; 

2 Tighten sets Y p, Zc, `dc E C1� via (2.16); 

3 Wait for feasible solution UP(0), coupling information 2*(0), terminal set XFp 

and controller nF,, set of targets I, and Kalman information ypi(0) and 
Yp2(0), Vi EIp, from central agent; 

4 fork= 1: oodo 
5 Sample current state xp(k); 

6 Make observations epj(k) of targets iE Zp; 

7 Calculate local information ya(k) and Ypi(k), Vi EIp, via Kalman 

update equations (6.14) and (6.15); 

8 if Pk =p then 
9 Choose cooperating set JNp(k); 

10 Obtain new plan UPpt (k) and {IPpt (k +jI k) }, jE {0, 
... , 

N}, iE Zp, 

as solution to IPp'NP (xp(k); Zp(k)), with optimization cost defined by 
(6.17) and (6.18); 

11 Transmit new plan to other agents; 
12 else 

13 Renew current plan via (2.19) and information via (6.19); 

14 end 

15 Apply control (2.17): up(k) = up(k1k) + Kp(xp(k) - Cp(klk)); 
16 Wait one time step; 

17 end 

the renewed plan is, 

up(k+1) ° {X; (k+llk), üp(k+ilk),..., u; (k+N- 1lk), nFF(Xp(k+NIk))}, 

the information plans are renewed in a similar fashion: 

{1Pi*(k+ ilk), IPi(k+21k),..., IPZ(k+NIk), 

[H (k + Nlk)RPi'(k + Nlk)Hpi(k + NI k)] } (6.19) 
iE7y 

The terminal information is that calculated for the new terminal state Apk*(k + 

NI k) + BPrcFp (z, (k + Njk)). By inter-agent communication of these information 
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plans, each agent may construct a representation Y7 of information matrix Yi by 

fusion, in this case a simple summation of the information received. 

An important practical consideration is the complexity of the information-theoretic 

objective; even where the local subsystem constraints for the DMPC optimization 

are polytopic or poyhedral, or even simply convex, the objective function is non- 

linear and non-convex, offering many local minima [119,124]. Not to be deterred, 

the following example shows that sub-optimal solvers, namely the fmincon solver 

in MATLAB, may be employed to provide satisfactory solutions and closed-loop be- 

haviour. Furthermore, cooperation makes a difference, resulting more information 

being gathered. 

6.3.4 Numerical examples 

The Np sensing vehicles assume an uncertain form of the linear dynamics employed 

previously in this chapter, i. e., those of Chapter 3, where 

Tp = Vp, 

mp'i = fp +O fp� 

so that the discrete-time state equation is 

o rp(k + 1) I2 ötI2 rp(k) 
ýb2)2I2 

xP(k + 1) _=+ (uP(k) + wo(k)), 
vp(k + 1) 02 12 vp(k) 6tI2 

where mpup(k) = ff(k), and mpwp(k) = Off(k). The maximum speed and acceler- 

ation are again 

IIVPII2< Vm, 
11uPII2<Umax, 
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where Vma,, = 10 m/s and Ums =3 m/s2. Polyhedral approximations to these cir- 

cular constraints are assumed. The disturbance is limited to 20% of the acceleration: 

wp(k) E Wp 
{wp 

E R2 : IIwplloo < O. 2Um }. 

As in the examples of Chapter 3, the feedback matrix for robustness, Kp, is 

the nilpotent controller for the nominal subsystem model, and the set Rp is the 

corresponding mRPI set. Constraints are tightened accordingly. The terminal set 

XF, is the zero-velocity safety set 

where 

XFp= {XpEIR4: SXp<O}, 

02 I2 

02 -I2 

Each vehicle is equipped with a range-only sensor, as described in Section 6.3.2, 

with the sensing uncertainty variance (6.13) defined by the parameter values a2 = 

0.1568, al = 15.6250 and ao = 0.0008, as used by Chung et al. [119,120]. 

The Ni dynamic targets have similar, albeit autonomous, dynamics: 

I2 6tI2 
Fi =, `di E Z, 

02 12 

with state uncertainty covariance matrices 

at 3I 
Qi = 0.1 32 

(b-2 2I2 

(60,12 
2 ViEI. 
R12 

Example 6.2 (Two sensors observing a solitary target). Initially, a solitary, sta- 

tionary target is to be observed by two sensing vehicles, each each with a prediction 

horizon of six time steps, where the discretization time bt =1 second. In terms of 
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Figure 6.5: Trajectories and estimation errors for two vehicles tracking a target, controlled by 
(left) non-cooperative DMPC, and (right) cooperative DMPC. 

maximizing information, or minimizing error covariance, many locally-optimal con- 

figurations exist [119,124]. However, all see the sensing platforms each at a range of 

al from the target, and separated by some constant angle; in the case of two sensors, 

observations are made from orthogonal viewpoints. 

Figure 6.5 shows the resulting sensor trajectories and estimation errors for both 

non-cooperative and cooperative DMPC. The difference in closed-loop performance 

is pronounced. Under local control by non-cooperative DMPC, the vehicles do not 

settle to a clear steady-state, instead continually circling the target with varying 

degrees of eccentricity; consequently, the estimation errors are high. With coopera- 

tion present, however, the vehicles converge to orthogonal positions, with relatively 
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small estimation errors. It is known that cooperation improves the decentralized 

fusion process [124]; the key result here is that the outcome is that cooperative 

behaviour occurs even with the inclusion of the additional constraints required for 

robust feasibility. 

Note that although the local control includes guaranteed robustness, no distur- 

bances were actually applied either to the vehicles or to the target, so that the 

uncertainty present arises only from the sensing noise and the target modelling er- 

rors. The same sensing noise seed was used for all simulations. Parallels may be 

drawn with the results of Venkat et al. [70], where a non-cooperative approach is 

not sufficient to guarantee stability when the objective function is coupled. Fig- 

ure 6.6 shows the associated histories of the local information matrix determinant, 

Ypi (k) I, for each control method. Cooperative DMPC produces a higher and rela- 

tively constant steady-state value, corresponding to lower uncertainty in target state 

estimation. 

Example 6.3 (Four sensors for two targets). Extending the problem to four vehicles 

observing two targets, cooperative DMPC again shows a benefit (Figure 6.7). In 

the previous section, the problem of sensor-target assignment was mentioned. For 

this example, each sensor can `see' every target, i. e., each sensor is assigned both 

targets. How the sensors then position themselves is the important problem, and 
includes, implicitly, a further degree of sensor-target assignment. For example, a 
`bad' outcome is for all four sensors to move close to one target, neglecting the 

other. A `good' arrangement would see the sensors deploying themselves evenly, 

sensing each target with a similar level of error; thus agents should cooperate when 

making decisions. Here, as shown in Figure 6.7, the non-cooperative algorithm 

results in an imbalanced assignment, leading to the more-uncertain observation of 

one of the targets. Without cooperation, the three sensors observing the bottom- 

right target have no incentive to change their plans and assist the sole agent observing 

the top-left target; system performance suffers as a consequence. The cooperative 

algorithm, however-the local cooperating set N1, comprising only the next-in-line 
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Figure 6.6: Determinants of local information matrices Ypi(k) over time for non-cooperative and 
cooperative DMPC 

vehicle to optimize-avoids such an outcome, the local control agents cooperating 

to evenly allocate sensors to targets, and subsequently reaching an outcome where 

information gathering is more accurate. 

6.4 Summary 

In this chapter, two applications for distributed MPC have been presented. The 

first considered the problem of search of an area of unknown content by a team 

of vehicles. The contribution of the method developed is the incorporation of the 

vehicle dynamics model, constraints and collision avoidance in the search. In the 

resulting algorithm, the local optimization is a mixed-integer program, where a local 

vehicle aims to maximize rewards collected over the horizon, while subject to the 
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plans of others. The problem calls for cooperation between control agents, to avoid 

duplication of efforts; examples showed that by using the cooperative form of DMPC, 

an improvement is seen over that of non-cooperative DMPC. 

The second application presented was observation and tracking of uncertain, 

dynamic targets by sensing vehicles. Using techniques from optimal estimation 

theory, the information-theoretic objective maximizes information gathered over the 

horizon, based on observations to date and predictions from a Kalman filter. This 

function, though non-linear and coupled non-separably, forms the local optimization 

objective in the distributed MPC algorithm, leading to a robustly-feasible dynamic 

target tracking formulation. Examples again show the comparative performance 

benefits of using cooperative DMPC. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

7.1 Summary of contributions 

The main contributions of this thesis are the development of a new and flexible 

formulation of distributed MPC, and analytical results on inter-agent cooperation 

in the presence of coupling constraints. The individual contributions of each chapter 

are summarized in what follows. 

Distributed MPC for uncertain linear systems 

In Chapter 2, a distributed MPC algorithm was developed for a group of linear 

time-invariant subsystems. The local subsystems, which are dynamically-decoupled, 

share coupling constraints, and each is subject to persistent and bounded state 

disturbances. Local agents in the formulation, which is based on the tube MPC 

method [271, achieve coupling constraint satisfaction by communication of planned 

`tubes' following optimizations. Key features are that (i) only one subsystem agent 

updates its plan at each time step, (ii) robust stability is guaranteed for any choice 

of update sequence, and (iii) each agent communicates only after its update. An 

important contribution, then, is that this is the first work to combine robust DMPC 

with flexible communications. 
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An investigation of the trade between communication and performance was 

provided, and the new DMPC was compared with a related method, constraint- 

tightening DMPC [38]. Although the latter method subsumes the former, and offers 

better control performance, the unique initial constraint and sequence-independent 

constraint tightening of the proposed DMPC leads to a simple and flexible approach, 

with no reliance on instantaneous communications between agents. 

DMPC with cooperation 

Chapter 3 motivated the need for cooperation between agents, when otherwise ob- 

jectives or coupled constraints would lead to conflict or greedy behaviour. A co- 

operative form of the DMPC algorithm was proposed, in which local agents are 

prepared to sacrifice local performance to permit a benefit to system-wide perfor- 

mance; in practice, a local agent designs, in addition to its own plan, hypothetical 

plans for others. The key contribution is that, while cooperative behaviour is pro- 

moted, robust constraint satisfaction, feasibility, and stability are maintained, and 

for any choices of cooperating sets of agents. Examples showed the elimination of 

`greedy' decision-making, and the breaking of `deadlock' situations, for multi-vehicle 

scenarios. 

An analysis of cooperation: convergence to state limit sets 

In the first part of Chapter 4, a formal analysis of the cooperative DMPC was pre- 

sented. By posing the local optimizations as a game between subsystem agents, the 

Nash solution concept was employed to show that by increasing the `level' of cooper- 

ation between agents, that is, by adding edges in a graph of cooperative agents, the 

set of Nash solutions to the game may grow no larger. Furthermore, the set always 

includes the (system-wide `optimal') solution from a centralized optimization. 

Under relaxed assumptions on the subsystem objectives, the controlled system 

is shown to converge to some state limit set. In that set, each agent is continually 

playing a Nash strategy. Thus, by implication, the set of such limit sets can also not 
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be enlarged by increasing cooperation. Though it is not possible, in a general sense, 

to prove strictness of this result, examples show that cases exist where, by using only 

partial cooperation, the system-wide optimal limit set is reached when otherwise it 

would not be. The key contribution, therefore, is an analytical confirmation of an 

intuitive concept: increasing cooperation does not harm the convergence outcome, 

even with the additional constraints to guarantee robust constraint satisfaction. 

Adaptive cooperation between agents 

The second part of Chapter 4 seeks to place an upper bound on the level of co- 

operation required for `good' performance. From further analysis, relating choice 

of cooperating sets to the coupling structure, the primary findings are that (i) full 

cooperation is not always necessary to provide best distributed performance, yet (ii) 

the set of immediate, directly-coupled neighbours is not a sufficient choice. It is 

proposed that the `best' set of agents to cooperate with is those connected, either 

directly or indirectly, in a graph of active coupling constraints. Subsequently, an 

adaptively-cooperative DMPC algorithm is introduced, where the cooperating set 

decision is made on-line, based on an agent's currently-active constraints. 

Feasible updates in parallel 

The distributed MPC of earlier chapters assumed control agents optimized sequen- 

tially, one per time step, to maintain robust feasibility. In Chapter 5, the method 

was extended to permit local updates in parallel, despite the presence of coupling 

constraints and uncertainty. By increasing constraint margins, local agents may 

make decisions simultaneously without coupling constraint violation; sufficient con- 

ditions for robust feasibility are subsequently identified. Simulations show that this 

approach is not necessarily overly-conservative, and may improve performance, al- 

though at a cost of some loss of flexibility in communications. 
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Multi-vehicle applications 

In Chapter 6, two vehicle-based application areas were explored. The first applica- 

tion considered the search or coverage of an area by a team of vehicles, the aim being 

to maximize rewards collected, or coverage achieved, while coordinating efforts to 

minimize duplication. Simultaneously, the vehicles must avoid collision. The cell- 

based search method proposed is simple, achieved by insertion of a search-theoretic, 

mixed-integer, linear cost in the DMPC optimizations. Furthermore, unlike other 

cell-based, look-ahead methods, the formulation includes a dynamics model and 

kinematic constraints for local path planning. 

In the second part of the chapter, the problem considered is that of providing con- 

trol to a team of sensing vehicles for observation and estimation of target uncertain, 

dynamic processes. Given a Gaussian model of process noise, together with Gaus- 

sian, range-dependent sensing errors, the distributed receding-horizon approach uses 

local, forward-projected Kalman filters to determine trajectories that would maxi- 

mize information gathered over the horizon. Agents exchange and fuse information 

plans to determine local estimates. In practice, a non-linear, non-convex optimiza- 

tion results, yet simulations show that good performance, and a pronounced benefit 

through partial cooperation, can be obtained by using a commercially-available op- 

timization solver. 

7.2 Future research directions 

Given the contributions made in this thesis, a number of future research areas may 

now be proposed. 

Performance prediction for distributed MPC 

The development of MPC is a consequence of the desire for optimal control, in 

terms of minimizing some performance index, in the presence of constraints. Yet, 

an analytical treatment of predicted performance is absent in the literature, with 
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the notable exception of Richards et al. [129], in which a performance prediction 

tool for MPC is proposed, based on identification and analysis of the regimes of 

operation for an MPC-controlled system. Otherwise, closed-loop performance is 

evaluated by numerical simulation, which-given the number of controller settings 

that may be available to the designer-requires extensive computation, and may be 

far from exhaustive. Simulating for a number of distributed controllers exacerbates 

the problem. 

It would be therefore be of value to produce a performance prediction tool for 

distributed MPC, complementary to, or based on, the tool proposed by Richards 

et al. [129]. Such a tool would necessarily allow for the different sequencing of 

local optimizations. One possible approach is to rewrite the set of distributed, local 

problems as a centralized problem, with concatenated states and inputs, and block- 

diagonal system and constraint matrices. Subsequently, only part of the combined 

decision variable, corresponding to the optimizing agent's plan, would be optimized 

at a time step, the remainder constrained to follow candidate plans. The method 

of Richards et al. [129] could be applied to the resulting constrained centralized 

problem. Further development would include inter-agent cooperation. 

Bounding sub-optimality 

Supposing that the solutions that arise from centralized MPC are `optimal', at least 

in terms of system-wide performance, it would be of significant value to derive an- 

alytical bounds on the sub-optimality that arises from applying distributed MPC. 

Simulations suggest the key factors are, in no particular order, the number of agents, 

the update sequence, the coupling structure, the local disturbances, and the cooper- 

ation graph. It is most likely that any meaningful result will depend on the coupling 

constraints sets having `volume'; equality-constrained couplings do not permit agents 

to deviate from the provided initial feasible solution. 
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Optimal update sequencing 

The distributed algorithms proposed in this thesis introduced update sequencing 

with greater flexibility than comparable robust methods [38]. The investigations of 

Chapter 2 illustrated how performance varies with sequence, and in Chapter 4 it 

was seen that even the steady-state limits of the system may depend on the order 

in which subsystems optimize. Many heuristics are possible for choosing the order 

of updates apart from cyclical sequencing. For example, the next agent to optimize 

might be decided by, inter alia, auctioning, the authority of agents to update, the 

relative magnitudes of previous disturbances, or comparison of the `constrainedness' 

of local problems. Does choosing at each time step the agent who has most to 

gain, i. e., the greatest decease in open-loop cost, necessarily lead to best closed-loop 

performance? 

Linking with the development of a performance prediction tool for DMPC, it 

would be interesting to determine explicitly the relationship between predicted per- 

formance and update sequence. Of particular value would be an outcome where a 

tractable optimization problem, parametric in disturbance sequence, could be solved 

that minimized expected closed-loop performance by manipulating the update se- 

quence. 

Continuous-time systems and asynchronous optimization 

This thesis has focused exclusively on discrete-time systems, and has assumed con- 

trol update times are synchronous. True synchronous distributed optimization al- 

gorithms, though often sufficient for guaranteed feasibility and convergence, present 

significant practical difficulties in real-world applications. Furthermore, an implicit 

assumption throughout this thesis is that optimization times are shorter than control 

update times. An asynchronous formulation would permit replanning by any agent 

at any time, though with some time limit imposed on optimizations, updating con- 

trols as and when required. A continuous-time system model might aid identification 

of when replanning is required, by comparing the state evolution with predictions. 
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Imperfect or constrained communication 

All inter-agent communication in this thesis has been assumed timely and error-free, 

and the communication graph has been assumed sufficient to meet any requirements. 

Were the communication graph insufficient, perhaps owing to select transmission 

links being broken, it would be interesting to identify under what conditions the 

distributed MPC is robust to absent or corrupt communications. Multi-hop trans- 

missions may introduce significant delay-how does performance degrade with in- 

creasing delay? Another practical concern is bandwidth constraints. How are the 

update sequence and the inter-agent cooperation arrangements best chosen given an 

imposed upper limit on communication? 

Coupled dynamics 

With dynamically-decoupled subsystems coupled through the constraints, a local 

agent includes a nominal representation of other subsystems' plans, with uncer- 

tainty accounted for by tightening constraint limits. Many application systems, 

such as those in the process control industries, may not be decomposed in this way, 

subsystem dynamics being coupled. Generalization to this case would introduce con- 

siderable difficulties to the distributed MPC design problem. The additional local 

uncertainty arising from uncertainty around interacting subsystems' plans may be 

bounded, and constraints tightened further, yet local problems may soon become ex- 

cessively conservative, and sets of admissible controls prohibitively small, for strong 

couplings. 

Drawing these separate topics together, the desire is to generalize the methods de- 

veloped in this thesis, broadening the applicable problem class. Furthermore, the 

creation of performance prediction tools that account for update sequence and coop- 

eration would enable a designer to, a priori, answer the question of how cooperation 

and computation should be used to provide best performance. 
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